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APPENDIX A: ORGANIZED CRIME CASES

UNITED STATES

Yi Ging: Chinatown Gang in New York City

From 2000 to 2005, the Yi Ging organization was a menacing presence in
Manhattan’s Chinatown and the Flushing neighborhood of Queens.1

The

organization coalesced around the strong leadership of Geng Chen (aka Yi Ging)
and his deputy Kai Zhi Wang.2 Geng Chen provided members and associates of the
gang with support and protection, stepping in to resolve disputes with other
organized criminal groups. In return, Geng Chen received a share of the
illegal proceeds from the various criminal activities of his subordinates. At
the same time, because of the organization’s shallow stratification, Geng
played a hands-on role in many of its enterprises.3
Evidence gathered from simultaneous investigations by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI), the New York Police Department (NYPD), and the
Department of Homeland Security’s Bureau of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) demonstrated that for the Yi Ging, film and music piracy was
an integral part of an operation whose other interests and practices closely
conformed to the traditional definition of organized crime. Members not only
engaged in various acts of racketeering and narcotics trafficking, but also
went to great lengths to protect a lucrative operation in the sale and
distribution of illegal copies of recordings and motion pictures.4
Authorities first learned about the gang after undercover operatives purchased
several pirate DVDs from a store at 24 Broadway. As the investigation widened,
it became clear that rather than a contained “mom-and-pop” piracy business, a
well-organized syndicate was conducting large-scale sale and distribution of
pirated DVDs of American and Chinese films.5
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Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec 2-12, pp. 4–13.

2

Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec 5, p. 7.

3

Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec 4, p. 6.

4

Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec 2, p. 4.
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Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec 8 (f), p. 10.
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The Yi Ging’s film piracy operation was led by members Kai Zhi Wang, Xing
Hong Chen, Pan You Di, Wang Tian Ting, Liu Young, Qing Di Wang, and Xue Jiao
Chen.6

In the process of trafficking thousands of DVDs and CDs, members were

arrested and their premises were searched on numerous occasions.

On October

6, 2000, Di Ming Wang was arrested for controlling a store on 24 East Broadway
that sold pirate films.7

In May 2001, U.S. Customs agents at JFK

International Airport seized two shipments of pirate DVDs/VCDs (totaling 9,400
discs) from Hong Kong that were bound for delivery to 24 East Broadway.8

On

October 10, 2001, the NYPD again raided 24 East Broadway and seized pirated
discs.9

On May 20, 2004, Qing Di was arrested at 43-26 52nd Street,

Sunnyside, NY, during the execution of a search warrant for film piracy.10
According to the indictment, Yi Ging members were implicated through
telephone surveillance in the possession and distribution of ketamine and 3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine, more commonly known by its street names,
ecstasy and XTC.11 Drug-dealing appears to have been a sideline in comparison
with racketeering, however.

Members of the gang were charged with knowingly

financing, managing, supervising, directing, and owning at least two illegal
gambling parlors. The indictment singles out multiple incidents in which Yi
Ging members approached gambling parlors and used violence and intimidation to
force the rival operators to pay a share of their profits to the syndicate and
abandon their competing businesses.12 Between April 2004 and March 2005, the
gang gained control of a gambling parlor on 45 Market Street in New York City
and forcibly installed leader Geng Chen as a shareholder of a gambling parlor
on 117 Hester Street.
As is often the case with gambling rackets, members of the gang also
engaged in loan-sharking to parlor patrons. The indictment asserted that
several members knowingly conspired to collect predatory loans from a number
of delinquent debtors, often subjecting victims to intimidation and physical

6

Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec 12, p. 13.
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MPA After Action Report, October 6, 2000.
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MPA After Action Report, July 15, 2003.
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MPA After Action Report, July 15, 2003.
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MPA After Action Report, June 2, 2004.
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Yi Ging Indictment Count 18, Sec 55-58, pp. 59–61.
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Yi Ging Indictment Counts 14, 16, and 17, pp. 55, 57, 58.
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violence. 13 Indeed, members were heavily reliant on strong-arm tactics to
protect and expand their lucrative operations. One of the two properties they
used as illegal gambling parlors was allegedly procured by threatening the
tenant, forcing him to relinquish the lease.14 Threats of violence and
destruction of property were also employed to eliminate rival DVD pirates and
dissolve partnerships with others.15
In July 2002, Kai Zhi Wang, Wang Tian Ting, and Qing Di Wang attempted to
use fear of physical injury to force a victim into forfeiting his investment
in a counterfeit DVD business.16

In the summer and early autumn of 2003, the

same members assaulted a victim and forced him to sign a promissory note for
$15,000, and in a separate event, they intimidated and threatened a victim in
an attempt to force him to abandon a competing counterfeit DVD business.17

On

May 19, 2004, six Yi Ging members were arrested at 41-46 Main Street,
Flushing, NY, at a novelty store that sold pirate DVDs and CDs; they
subsequently pleaded guilty.
member Di Ming Wang.

The store was owned by then former Yi Ging

The men were apparently dispatched by the gang to seek

retribution for Di Ming Wang’s break from the Yi Ging; they proceeded to
vandalize the store, assault Di Ming, and pour red paint over the head of his
infant child.18
The Yi Ging were at times clumsy in their exercise of power.

In one

almost farcical instance, members bribed a witness to prevent him from
cooperating with authorities.19 The witness, an affiliate of the organization,
had been assaulted for failing to bribe another witness who had been the
victim of an earlier assault at the hands of Yi Ging members.20
With regard to its DVD/CD counterfeiting and money-laundering operation,
however, the Yi Ging organization was quite savvy. Its counterfeit goods were
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Yi Ging Indictment Count 10, pp. 51–52.
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Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec 20(a), p. 25.
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Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec 14-19, pp. 15–24.

16

Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec 19(a), p. 23; Yi Ging Indictment Count 8,

Sec 45(a), p. 48.
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Yi Ging Indictment Count 8, Sec 45 (b) and (c), p. 49.
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MPA After Action Report, June 2, 2004.

19

Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec 21, pp. 26–27.

20

Yi Ging Indictment Count 5, p. 40.
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manufactured in China and mailed or smuggled into New York by members of the
organization.21

Payments for the counterfeit merchandise were made either by

having gang members deliver the cash in person or by wiring the money.22
Operatives were careful to carry or transmit just under the threshold amounts
of $10,000 for reporting international transport of U.S. currency and $3,000
for provision of an identification document for wire transfers.23 The
indictment alleges proceeds from the pirated DVD/CD sales were effectively
laundered, obscuring the profitability of this aspect of the Yi Ging’s
operation.24 The combined proceeds from CD/DVD piracy and drug sales were
estimated, for the purpose of assigning asset forfeiture, at $3 million.25
In addition to RICO charges against 18 of its members, the group was
charged as an “organized criminal enterprise” that sought to enrich its
leaders, members, and associates; preserve, protect, and augment the group’s
power, territory, and financial profit; and keep victims and citizens in fear
by committing acts of physical violence, intimidation, and economic harm.26
Another 21 members and associates were charged with narcotics trafficking,
extortion collection, extortionate collection of gambling businesses, witness
tampering, and the sale and importation of counterfeit CDs and DVDs.27
At the time of this writing, several of the defendants have pleaded
guilty to the charges of gambling conspiracy, operation of an illegal gambling
business, and conspiracy to traffic in counterfeit CDs/DVDs.28 Two of the
defendants have been convicted of narcotics trafficking, and another two have
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Yi Ging Indictment Count 22, Sec 65(a), pp. 67–68.
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Yi Ging Indictment Count 22, Sec 65(b), pp. 67–68.
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Yi Ging Indictment Count 22, Sec 65(b), pp. 67–68.
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Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec 28-30, pp. 33–35.
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Yi Ging Indictment Count, Forfeiture Allegation, Sec 74-75, pp. 74–75

26

Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec 4, p. 5; and Yi Ging Indictment Count 1, Sec

8 (a)(b)(c), p. 8.
27

“U.S. Indicts 39 members of a major, violent criminal group,”

Press Release, September 9, 2005, pp. 3–6; Yi Ging

S.D.N.Y

Indictment Count 1, Sec

4, p. 5.
28

U.S. v. Geng Chen et al. Docket Report, 05 Cr. 938, S.D.N.Y., All

Defendants, 2005, pp. 1–42.
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been found guilty of racketeering and extortion.29 The cases against the
remaining defendants have yet to be adjudicated.30

The indictment seeks $10

million in forfeiture from the defendants and the Yi Ging organization.31

The Jah Organization: Piracy and Money-Laundering Syndicate
From 2001 to 2006, large-scale piracy operations and organized criminal
activity consumed a nine-story commercial building located at 1225 Broadway in
New York City.

The complex was the flagship operation of a network of illegal

”mini-malls” manned by Chinese and West African merchants along Broadway from
25th to 32nd Street in the Flatiron district. The area was known by locals and
tourists alike as a haven for the best counterfeit merchandise in New York
City.32
The sale of pirated goods at the shopping complex33 led the NYPD to
conduct multiple raids on the complex in 2004 and 2005, seizing thousands of
pirated audiovisual discs.34

One NYPD raid resulted in the seizure of 68,000

pirate DVDs in rooms 403, 404B, 411, and 415 of the complex.35

Police scrutiny

increased dramatically in the summer of 2005, after a shopper was killed in
the crossfire of a robbery gone awry at one pirate CD shop.36
A criminal complaint unsealed by the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the
Southern District of New York on June 3, 2004, stated that from 2001 to May
2004, a ring of West African merchants referred to as the Jah organization,

29

U.S. v. Geng Chen et al. Docket Report, 05 Cr. 938, S.D.N.Y., All

Defendants, 2005, pp. 44–46, 53.
30

U.S. v. Geng Chen et al. Docket Report, 05 Cr. 938, S.D.N.Y., All

Defendants, 2005, pp. 1–74.
31

Yi Ging Indictment, Forfeiture Allegation, pp. 69–75.

32

“Shop till you’re dropped,” New York Daily News Editorial, June 19, 2005.

33

Jacob Jah et al. Indictment Counts 3 and 4, pp. 8–9.

34

MPA letter to Kenneth Dreifach (Office of the Attorney General for the State

of New York), August 4, 2006; MPA letter to Calvin Haddad (1225 Broadway
landlord), December 12, 2005.
35

MPA letter to Kenneth Dreifach (Office of the Attorney General for the State

of New York), August 4, 2006; MPA letter to Calvin Haddad (1225 Broadway
landlord), December 12, 2005.
36

“Shop till you’re dropped,” New York Daily News, editorial, June 19, 2005.
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after its alleged mastermind Jacob Jah, sold counterfeit goods, laundered
money, produced forged identification documents for illegal immigrants, and
illegally transferred tens of millions of dollars abroad.37
Jah and three associates—Madja Dja, Belal Sow, and Yaya Dia—were charged
with trafficking in counterfeit goods, including fake designer handbags and
unauthorized copies of motion pictures, from a store at 1225 Broadway
operating under the name Djisowen Inc.38 The complaint stated that over the
course of a two-year investigation by the U.S. Postal Service, an informant
successfully purchased counterfeit handbags from the store, and postal workers
in Tennessee frequently delivered large parcels from 1225 Broadway to an
address in Memphis, occasionally glimpsing CDs and DVDs through holes in the
packages.39
Hundreds of thousands of dollars in revenue from the sale of counterfeit
goods were laundered by mailing them to co-conspirators in Columbus, Ohio, and
Detroit, Michigan, who deposited the checks and cash into several bank
accounts. Monies were then wired to numerous entities, including the accounts
of purported electronics and clothing manufacturers in China, India, and
Vietnam. Between March 2001 and September 2002, investigators found more than
$9,800,000 in remittances to these beneficiaries.40
In tandem with his piracy operations, Jah operated an illegal moneytransfer business from his 1225 Broadway office, and his co-conspirator,
Sileye Dia, ran a similar wire-transfer operation for customers in Ohio.41

For

a high transaction fee, Jah and Dia accepted cash, checks, and money orders
and provided customers an unregistered and unregulated means to illegally wire
funds abroad and smuggle bulk cash out of the United States.42

Money was

laundered through U.S. postal money orders or deposited directly into bank
accounts with corporate names, such as Express Money Transfer and A&B

37

Jacob Jah et al. Complaint, June 3, 2004.

38

Jacob Jah et al. Indictment Counts 3 and 4, pp. 8–9.

39

Jacob Jah et al. Complaint, June 3, 2004, pp. 14–16.

40

Jacob Jah el al. Indictment Count 2, pp. 4–7.

41

Jacob Jah et al. Indictment Count 2, Sec 14, p. 5; Jacob Jah et al.

Indictment Count 6,
42

Sec 36, p. 12.

Jacob Jah et al. Indictment Count 2, Sec 14, p. 5; Jacob Jah et al.

Indictment Count 6,

Sec 36, p. 12.
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Financial Services.43

Between August 2001 and June 2004, the A&B Financial

Services account in Columbus, Ohio, laundered $26,600,000 which was eventually
wired from the accounts to recipients in various foreign countries.44
The Jah organization was also accused of carrying out unlicensed
international money transfers for countless others around the country.

Also

known as hawala, unlicensed money-transfer businesses enable clients to avoid
the scrutiny of federal authorities (not all hawala are unlicensed).
According to the U.S. Attorney’s Office complaint, the Jah organization
transmitted more than $15 million from the Columbus accounts alone in 2003.
On the day the complaint was unsealed, 10 members of the Jah organization
were taken into custody.

Two others remained at large.

Investigators

arrested Dia at JFK airport with $44,535 in cash strapped to his body as he
attempted to board a flight to Dakar, Senegal.45

Investigators then arrested

Dja at JFK airport with $326,129 in cash strapped to his body as he attempted
to board a flight to Tokyo, Japan.46
Ultimately, Jacob Jah and six other members of the organization pleaded
guilty to conspiracy to conduct an unlicensed money-transmitting business.47
Jacob Jah also pleaded guilty to trafficking in false identification
documents.48 Ibrahim Gueye pleaded guilty to conspiracy to traffic in
counterfeit goods.49 Yaya Dia pleaded guilty to conspiracy to criminally
infringe copyrights; and Ousmane Diallo was found guilty of money laundering.50
Although authorities were able to dismantle the Jah organization, other
piracy activity and organized criminal activity continued at 1225 Broadway and

43

Jacob Jah et al. Complaint, June 3, 2004, p. 9.

44

Jacob Jah et al. Complaint, June 3, 2004, pp. 9–10.

45

Jacob Jah et al. Indictment Count 2, Sec. 22 (a), p. 7.

46

Jacob Jah et al. Indictment Count 2, Sec. 22 (d), p. 7.

47

U.S. v. Jacob et al. Docket Report, 1:04-Cr-00572-LAK, S.D.N.Y., All

Defendants, 2005, pp. 11, 12, 15, 17, 18.
48

U.S. v. Jacob et al. Docket Report, 1:04-Cr-00572-LAK, S.D.N.Y.,All

Defendants, 2005, p. 17.
49

U.S. v. Jacob et al. Docket Report, 1:04-Cr-00572-LAK, S.D.N.Y., All

Defendants, 2005, p. 11.
50

U.S. v. Jacob et al. Docket Report, 1:04-Cr-00572-LAK, S.D.N.Y., All

Defendants, 2005, pp. 12, 22.
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the surrounding areas.

As such, authorities used the indictment of Jah et

al., along with other documented arrests and seizures conducted at the 1225
Broadway shopping complex, to catalyze a 2005–2006 joint Secret Service/NYPD
Organized Crime Investigation Division case dubbed Deceitful Wares—an
operation targeting widespread intellectual-property crimes at piracy minimalls in the immediate surrounding area of 1225 Broadway.51
From July 2005 to February 2006, U.S. Secret Service agents and
confidential informants conducted several buys of counterfeit CDs and DVDs at
the 1225 Broadway shopping complex.52

Shortly thereafter, in August 2006, four

arrest warrants were obtained for individuals engaged in intellectual-property
theft.

From August to November 2006, all four targets—Alphidio Bah, Mamadou

Y. Diallo, Mamadou Diallo Bah, and Barry Lnu—were arrested and indicted on
criminal charges of copyright violation.53
During the investigation, undercover agents were directed to a second
address, 146 W. 29th Street, where pirates from 1225 Broadway had relocated.
From May to July 2006, agents conducted more undercover purchases of
counterfeit items from 146 W. 29th Street.54

On July 26, 2006, the Joint Task

Force of the U.S. Secret Service, the New York Electronic Crimes Task Force,
and the NYPD Organized Crime Investigative Division arrested Fu Yin Huang,
Angela Huang, Bouhari Adouyi, and Zhi Jun Huang at A&B Trading Inc. (unrelated
to Jah’s A&B Financial Services), all on criminal copyright-violation
charges.55

Agents seized counterfeit goods worth an estimated street value of

$3,000,000, including several presses with heat stamp logos, more than 50,000
tags made up for various luxury brands (Prada, Coach, etc.), 3,590 counterfeit
handbags, 1,607 counterfeit wallets, several hundred scarves, high-end
apparel, and the like.56

51

U.S. Secret Service Electronic Crimes Branch, Powerpoint presentation.

52

U.S. v. Alphidio Bah et al., S.D.N.Y., November 9, 2006, pp. 2–3.

53

U.S. v. Alphidio Bah et al., S.D.N.Y., November 9, 2006, pp. 1–4.

54

U.S. v. Angela Huang et al., S.D.N.Y., October 26, 2006, p. 1.

55

U.S. Secret Service, New York Electronic Crimes Task Force, Powerpoint
Presentation, circa 2007, Slides, 10-11.

56

U.S. Secret Service, New York Electronic Crimes Task Force, Powerpoint

Presentation, circa 2007, Slides 3, 8.
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Further investigation by the Joint Task Force revealed that Fu Yin Huang
and his associate Angela Huang are members of a large organized Asian criminal
group headed by Benson Huang (Angela Huang’s ex-husband) which had three
containers of counterfeit merchandise seized by customs and border protection
agents at Newark Seaport in the previous several years.57

ENGLAND
The Cockle-Pickers Case
On the night of February 5, 2004, 21 Chinese immigrants drowned while
harvesting shellfish in Morecambe Bay, England. The ensuing death inquiry
quickly snowballed into one of the largest criminal investigations in the
history of the Lancashire constabulary.58 Operation Lund, as the investigation
was called, uncovered evidence of human trafficking, exploitation, and
criminal negligence by a party also engaged in large-scale DVD counterfeiting.
The origins of the current piracy landscape in Britain and its link to
human smuggling and organized crime took shape in the wake of changes to
British immigration policy in 1996.59 More lenient laws on asylum-seeking gave
immigrants a greater chance of successful entry into the country and various
cash and housing subsidies once they arrived.60 These changes provided an
important opening for snakeheads to manipulate the laws and bring their
clients to England under pretenses of political and religious asylum from
China’s communist regime. By the end of the decade, petitions from Chinese
nationals seeking asylum in the UK had surged to 4,000 applications—the

57

U.S. Secret Service, New York Electronic Crimes Task Force, Powerpoint

Presentation, circa 2007, Slide 11.
58

“Government criticized over cockling deaths,” Guardian Unlimited, March 24,

2006.
59

Roger Zetter et al., “An assessment of the impact of asylum policies in

Europe 1990–2000” United Kingdom Home Office Research Study #259,

p. 99.

Available online at www.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/pdfs2/hors259.pdf (accessed
August 27, 2008).
60

“Ministers Blamed for Asylum Claims Surge,” BBC News, posted January 31,

2001. Available online at news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/1146800.stm
(accessed August 27, 2008).
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highest in all of the European Union countries.61 This wave of entrants was
composed primarily of Fujianese migrants, who were absorbed into the economies
of London’s and Manchester’s Chinatowns.

Figure A.1
Asylum Applications United Kingdom (1980 - 2007)
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SOURCE: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) Statistical
Online Population Database.

Initially, snakeheads were able to place workers in restaurant and retail
jobs, regulated by rackets run by Hong Kong organized-crime gangs that had
settled in the neighborhoods decades before. Once the markets became
saturated, workers turned to two trades, agricultural work in England’s
countryside and counterfeiting retail operations that serviced London’s pubs
and nightlife.62 In turn, these are the subjects of the two cases that follow.

61

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) Statistical Online

Population Database. Available online at
http://www.unhcr.org/statistics/45c063a82.html (accessed August 27, 2008).
62

Interview with Metropolitan Police Services London, Film Piracy Unit, March

9, 2008.
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Illegal Chinese immigrants are said to be the main source of cheap labor
in a lucrative “shadow industry” of cockle-picking in Britain.63 Morecambe Bay
is considered an especially profitable site for gathering the edible
shellfish, with one official estimating that £6 million to £8 million ($11
million to $15 million in 2004 dollars) worth of cockles are plucked from the
sand each year.64
But like many other menial jobs, cockle-picking in Morecambe Bay is both
arduous and potentially perilous. The tide comes in very suddenly and
deviously, flowing in through channels and rills landward of the cockle beds.65
Adding to the danger are quicksand traps that form in the channels.66 Within
the space of an hour, the tidewater can move from more than five miles out in
the bay to 30 feet deep at the shoreline.67 It is critical for cockle-pickers
to mark their paths and heed the posted high-tide times. Cockle-picking after
dark is ill-advised for all but the most expert.

As dusk neared on the

fateful evening, a local fisherman on the sands signaled the 21 Chinese
immigrants to head in by pointing at his watch.68

However, the illegal Chinese

immigrants kept harvesting cockles into the night to repay debts to their
human traffickers, even though they were unfamiliar with the terrain.

The 21

immigrants were caught when the waters rose behind them, cutting off access to
the shore.69

Many of the victims made calls back home to China as their deaths

were imminent.

63

Transcripts of those conversations roiled the British press

Hsai-hung Pai, “I’m illegal, so what can I do?,” The Guardian, February 9,

2004.
64

“18 cockle pickers die on UK beach,” Deccan Herald, February 7, 2004.

65

Jon Ungoed-Thomas and John Elliot, “Tragedy of cockle pickers ruled by

ruthless gangmasters,” Sunday Times, February 8, 2004.
66

Jon Ungoed-Thomas and John Elliot, “Tragedy of cockle pickers ruled by

ruthless gangmasters,” Sunday Times, February 8, 2004.
67

“Trial over deaths of Chinese cockle pickers starts in Britain,” People’s

Daily Online, September 20, 2005.
68

“Cocklers ‘were warned of dangers,’” BBC News, September 26, 2005.

69

Ian Herbert, “Gangmaster guilty of manslaughter after 21 Chinese cocklers

were engulfed by tide,” The Independent UK,

March 25, 2006.
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for days.

One headline read: “I am up to my chest in water.

Tell my family

70

to pray for me . . . I am dying.”

The hapless Chinese immigrants had been in the employ of a man named Lin
Liang Ren. The immigrants were essentially his indentured servants, laboring
to repay their debts to Chinese human traffickers, known as snakeheads, who
brought them to England.71

After deducting fees for workers' room, board, and

transportation, Lin Liang Ren reportedly sent his workers into High Street
banks to deposit wads of cash into snakehead accounts. Unable to speak
English, they made the transactions by sliding mobile phones displaying the
account numbers under the till with the cash.72
Lin Liang Ren forced the 21 Chinese immigrants to work illegally as
cockle-pickers for the Spanish multinational, Dani, to pay off their debts.
Media accounts of the investigation and trial frequently referred to Lin Liang
Ren as a ”gangmaster,” an English term for a contract supplier of cheap
agricultural labor.73

England’s gangmasters had come under fire before for

wanton exploitation of illegal immigrant workers,74 and prosecutors would later
argue that Lin Liang Ren was an especially egregious offender.75
As the investigation unfolded, details of Lin Liang Ren’s cruelty and
avarice emerged.

Boasts of easy money from his cousin Lin Mu Yong, already

established in the illicit cockling trade, are said to have tempted Lin Liang
Ren to leave a prosperous position as head of finance at a plastics company in
Fujian Province.76 To secure a visa, Lin Liang Ren posed as a student but never
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attended classes and falsified school progress reports required by UK Customs
and Immigration.77 A bag of the shellfish, which takes two hours to harvest,
could fetch £15, but Lin Liang Ren reportedly paid the crew members in his
employ only £5 per bag.78 While they worked long hours and lived in cramped,
squalid quarters in Liverpool, Lin Liang Ren reportedly shared a comfortable
home with his girlfriend, drove a sports car, and frequented the city’s
casinos.79 Most notably, the gangmaster had allegedly revealed a callous
disregard for his workers’ safety. On one occasion, when a crew member warned
him of the dangerous conditions in the bay, Lin Liang Ren is said to have
responded, “Leave it to God.”80
In statements to the press, Detective Superintendent Mick Gradwell
accused Lin Liang Ren of attempting to thwart the investigation by telling
authorities he was one of the cockle-pickers rather than their employer,
maintaining instead that two of the deceased were the ringleaders, and by
threatening “harmful consequences” to survivors if they did not confirm his
story.81
Lin Liang Ren was ultimately charged with 21 counts of manslaughter,
conspiracy to violate immigration laws, and conspiracy to pervert the course
of justice through lies, witness intimidation, and destruction of evidence.
While no evidence was found to explicitly implicate Lin Liang Ren in DVD
piracy,82 police discovered tens of thousands of counterfeit DVDs, disc
copiers, and high-end printers in a search of his associate and cousin Lin Mu
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Yong’s residence.83

Circumstances suggest that the 21 Chinese immigrant

cockle-pickers were recruited to also assist in the manufacture and sale of
the counterfeit DVDs.84 Lin Mu Yong was charged with both immigration and
trademark offenses.85
Also indicted for facilitating illegal immigration were David Eden, Sr.,
and his son David Eden, Jr., proprietors of Liverpool Bay Fishing Company Ltd,
who admitted that their company had willfully coordinated with “Chinese
gangmasters” to get cheap labor86 and allegedly knew they were purchasing
illegally harvested cockles from Lin Liang Ren.87

Lin Liang Ren’s girlfriend,

Zhao Xiao Qing, who served as his translator, was charged with facilitation
and perverting the course of justice.88
At trial, the survivors testified behind screens, reportedly to protect
family members back in China from retribution.89

Despite the precaution,

witness Lin Guo’s father was apparently assaulted.90 Jurors ultimately found
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Lin Liang Ren guilty on all counts.91
92

total of 14 years’ imprisonment.

A few days later, he was sentenced to a

Lin Mu Yong was convicted of assisting

illegal immigration and convicted of 11 offenses under the Trademarks Act of
1994 after confessing to making and selling counterfeit DVDs.93 Lin Mu Yong was
sentenced to four years and nine months in prison, and Xiao Zhao Qing received
a jail sentence of two years and nine months for her roles in facilitating
illegal entry and the attempted cover-up.94 The Edens were acquitted,95 though a
petition filed by the elder Eden to recover court costs was denied by trial
justice Henriques on the grounds that he was not forthright with investigators
about the importance of cockles to their business.96
The cause célèbre of the Morecambe Bay tragedy inspired significant
reforms in the provision of unskilled seasonal labor. The Gangmasters
Licensing Act of 2004, which explicitly regulated cockle-picking and other
agricultural activities, was enacted just five months after the deaths.97 It
established the Gangmasters Licensing Authority, which sets health and safety
standards, bars the use of illegal immigrants and exploitative practices such
as debt bondage, and imposes sanctions on employers who hire unlicensed
gangmasters.98
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Lotus Trading Company
In April 2003, the United Kingdom Federation Against Copyright Theft
(UKFACT) received a tip from United Parcel Service (UPS) that a man with a
Singaporean passport had claimed a package believed to contain pirated DVDs.
UKFACT arranged a sting operation with UPS and the Metropolitan Police Service
(MPS).

When a second package arrived with the same addressee, MPS was on hand

to arrest the claimants, a Singaporean named Justin Ng, and an associate, Ming
Hua Chen.

After seizing the contraband and taking the two men into custody,

police moved on Ng’s apartment.99
Upon entering Ng’s residence, MPS encountered eight or nine suspects, who
attempted to flee the scene, in some cases jumping out of the windows. In
total, six were arrested, all possessing false identification documents—
suggesting that Ng used illegal Chinese immigrant labor to run his operation.
The subsequent search by MPS uncovered an extensive DVD import/export business
that brought pirate DVDs into the UK from Malaysia.

Authorities found some

250,000 discs and high-capacity equipment for copying DVDs.

Information

gathered at the apartment enabled the seizure of two additional shipments of
counterfeit goods and a raid of two of Ng’s suppliers in Malaysia.

Most

important, police confiscated Ng’s journal, conveniently filled with details
of his criminal enterprise.100
From the contents of the journal, it became clear that Ng had been
distributing significant amounts of pirated DVDs throughout London under the
guise of a legitimate business called Lotus Trading Co.

The journal contained

bulk requests for then-current film titles (such as Anger Management and X-Men
2), including movies still in theatrical release.

In addition, the journal

included notes on optical-disc copying, shipping cost estimates, and Citibank
and Maybank account numbers for branches in Malaysia.101

Stacks of airway

bills, reportedly addressed to known DVD piracy outlets scattered around the
city, suggest that Lotus Trading Co. was a wholesale supplier of counterfeit
DVDs for the area.
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Figure A.2
Lotus Distribution Network Map

Entries in the journal further implicated Ng as a leader in a network
that trafficked in people as well as counterfeit DVDs.

One page with the

heading “China Snakehead” (in Chinese) tallies expenses for the transport of a
“client” from Beijing to England by way of France, Africa, and Spain, an
itinerary that is consistent with one of the major human trafficking routes
identified in the Serious Organized Crime Agency’s 2006/2007 Threat
Assessment.102

The client was to pay $40,000 for the trip, far above the

normal market price for such a travel plan, but again as reported in the SOCA
2006/2007 Threat Assessment, a typical fee for human trafficking from China.
Indeed, the journal had quite plainly broken down the costs to include
payments to middlemen along the route.

Moreover, the journal detailed the

transfer scheme through an HSBC account in Cambridge.103 The bank branch is
near the Chinese Asylum Center, typically used for remittances by illegal
Chinese immigrants.104
Unfortunately, all those arrested in connection with the case reportedly
made bail and immediately disappeared, taking with them any hope of a
prosecution for immigration and trademark offenses, at least in the near
future.

In the years following the takedown of Lotus Trading Co., authorities

reported a mushrooming of piracy activity in London and the dominance of
Chinese nationals in the illegal market. Statistics from raids undertaken by
police in 2007 show that the share of operations manned by Chinese increased
from 37 percent to 45 percent, overtaking all other ethnic groups.

SPAIN
Operations Katana and Sudoku: Chinese Human Trafficking
On October 28, 2005, Spanish police arrested 69 illegal Chinese
immigrants in 23 raids across Madrid and Leganès, taking down the country’s
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largest organized gang dedicated to film and music piracy.105 The syndicate was
believed to be responsible for reproducing and selling more than 1.3 million
DVDs and CDs a month, worth an estimated $18 million in damages to the film
and music industries.106

The sting operations, named Katana and Sudoku, netted

18 duplicators with a total of 161 burners, two CPUs, five photocopiers,
54,426 CD-Rs, 22,985 blank CD-Rs and 1,645 DVD-Rs.107 Leading up to the
arrests, police surveillance revealed that the ring was headed by two Chinese
nationals, who built the gang on illegal workers they brought from Zhejiang
Province. Of the 69 arrested in the two operations, police concluded that 26
were members of the gang, and seven had previous records for counterfeiting.108
The gang’s operations bore the categorical signs of human trafficking and,
most important, conformed to the same modus operandi as the Chinese gangs in
England profiled above. This case therefore establishes a pattern of piracy
and other organized crime in the Chinese diaspora communities of Europe and
the world over.
Since 2000, Spain has seen an explosion of illegal Chinese immigration,
most of the immigrants coming from the underdeveloped agricultural province of
Zhejiang. Police estimate the number could be as high as 50,000, with almost a
third performing “virtual slave labor” in workshops run by local and
international Chinese gangs. High-quality document forgery has contributed
greatly to this trend and has allowed passage into the European Union through
Moscow and Germany. Two gangs, the Gang of Seven and the Gang of Thirteen,
appear to have been first movers in Spain. Both are offshoots of the Zhejiangbased Red Sun group. While Li Ji Min, founder of the Spanish Red Sun branches,
was arrested in 1995, the activity of the gangs has persisted and paved the
way for many others. 109
As Justin Ng’s journal detailed in the above UK case, Spain is a key
transit country for illegal Chinese nationals awaiting work in cities in
Europe or as far away as Canada, South Africa, and Mexico. Spanish police have
been active in trying to take down these organizations. Raids in October 2002
in the Balearic Islands and September 2003 in Madrid resulted in the arrests
of dozens of snakehead leaders responsible for trafficking Chinese along this
well-worn route.110 While in transit, victims often have to stay at
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intermediate stops to liquidate their debts until they reach their final
destination. Many do so by working in subhuman conditions in clandestine
textile workshops and restaurants or, as demonstrated in this case, by
producing and selling pirated films and music.
Operations Katana and Sudoku show just how large piracy operations fueled
by human-trafficking syndicates can become. In nearly 50 pages of police
records, what comes across is a highly organized enterprise featuring 24-hour
burning operations and a procedure for periodically moving waste far from the
pirating facility to evade detection. It was, in the words of the Spanish
police report, “one of the most structured organizations dedicated to this
activity yet discovered in Europe . . ., mutating in response to setbacks it
suffered at the hands of police.” 111
Police indicate that the gang, run by two Chinese nationals living in
Madrid, Qiangua Cai and his partner Songcong Zhang, brought illegal immigrants
from Zhejiang Province into Spain specifically to engage in the piracy
operations. The victims were compelled to work in the burning labs to pay off
their debts, usually under the promise of permanent work in a legitimate
restaurant or some other steady employment. The gangs appeared to be fully
vertically integrated in the piracy businesses—camcording releases in Spanish
movie theatres and then burning DVD-Rs in several disc-burning facilities. The
police operation consisted of two parts: Katana, targeting lower-level dealers
and street sellers, and Sudoku, which unveiled the masterminds of the humantrafficking ring.
While the 2005 operations were a success, the problem of Chinese
involvement in piracy has not abated. On March 12, 2008, Spanish police raided
three warehouses and arrested six Chinese nationals, alleged members of an
unidentified organized-crime ring, in one of the country’s “biggest crackdowns
on illegal street sales.”

The pirating crime organization had many

similarities to the one taken down in Katana and Sudoku and reportedly had the
capacity to produce a staggering 80,000 pirated DVDs and CDs per day.
Arrests came after Spain’s Intellectual Property Brigade discovered 20
recording towers, 155,000 blank and copied CDs and DVDs, 240 duplication
machines in the three raided warehouses in Leganès, southern Madrid, and a
duplication center in Arganda del Rey, just outside Madrid.

Police also found

“master copies” of movies illegally recorded in theatres, some not yet
released in Spain.

According to police, the revenues from these operations

were estimated to total €240,000 (approximately $371,000) per day.112
On June 2, 2008, Spanish police conducted the largest operation against
street piracy in Spanish history, and perhaps the largest to date in Europe,
when more than 400 officers raided an organized piracy ring run by Chinese
nationals in 10 different cities, arresting 32 persons.

Seizures included

more than 162,000 recorded DVD-Rs and 506 burners, as well as 144,000 music
CDs, nearly 500,000 unrecorded discs, and related printing and packaging
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equipment. The equipment seized allowed the piracy organization to produce up
to 150,000 discs per day. In fact, during the investigation, police monitoring
of courier shipments to cities outside Madrid showed that the organization
sent out more than three tons of product in April and May alone.
The organized piracy ring was run by gang leaders Lupend Yang, who was
also accused of homicide just days prior to the raids, and Rongliang Sheng.
The National Spanish Unit Against Organized Crime, with support from the
Spanish Immigration Authority, charged Yang, Sheng, and others with human
trafficking and passport/license forgery, in addition to copyright
infringement.

According to law enforcement, Yang and Sheng were exploiting

Chinese immigrant workers whom they illegally trafficked to Spain, forcing
them to pay off their travel debt under severe conditions for a period of
three to four years.113

ITALY
Camorra: Naples-Based Transnational Crime Syndicate
Antonio Laudati, serving as a member of an expert panel on organized
crime in the third millennium, testified that the Neapolitan Camorra is one of
the most agile and innovative transnational crime syndicates.114 The Camorra
was evidently well ahead of the curve in copyright piracy, adding it to their
professional criminal portfolio as early as 1986.115 That year, the “Cupola”
(head of the Camorra) convened a meeting to transfer counterfeiting
responsibilities from one member of the clan to another. Unlike the Mafia, its
Sicilian counterpart, which is heavily stratified, the Camorra’s more than
100,000 members and associates form a much flatter and broader hierarchy.116
Laudati likened the organization to an archipelago, with clans and allies that
manage operations in 15 countries or more, including most of Western Europe,
Canada, Brazil, and Australia.117 Preexisting transnational networks in
narcotics trafficking and money laundering and a well-established presence at
the Naples port, a major shipping hub, facilitated the addition of
counterfeiting to the Camorra’s repertoire. But the Camorra’s fluid
organizational structure is a double-edged sword, enhancing its versatility
but also making it less stable and more violent than other Italian crime
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syndicates.118 In Naples, for instance, 20 to 30 murders a month were
attributed to the syndicate in late 2004.119
Details of the Camorra’s film and music piracy were reconstructed from
confessions of Luigi Giuliano, erstwhile boss of the Nuova Famiglia Camorra
clan, who became an informant for the government after his arrest in 2003.120
According to Giuliano, Enrico Frattasio and a local chief nicknamed Peppe “‘o
Pasticcio” (“The Bungle”) were placed in charge of creating pirate
videocassette and CD businesses in 1986.121 The task of establishing sales
outlets in various countries was delegated to Constantino Sarno, while
accounting was the responsibility of Pierino Licciardi and his sister Maria.122
Giuliano admitted receiving shares of the proceeds from pirated films and
recordings, as well as extortion and drug trafficking.123
Giuliano paid dearly for violating the Camorra’s code of silence.
Circumstances suggest that his brother Nunzio was killed in reprisal for his
cooperation with the authorities.124 Giuliano’s son Giovanni, also a Camorra
member, was murdered the following year, though undisclosed sources attribute
his killing to the group’s adversaries.125
Counterfeiting added breadth to an already diverse portfolio of criminal
enterprises, including drug dealing, extortion, prostitution, loan-sharking,
arms and cigarette smuggling, human trafficking, and illegal refuse
disposal.126

As of 2005, the Camorra’s estimated revenue from drugs was $21

billion annually, and the estimated annual gross from all activities was $33
billion.127
Experts believe the Camorra’s expanding role in counterfeiting was part
of the clan’s attempt to reinvent itself as a provider of desired goods and
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services, not a social outcast.128 An extensive review of court documents
provides a window into how tightly organized the Camorra business of
counterfeiting became. According to 1998 testimony given by informant Gaetano
Guida, one of the first to cooperate with anti-Mafia magistrates, the
Camorra’s counterfeit textile plants were established in and around Naples and
then counterfeit goods were sold in retail outlets throughout the world riding
on the popularity of Italy’s famed luxury-clothing labels. Major figures in
the business and their areas of control included Pierino Licciardi (Germany,
Russia, Portugal, and Madrid); Constantino Sarno (Beligum and Russia); Gaetano
Attardi of the Lo Russo family (Brazil); and Celeste De Martino, Vicenzo
Attardi, and Patrizio Posti of the Contini family (France, Switzerland, and
the former Yugoslavia).129
Statements submitted by Pasquale Avagliano, a member of the Giuliano
clan, cite that the U.S. market was monopolized by Gaetano Attardo, working
for Eduardo Contini.130 Operations spread across the United States, from New
York and New Jersey to Chicago, and Attardo had a virtual monopoly in
Florida.131 In many cases, such as the Licciardi clan’s operation, counterfeit
retail shops were used to finance as well as launder revenue for extensive
drug-trafficking operations.132 To conceal these illicit activities, clans
established businesses where genuine articles were interspersed with the
fakes.133 In time, the Camorra clans realized that their international
distribution and sales network was, as Roberto Savino emphasizes, their
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“greatest asset, even stronger than drug trafficking.”134 It is reported that
each family was able to invoice more than €300 million annually from
counterfeit goods.135
Indeed, trafficking in fake products allowed the group to reap high
profits while maintaining a somewhat lower profile.

However, in 2003 and

2004, the Guardia di Finanza (GdF) confiscated an estimated $780 million in
counterfeit goods and dismantled 68 Camorra-linked companies.136 Sales of
counterfeit music CDs, including compilations brazenly released under the
Frattassio family label, reportedly netted the organization about $54,000 a
week but prompted a major GdF sting in 2002.137
In addition to counterfeit clothing and pirate CDs and DVDs, the Camorra
traffics in counterfeit cameras, perfumes, hardware, and power tools.138 One of
law enforcement’s first significant blows to Camorra counterfeiting targeted
its production of imitation designer jackets. Giovanni Bandolo, an alleged
member of the syndicate’s Alleanza di Secondigliano, which includes the
Licciardi and Contini clans, reportedly sold fake Versace jackets and
counterfeit electric tools at his business in Woodbridge, Ontario, Canada.139
Police raided one of the company’s warehouses in 2002 and discovered 9,488 of
the Versace knock-offs.140 Six of Bandolo’s co-conspirators were taken into
custody during that raid, though Bandolo himself was not arrested until
2004.141 The Woodbridge business was estimated to have defrauded Versace out of
$9.5 million (Canadian).142 A report by Naples judge Rosanna Saraceno claims
that similar operations exist in France, Britain, and the United States—said
to be the most profitable counterfeiting market for the Camorra.143 The
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organization reportedly has counterfeiting plants in Chicago, Massachusetts,
and Florida.144
Part of the Camorra’s new business model was increased cooperation with
the Taiwanese and Chinese triads with regard to counterfeiting in
particular.145 Investigations in 2004 revealed that one of the most innovative
families in this new business was the Di Lauro clan, which was able to shift
manufacturing contracts for high-tech counterfeits to China and Hong Kong for
distribution around the world. The farsightedness of clan leader Paolo Di
Lauro in reaching out to Asia in the early 1990s might be seen in comparison
with the Italian Manufacturers Association, which did not promote comparable
outsourcing until ten years later.146
Both the Direzione Nazionale Antimafia (DNA) and the GdF have gathered
evidence that the Mazzarella and Licciardi clans of the Camorra are heavily
involved in importing and distributing counterfeit goods from China. In a
trial of key Licciardi members which began in 2000, the DNA disclosed evidence
that the Alleanza di Secondigliano was smuggling counterfeit leather jackets
from China to Germany, the UK, Australia, and Canada.147 According to a
confidential report from the Special Operations Group (Raggruppamento
Operativo Speciale (ROS)) of the Carabinieri, reliable sources confirm the
existence of agreements between the Chinese and elements of the Camorra. The
report also claims that the Mazzarella clan had several front businesses in
Taiwan and China for smuggling counterfeit goods to Naples and beyond.148
Recent Italian customs activity bears this out: Tons of counterfeit toys
shipped from China were intercepted in 2005, and the following year agents
seized €15 million in fake Louis Vuitton items originating from China and
bound for Italy, Greece, Croatia, and Montenegro.149
On May 9, 2006, the GdF concluded Operation Lanterne Rosse (Red
Lanterns). During this operation, the GdF arrested 10 members of an ItaloChinese partnership specializing in the import of counterfeit goods from the
Chinese region of Zhejiang via the ports of Naples and Civitavecchia.150 The
Italians evidently acted as shipping agents and mediated with customs officers
to allow for the import of the illegal goods into Italy.151
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The DNA, the GdF, and the SCICO (Servizio Centrale di Investigazione
sulla Criminalità Organizzata) have stepped up enforcement against the
Camorra’s DVD piracy enterprise in recent years.

An operation dubbed

Tarantella, conducted in 2002, probed Camorra-owned businesses in the Campania
region.

Evidence collected in raids on these establishments indicated that

the Camorra’s modus operandi was to fake copyright certificates to trick
legitimate mastering companies and duplicators into producing copies.152
Operation Tarantella provided the intelligence foundation for Operation
Jolly Roger, a more expansive investigation that made use of surveillance and
forensic analysis of confiscated DVDs.

Information relayed to MPA suggests

that each step in the piracy process was carried out by a different “cell” in
the organization: One cell stole a master copy; another made the
reproductions, obtaining blank media from yet another cell; others stored and
sold the pirated DVDs.153 With this system, the Camorra could allegedly get
3,000 counterfeit copies of a movie on the street within a day of its
theatrical release.154 Operation Jolly Roger culminated in the arrest of seven
people, including Enrico Frattasio’s brother Angelo, and the seizure of 3
million pirate DVDs and CDs valued at over $2 million.155 Less than a month
after the raid, a GdF brigadier who had orchestrated Jolly Roger was the
apparent target of a failed assassination attempt outside the police station
in Naples.156
The GdF launched a second phase of Operation Tarantella in early 2007.
Sixty houses were searched and 30 individuals were detained over the course of
the operation.157 Among the arrestees was Esposito Pasquale, who had also been
nabbed during Operation Jolly Roger.158 From extensive and very fruitful
searches, the GdF seized 500 burners and 120,000 CD/DVDs.

Authorities

estimated the dismantled piracy business could generate $97 million per year
in revenue.159
In October 2007, Edoardo Contini and Vincenzo Licciardi, the latter still
a fugitive, were sentenced to 14 years in prison.

At the same time, Maria

Licciardi and Antonio Teghemie were sentenced to 4.5 years for counterfeiting
crimes.160

HONG KONG
Since the 1980s, Hong Kong has been a thriving shopping destination for
counterfeit products of all types, from apparel, fashion accessories, and
watches to pirate films. The arrival of the VCD and DVD formats caused an
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explosion of high-quality piracy in the late 1990s. This digital revolution
swelled into a perfect storm for pirate activity as the Asian economic turmoil
pushed cash-strapped consumers to turn more readily to cheap counterfeits.161
While it was widely reported that Hong Kong’s powerful underworld
societies, known as “triads,” were responsible for the counterfeit DVD market,
their role was obscured by the prevalence of hundreds of amateur and semiprofessional pirate entrepreneurs. In the early days, these pirates, who had
no criminal backgrounds, flooded the market with goods and operated with
relative impunity—similar to their mainland counterparts in Beijing or
Shanghai. When the Hong Kong Customs and Excise (HKC&E) authorities ramped up
their efforts to curb piracy around the turn of the millennium, most of these
amateurs were successfully driven from the market. The financial risk and
social stigma of an arrest came to outweigh the benefits for typical “mom-andpop” operators.
Thus, when HKC&E forced the closure of almost 1,000 pirate disc outlets
(see chart below), the role of the triads became clearer, and in some cases
the gangs expanded to fill a void. A hardened group of 80 to 100 stores have
endured repeated HKC&E raids as a tolerable cost of business. 162

These

operations are typically manned by local drug addicts and mainland Chinese
illegal immigrants who receive instructions from remote middlemen on where and
how to push product. Syndicate chiefs, therefore, continue to elude capture
through the use of these "ghosts" or the names of drug addicts on leases.163

Figure A.3
HK C&E Pirate Retail Store Closures (1999-2004)
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Today, there are a total of 12 active triads in Hong Kong, the top five
of which account for 90 percent of all triad-related crimes.164 Lo-Mung-Hung,
one-time acting chief superintendent of the Hong Kong Police Force Organized
Crime and Triad Bureau, has noted a tendency in the media to reflexively
credit the triads with any and all organized criminal activity in Hong Kong.165
He further maintains that the misconception is compounded by lowly Hong Kong
gangs who falsely claim triad affiliation for the fear and respect it
engenders. The tactic appears to work well, as detectives are faced with a
“wall of silence” from witnesses who are afraid to collaborate with police
because they fear retribution.166
Even as many triad-affiliated gangs steep their organizations with ritual
and code, it should be emphasized that they are not part of a larger,
disciplined network. At the top, ranking triad members are either engaged in
white collar crimes or maintain licit businesses such as financial, property,
and entertainment concerns that launder the proceeds of their past crimes.
Speaking before a U.S. Congressional Committee, a former triad member
explained that leaders may help mediate disputes or do favors for their
subordinates, but rarely do they give orders or control the crimes beneath
them.167 Therefore, at the street level, triads have a flat hierarchy and
operate as a confederation of gangs. Fundamentally, they are opportunistic and
stay localized to a neighborhood where they can control their core businesses
and rackets.
Having gambled on extortion of the film industry rather than piracy, the
Sun Yee On triad’s fortunes fell rapidly. The balance of power shifted to the
Wo Shing Wo (WSW). More violent and aggressive, the WSW expanded into key Sun
Yee On territories. Membership of the WSW grew to more than 120,000 members,
and it is regarded as the most dominant triad at the street level.

Leading

Hong Kong triad scholar Yi Kong Chu explains that the WSW core “strength” was
built on the DVD/VCD piracy business. Members moved to control the entire
supply chain from manufacturing to sales. Similar to the operation of other
WSW enterprises such as narcotics, prostitution, and gambling, street gangs
were given autonomy to establish these businesses on their own and did not
have to pay a percentage of profits back to the society.168 By 2004, the piracy
business had become so lucrative experts declared it had become one of the
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“main revenue sources” for the WSW, which used the proceeds to fund entry into
the narcotics business.169
Police estimate that triad-related crime constitutes about four percent
of all crime across the territory, but it generally remains most concentrated
in WSW-dominated areas, especially Mongkok. This area has the highest
concentration of crime in Hong Kong (4.6 crimes are reported per day) and has
proved such a challenge to police that it has a dedicated police district to
deal with crime. More than 190,000 people live within Mongkok’s tiny 1.5 sq km
boundaries, and an additional 600,000 pass through the area each day. In
Mongkok, piracy and counterfeiting thrive in malls such as Sino Plaza, Sim
City, and the Ho King Commercial Building. Here, piracy is intermixed with an
assortment of triad businesses, including narcotics trafficking, loansharking, prostitution, and human trafficking.170 From this seat of power in
Mongkok, the WSW dominates the $25-million-a-year pirate disc trade that
operates in Kowloon.171
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Figure A.4
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The HKC&E Special Task Force on Piracy and the Hong Kong Police Force
(HKPF) share intelligence in order to group piracy investigations into larger
police raids on illicit triad businesses.

For such large-scale operations,

the HKPF gathers together officers from entire territories to almost
simultaneously take down hundreds of illegitimate triad businesses. Actions in
2003–2006 against the WSW aimed to deal a severe blow to triad financial
resources. By stemming the flow of cash from piracy and other businesses,
police aimed to stop the funding for large-scale drug production, peoplesmuggling, prostitution, and extortion rackets.172 Highlights from recent
operations include the following.
Over a three-day period beginning on June 7, 2006, cross-border
operations led to the arrests of 1,762 people and the seizure of drugs, 59
knives, 182,596 illegal pornographic or pirated movie discs, 15,069 liters of
illicit fuel, 353,757 cigarettes, and HK$71 million in soccer betting slips.173
In June 2005, Hong Kong, Macau, and mainland Chinese authorities, working
together in Operation Glaring Sun, arrested 1,600 triad members, raiding more
than 1,900 locations and taking down 31 vice establishments, 30 gambling dens,
nine drug dens, and 61 pirate disc centers.174

Police froze $11 million

belonging to the syndicates, and seizures included 159,000 obscene or pirated
discs, $1.4 million worth of illegal betting slips, 3,000 liters of illicit
fuel, 4.51 million contraband cigarettes, 123 grams of heroin, 212 tablets of
ecstasy, 180 grams of methamphetamine, 1,104 tablets of midazolam, and 70
grams of ketamine.175

A follow-up operation yielded the arrest of 27 more

individuals implicated in an optical-disc piracy manufacturing operation. In
that raid, 53 CD-R burners, 90,000 obscene discs, and 10,000 pirated discs
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were seized. Venues for the piracy activity included two manufacturing
facilities and 11 shops.176
In April 2005, police carried out a series of raids (Operation Oil
Painter) across the New Territories, targeting triad businesses and arresting
91 people at entertainment establishments, illegal fuel stations, smuggledcigarette outlets, gambling dens, brothels, and places selling pirated films,
computer games, and pornographic discs.177

The seizures included 38,600

smuggled cigarettes, 7,000 liters of illicit fuel, and 14,900 pirated discs.
Quantities of suspected dangerous drugs, cash, and gambling equipment were
also found.178
A total of 703 people were arrested over a three-day period in March 2005
in Western Kowloon. Operation Windpipe focused on cutting off the finances of
triad gangs that rely heavily on illegal gambling, the drug trade,
pornography, and prostitution.179

Three million dollars’ worth of illicit

goods—including hauls of ecstasy, ketamine, contraband fuel and cigarettes,
pornographic videos, and counterfeit handbags—were seized.180

A total of

97,000 pornographic and pirated video discs worth an estimated $1.9 million
were also seized.181
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In September 2004, backed by intelligence cooperation from Macau and
Guangdong, officers raided more than 2,000 locations, including discos, games
centers, massage establishments, and flats.182

Operation Sunrise closed 23

vice establishments, 18 gambling and six drug-smoking dens, and nine pirate
disc centers, arresting 802 men and 767 women.183

Nearly 200 grams of heroin,

1,700 ecstasy tablets, and 200 grams of ketamine were seized, along with
weapons including iron pipes and wooden bars.

Also seized were more than

160,000 pornographic or pirate VCDs and 9,500 liters of unprocessed illicit
fuel. 184
In response to high-profile challenges issued by triad leaders, more than
500 officers embarked in June 2003 on a massive 24-hour anti-triad operation
in Western Kowloon.185

One hundred and ten premises were raided, including

pubs, karaoke lounges, nightclubs, massage centers, vice dens, and
guesthouses. Officers arrested 40 men and 264 women for various offences.
Police said several triad members were among those arrested. Others included
270 mainland Chinese, three Pakistanis, two Thais, and two Vietnamese.186
Seized goods included 102,000 pirated and pornographic compact discs, 1.7 kg
of ketamine, 1,200 tablets of ecstasy, 80 grams of cannabis, 27,600 cartons of
contraband cigarettes, and 144 counterfeit watches.187
In August 2005, HKC&E’s Special Task Force brought down a major
organized-crime syndicate engaged in large-scale DVD piracy after a year-long
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investigation named Operation Glacier. The syndicate’s ringleader, Chan Cheong
Kit (alias Jackie Chan), was reputed to be a mid-ranking member of the Wo
Shing Wo triad.188 Chan, as one of the four piracy kingpins in Mongkok,
controlled a significant portion of the $25-million-a-year pirate disc trade
that operates in Kowloon.189

Chan’s syndicate was made up of ten retail

stores, three storage centers, and a CD-R duplication factory staffed by 14
workers.190
More than 150 HKC&E officers raided ten locations within Chan’s
operation, seizing 88 DVD-R burners, 40 CD-R burners, and 100,000 pirated
movie, computer, and video-game discs.191

HKC&E officials estimated that the

128 seized burners were in operation 24 hours a day and were capable of
producing 11,473,920 pirated optical discs a year, yielding revenues of
approximately $8,650,000.192
After auditing the syndicate’s finances, HKC&E authorities filed a
restraint order for $1.2 million in assets.193

The audit also revealed a

complex money-laundering scheme that Chan used to move revenue from the piracy
business into a Hong Kong Jockey Club betting account and then to several
personal banking accounts194—laundering more than $500,000 during an 18-month
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period.

Authorities charged Chan with violating the Copyright Ordinance and

the Organized and Serious Crimes Ordinance (OSCO).195
On May 28, 2007, Chan and his two deputies were found guilty on both
counts and sentenced to prison for periods ranging from 31 months to six years
and six weeks.196 To date, Chan’s sentence is the heaviest custodial sentence
ever issued for piracy-related offenses.197
The judgment in the Chan case came on the heels of the HKC&E Special Task
Force’s Operation Touchdown, which disrupted a film-piracy syndicate backed by
the Sun Yee On triad, capturing two alleged key members in the process198 and
charging them with copyright and OSCO offenses.199 On February 14 and 15, 2007,
after a year-long investigation, the HKC&E raided 20 premises in Hong Kong
connected to an optical-disc piracy syndicate, arresting 14 men and women and
seizing more than 120,000 pirated optical discs believed to have been
manufactured in China and smuggled into Hong Kong.200

Four million HK dollars’

worth of goods were seized, including 120,000 pirated discs (HK$3 million), 1
sedan (HK$400,000), a shipping truck (HK$ 400,000), and cash (HK$70,000).201
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The HKC&E estimates that the syndicate was the most organized pirate
syndicate in all of Hong Kong and made HK$50,000 per day,202 as it had a
monopoly on the piracy operations in Kwun Tong, an area frequented by foreign
tourists, for more than seven years.203

The syndicate engaged in an import

operation from the mainland, where, according to customs agents, members of
the organization took a shipping container to the mainland and drove back to
Hong Kong, where they stored pirated goods at a local warehouse.204
China’s role in piracy markets is also felt far beyond its borders
through the supply of a seemingly limitless illicit workforce that is smuggled
into countries across the world. Approximately 100,000 Chinese citizens leave
their country every year in search of economic opportunity abroad. Of these,
80 percent emigrate from the Fujian province, most of them illegally with the
assistance of paid facilitators, known as snakeheads, who often subject their
clients to harsh living conditions and charge exorbitant rates that require
years of work to pay off.205
The case studies from other countries demonstrate how interlinked piracy
has become with the human-smuggling business as a prime mechanism for illegal
workers to make money. However, it is worth noting, as few analyses do, that
Chinese citizens—and by extension the government—reap significant benefits
from piracy, as members of the Chinese diaspora remit the profits of piracy
back to China.
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The exodus of Fujianese workers traveling abroad illegally began in the
1980s and continues to this day, because it remains, despite the risks and
hardships, a profitable enterprise. While smuggling gangs make an estimated $7
billion per year from their trade, the amount repatriated by workers is even
higher.206 The signs of this wealth are unmistakable in the otherwise poor
agrarian province. For example, the Yingu village in Tingjiang is lined with
four- and five-story mansions, built with funds from those emigrants who “made
it big” abroad. While these ostentatious displays of wealth have become status
symbols, many properties stand empty as few adults of working age are left to
inhabit them. Locally, the towns are often called widows’ villages.207 Other
serious consequences from the snakehead business include racketeering and
extortion, crimes that boomerang back to family members whose relatives fall
behind in payments. It is believed that in Fujian, Chinese triad societies
supply enforcers who bribe officials and ensure that migrants pay all their
debts to the smuggling gangs.208
Yet pressure from the community continues to grow for people to travel
abroad and not return without their fortune.209

In spite of the persistence of

human rights violations associated with human smuggling, the Chinese
government has not been an active participant in curbing the flow of emigrants
out of the country or stemming illicit funds coming back in. Corruption by
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snakeheads provides some explanation; however, it is widely reported that in
the 1990s, local government officials actually encouraged human smuggling in
order to free up jobs and help towns meet employment quotas set by the central
government.210 Thus the Chinese government’s blind eye to human smuggling and
piracy enterprises at home and abroad has created a problem of global
proportions.

MALAYSIA
The early days of Malaysia’s film piracy market were punctuated by bloody
feuds. In 1988, video-company owner Mustakizah Jaafar was shot five times and
hacked to death with an axe, possibly by pirating competitors.211

The 2000

Mafia-style execution of Doris Tee Lian Watt, the alleged grande dame of VCD
piracy, remains unsolved but was blamed on rival counterfeiters, as she broke
from a piracy cartel that had fixed a wholesale price for pirated goods.
There was further speculation in the press that the murder was an act of
retribution, as Tee had reportedly been questioned and her then-boyfriend had
been detained in relation to the slaying of Roger Yang, also an alleged VCD
pirate, some months earlier.212
Enforcement of anti-piracy laws in Malaysia is the responsibility of the
Ministry of Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs (MDTCA), working in
conjunction with local law enforcement.

Between April 1 and May 20, 2001, the

ministry reported that well over 1,000 raids had been conducted, resulting in
the seizure of 98.8 million Malaysian ringits (~$30 million) worth of
counterfeit goods and equipment.213
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is said to occur in the pasar malam, or night markets, of Kuala Lumpur and
other large cities, in July 2001, MDTCA Minister Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin
sought a ban on the sale of all copyrighted media at the markets.214
The government’s vigorous campaign against film piracy did not go
unchallenged.

Within days of Muhyiddin Yassin’s proposed ban, a succession of

high-ranking officials who supported the ministry’s efforts began receiving
ominous threats.

First, three state assemblymen reportedly received cell-

phone text messages warning them to stop targeting video piracy outlets, or
their families would be in jeopardy.215

The next day, Petaling Municipal

Council President Datuk Emran Kadir claimed he received an envelope containing
a pen knife blade and a note with the admonition, “Don’t be a hero.”216

When

Muhyiddin Yassin responded by announcing stepped-up operations against DVD
piracy and the possibility of monetary rewards for public cooperation,217 he
reportedly received a similar envelope.218 A total of 14 law enforcement and
government officials were ultimately threatened.219
Undeterred, the MDTCA decided to stop issuing licenses to sell music and
video to night-market vendors.220

The directive evidently had little effect on

the film piracy industry, because there were far more markets than MDTCA had
the resources to police, and despite the pleas of government officials, the
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public was not dissuaded from buying the cheaper illegal products.221

With

both sides refusing to yield, the conflict between pirates and law enforcement
escalated.
At the beginning of 2005, mandatory jail sentences were imposed for
DVD/VCD piracy.222

According to media reports, counterfeiters often refused to

go quietly: In July 2005, a group of about 50 men armed with sticks and metal
rods attacked officers raiding a night market, injuring three;223 an officer
was bitten on the chest by a suspected piracy offender a few weeks later;224 an
anti-piracy enforcement team had to retreat into their van, relinquish seized
property, and release their captives when a gang of 20 stick-wielding thugs
interrupted their search of a residence housing pirated DVDs and
pornography.225 Because of the danger, anti-piracy police were issued firearms
and shot suspected pirates in self-defense on more than one occasion.
Similar to the situation in Hong Kong, the role of the triads in piracy
in Malaysia became more evident as anti-piracy efforts became more effective.
In 2002, MDTCA noted a significant escalation in the level of physical
violence against raiding officers. Some of this can be attributed to the
frustration of professional lookouts (known as “tontos”), since their worth
rapidly diminished as raiding techniques became more sophisticated. In summer
2005, Minister Yassin informed the media that the local piracy scene was an
organized activity run by the triads.226 Indeed, with the tontos neutralized,
MDTCA officials started to have run-ins with far more powerful street gangs
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that had previously been associated only with drugs, vice, and traditional
organized-crime activities.227
In 2004, the newly-appointed Malaysian Inspector General of Police (IGP)
dedicated increased resources to the fight against organized crime,
specifically on Operation Copperhead. More than 50 major organized criminals,
including crime bosses and senior lieutenants from the notorious Ang Bin Hoey
triad, were arrested that year. In the course of investigations, many details
emerged about the triad’s more than 1,000 businesses, including its control
over piracy operations in Kuala Lumpur. Police sources claimed the Ang Bin
Hoey triad held sway over 121 gangs with 11,764 members.228

More important,

however, the Malaysian government singled out the Dragonhead (leader) of the
Ang Bin Hoey triad, Tee Yam (aka Khoo Tee Yam), as its first priority.

His

arrest in March 2004 was a landmark event that signaled a turning point in the
government’s campaign against organized crime.229
Gang 21
Once a mid-ranking captain in the ethnically Chinese syndicate Gang 21,
Tee Yam’s first contact with law enforcement was a serendipitous arrest in
1997.230

Upon his release, he fled to China, and authorities believe he

negotiated with the Hong Kong and Taiwanese triads to head their moneylaundering operation in Malaysia.231 Tee Yam reportedly made extensive
connections with the Sun Yee On triad and a number of “grey” (semi-legitimate)
businessmen in Hong Kong and Taiwan.232
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Tee Yam launched a chain of hotels, spas, karaoke centers, and discotheques
all over the country. For his investors, these cash-intensive businesses
established a full-service money-laundering operation (which caught the
attention of the Malaysian Financial Intelligence Unit as early as 2000). For
Tee Yam, the businesses reportedly provided a front behind which he could
develop a broad range of vice, gambling, and piracy operations procured by his
former associates in Gang 21.233

With the clout and financial backing of the

Chinese, Tee Yam is said to have quickly ascended the ranks of organized crime
to become leader of the Ang Bin Hoey triad.
Tee Yam leveraged his wealth most directly to consolidate control over
Gang 21, which has long dominated the street gangs in Kuala Lumpur and
Klang.234

As wholesalers for the domestic market, Gang 21 has been adept at

assuring steady distribution channels to territories it controls through
protection rackets. The gang has also opened up the export market by providing
the expertise necessary to evade customs enforcement.235
Gang 21’s operations are controlled through a top-down hierarchy.
According to police, Tee Yam delegated responsibility for the various facets
of his criminal conglomerate to three Gang 21 lieutenants: Lee Choon, Tiu Kee
Chai, and Lim Beng Hian.236

Lee Choon reportedly managed the gambling and

loan-sharking rackets, assassinations, and contract killings.

Tiu Kee Chai

was placed in charge of a vast sex trade, allegedly trafficking prostitutes by
the thousands from China and the Philippines.

And Lim Beng Hian allegedly ran

the syndicate’s legitimate face of discotheques and karaoke bars, which
doubled as venues for prostitution.237
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Beng Hian controlled more than 50 percent of the karaoke joints and discos in
Klang Valley.238
Lim Beng Hian was also responsible for the gang’s VCD piracy operation.
He moved into optical-disc piracy by setting up several factories in
Serenbum/Niali and Sungai Buluh between 2000 and 2003, all of which have been
raided by the MDTCA.

His foot soldiers regulated, often violently, a massive

VCD protection racket in SS2 (Petaling Jaya) at the height of the area’s
piracy trade in from 1999 - 2001.239

The Heavenly Kings
Tee Yam is also an alleged ”Heavenly King” of organized crime in Kuala
Lumpur and the Klang Valley.240 According to media accounts, the Heavenly Kings
are four men who oversee the majority of prostitution, gambling, narcotics,
extortion, and smuggling in the country.241 Tee Yam inherited the illicit
businesses of Heavenly King Dato Law Tien Seng, under whom he had served as an
enforcer.

Allegedly, this portfolio included a company called Mercury Bay

Bhd, consisting of three optical-disc manufacturing plants.

It was perhaps

Dato Law’s favoritism that gave Tee Yam the advantage to become de facto head
of the Heavenly Kings, edging out gambling kingpins Dato Yap and Dato Chua and
heir apparent Raihan Teh, the politically connected godson of retired Heavenly
King Dato Tar.
In turn, a vicious rivalry developed between Tee Yam and Raihan Teh. Teh
had used his father’s influence and government contacts to establish his own
businesses under the umbrella Soild Gold group.242 He launched into the
entertainment industry by acquiring rights to distribute film and television
programs from Hong Kong’s TVB. Teh had been in business for almost a decade
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when Tee Yam entered the market with the competing ATV license. Amid the
acrimony, both companies failed, at which time Teh followed Tee Yam’s lead
into DVD/VCD piracy.243
Whereas Tee Yam had other fallback businesses, Teh’s failure with TVB,
coupled with the bankruptcy of his family’s business empire, Zaitun
Industries, forced him deeper into piracy. It is suspected that he set up a
string of unbranded illegal DVD and VCD factories and entered into a title
exchange alliance with the Dragon Group, Malaysia’s most notorious opticaldisc piracy syndicate. 244 What is more clearly established is that Teh’s
security firm, Securi Gold Sdn Bhd, is providing protection to the Seow
Brothers, who run Dragon, and thereby is abetting the distribution of the
pirated products.245 Securi Gold is a formidable organization, well equipped
and run by Dato Gazali Yaacob, the former Commissioner of Police. Through
Teh’s and Ghazali’s connections, the firm has been granted more than 100
firearm licenses (ten times the average normally granted by the government to
a new security company). It is believed that with Teh’s contacts and his
especially close relationship with former IGP Tan Noraian Mai, Dragon has been
able to stay one step ahead of authorities and MDTCA crackdowns.246 Ownership
records show that Tee Yam joined the Securi Gold board of directors while
serving his sentence in restrictive residence.247

Piracy Turf War: Gang 21 and Gang 24
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A fissure in Gang 21’s control over the piracy markets grew in 1999, when
Tee Yam’s lieutenant, Wong Chai, who had overseen the piracy rackets, split to
form his own rival organization, Gang 24.248

As designed, Wong’s Gang 24

allowed smaller Indian and Chinese organized-crime groups to rally under a
common banner and become a formidable force on the street. Soon Gang 24 became
firmly ensconced in the city of Klang, about 20 miles from Kuala Lumpur, under
the leadership of a corrupt businessman named Dato Yap.249

There the gang

profited from gambling outlets, drug sales, and prostitution, supplemented by
violent robberies.250 As its extortion rackets became entrenched in the local
economy, Gang 24 leveraged its open ethnic policy to recruit Indian gangsters
and add the critical muscle power to its operation. 251 In a single night in May
2004, Gang 24 was linked to a rampage of robberies in which two women at a bus
stop, two restaurants, a family, and a group of youths were attacked.252
Brazen violence was also a tactic in Wong’s effort to wrest control of
VCD/DVD piracy from Gang 21 in Petaling Jaya. The campaign allegedly began on
December 13, 1999, when two cars and a van full of Gang 24 members came to the
SS2 night market and attacked the VCD/DVD peddlers with knives and spears.
Five pirates and bystanders were injured. Seven of the 20 known attackers were
arrested. 253
The violent fight over territorial rights for VCD/DVD peddling expanded
to involve other groups as Gang 24 sought outright domination. On August 8,
2003, a small group of Gang 24 members assaulted a VCD peddler who was
operating outside a pub in Bandar Baru in Klang. The peddler returned some
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time later with protection from rival Gang 18. More than two dozen members
came to his defense. They proceeded to attack the rival Gang 24 group and also
pour petrol over the bar and set the building on fire.254 Ten days later, 16
members of Gang 18 were arrested as they prepared another attack on Gang 24.
Police seized an assortment of knives, pipe rods, sickles, and spears.255
Reprisals from Gang 21 have been equally brutal. Dato Yap was gunned down
at a restaurant in 2002. In February 2004, a Gang 24 member was hacked to
death in his own home by a band of Gang 21 foot soldiers.256 Ultimately, Gang
24 emerged the victor and came to dominate Kuala Lumpur’s most important
piracy rackets. To this day, it controls the popular Petaling Street in Kuala
Lumpur. As a sign to mark the territory, Gang 24 uses a character from the
popular Loh Foo Tong Chinese comic strip as a ”trademark” stamp for their
pirate VCDs.257.
Despite Gang 21’s pitched battles with Gang 24 and law enforcement, Tee
Yam’s power showed no signs of weakening.

By spring 2003, his syndicate had

netted him an estimated RM1.2 billion ($318 million).

He had used his wealth

to cultivate friendships with political and business luminaries in the
Malaysian Chinese Association and even had the Malaysian honorific of Datuk
conferred upon him for philanthropic deeds.

But the appointment of Datuk Musa

Hassan as director of the Federal Criminal Investigation Department in 2004
marked the beginning of an intense crackdown on organized crime.258

Exploiting

the rivalry between Gang 21 and Gang 24, police first arrested Wong Chai, who
was more than willing to enlighten them about some of Tee Yam’s criminal
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activities in exchange for leniency.259

The information obtained from Wong

enabled authorities to arrest Tee Yam under Malaysia’s anti-triad, preventivedetention law.260

His preventive detention was upheld in July 2004 after an

extensive legal challenge, and he was sentenced to two years in Simpang
Renggam prison under an imperial-era emergency ordinance, used by Malaysian
authorities to hold suspected triad members.261

Tee Yam’s top lieutenants --

Lee Choon, Tiu Kee Chai and Lim Beng Hian-- have still evaded capture and
remain some of Malaysia’s most wanted fugatives.262

Tee Yam was released on

October 19, 2005, after serving 19 months of his sentence.263
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APPENDIX B: TERRORISM PIRACY CASES

THE TRI-BORDER AREA (LATIN AMERICA)
The tri-border area (TBA) of Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay has been
scrutinized for more than two decades as a haven for Islamic terrorist
organizations and a panoply of criminal groups. Smugglers and organized
criminals have intermixed with terrorists and terrorist financiers of widely
disparate ideologies amid one of the world’s largest black markets in the TBA
commercial district of Ciudad del Este. The city has become a symbol for the
nexus of organized crime and terrorism. Earlier RAND research and many experts
have cited the TBA as the “most important centre for financing Islamic
terrorism outside the Middle East.”264
Years of terrorism investigations by several countries culminated in
June 2004, when the U.S. Department of the Treasury, Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC), named Assad Ahmad Barakat as a “specially designated global
terrorist” for acting as the key financer for Hezbollah in Latin America. In
freezing Barakat’s assets and businesses under Executive Order 13224, OFAC
officials stated that Barakat used an array of illicit business dealings to
generate funding for the Lebanese terrorist organization. “From counterfeiting
to extortion,” they stated in a press release, “this Hizballah sympathizer
committed financial crimes and utilized front companies to underwrite
terror.”265 Two years later, in 2006, OFAC added to the terror watch list nine
of Barakat’s associates. The targets are alleged to have continued providing
financial and logistical support to Hezbollah while Barakat served out a sixyear sentence in Paraguay for tax evasion.266
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The case demonstrates the close link between Barakat’s terror financing
and a vast piracy and counterfeiting operation. The total value of the
enterprise is difficult to estimate, but according to intelligence agencies,
Barakat and his associates provided a large part of the $20 million sent
annually from the TBA to finance Hezbollah between 1995 and 2001, and perhaps
they continue to provide support.267 Put into context, this is roughly onethird the size of Iran’s annual contribution268 and roughly one-fifth of
Hezbollah’s annual $100 million budget.269
The TBA has been rife with smuggling and organized-crime activity since
it was urbanized by the Stroessner regime in the 1950s as a free-trade zone.
From this lawless jungle hamlet, a powerful retail market—built largely on
contraband and counterfeit goods—emerged as a hub for commercial activity on
the Pan-American Highway.270 The flow of goods enters the TBA overland from
Asunción, Paraguay, and by sea through port cities Paranguá, Brazil;
Montevideo, Uruguay; and Buenos Aires, Argentina. Most of the goods leave the
TBA in the direction of Brazil, the country with the largest economy in the
region. The routes are numerous. There are more than 100 hidden airstrips in
the TBA.271 Smugglers move products across the Panará River through clandestine
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flotillas.272 But perhaps the most spectacular and overt movement of illicit
goods is the border traffic on the Puente Internacional de la Amistad
(Friendship International Bridge), which connects Foz do Iguaçu, Brazil, with
Ciudad del Este. Police estimate that four-fifths of the charter buses moving
from Ciudad del Este into Brazil are engaged in some form of contraband or
pirating activity.273
Roughly 15,000 of the 630,000 residents of Ciudad del Este are of
Lebanese origin. They, along with Taiwanese nationals, constitute a vibrant
ethnic merchant class that keeps some 5,000 stores in the city’s 20-block
downtown up and running.274 Lebanese immigrants arrived in large numbers during
the 1970s as their homeland erupted in civil war and commercial opportunities
arose in the region with the beginning of the construction of the Itaipu power
plant in Foz do Iguaçu, Brazil. Most of the Lebanese immigrants are Muslim and
natives of Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley, a renowned drug trafficking hub and the
most important locus of Hezbollah’s criminal activity.275 Their open sympathies
with Hezbollah’s cause are predicable and hence are a top concern for
intelligence agencies.

Terrorism Profile: Hezbollah and Al Qaeda Activity in the TBA
Hezbollah’s cell in the TBA is thought to have been activated by the
group’s militant commander and international operative Imad Fayaz Mugniyah.276
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Argentinean intelligence agencies suspect Mugniyah traveled to the region in
1992 to plan the bombing of the Israeli embassy in Buenos Aires, in which 29
people were killed. Two years later he returned to direct the attack on the
Argentine-Jewish Mutual Association (AMIA), in which 85 people were killed.277
Argentine prosecutors have openly stated that Hezbollah and Iranian
intelligence agents worked together to conduct the attacks—though both have
denied responsibility. Mugniyah, who held positions in both organizations, was
named a lead defendant along with 22 other low-level conspirators for his role
in coordinating the attack.278
Until his assassination in February 2008, Mugniyah was regarded as one
of world’s most dangerous terrorists.279 U.S. and Israeli intelligence agencies
targeted him for years and believed he was behind every major act of terrorism
committed by Hezbollah. Following the 1994 AMIA attacks, increased attention
on the TBA forced Mugniyah and several key associates to relocate to Africa.280
They took with them many of the same funding mechanisms they used in the TBA,
including “Mafia-style shakedowns” of Lebanese and Shi’a expatriate
businesses, discussed extensively in the cases below.281 These voluntary—and
sometimes involuntary—donations, combined with profits from the infamous
“conflict diamonds trade,” grew Hezbollah’s finance network across West and
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Central Africa to significant proportions. However, best estimates indicate
that annual profits are less than what Hezbollah earns in the TBA.282
Some of Mugniyah’s time in Africa was allegedly spent setting up an
alliance for Hezbollah with al Qaeda and Islamic Jihad for explosives
training. Much of what is known about this arrangement comes from the
eyewitness testimony of Ali Mohamed, a former U.S. soldier who trained Osama
bin Laden's bodyguards in Sudan and helped coordinate the bombings of the U.S.
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania.283 As U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald told
the 9/11 Commission, the training was sophisticated and overcame “deep
religious differences between the Sunni members of al Qaeda and the Shiite
members of Hezbollah.”284
The basis of this alliance might explain al Qaeda’s collaboration with
Hezbollah in the TBA. Less than year after Mugniyah’s meeting with bin Laden,
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, al Qaeda’s engineer and mastermind of the 9/11
attacks, made a trip to the TBA to visit members of the Foz do Iguaçu Muslim
community and establish a charitable entity to finance the terrorist
organization.285 Police data and a visa found in the passport Mohammed carried
282
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when he was arrested in 2003 confirm that he traveled to Brazil for 20 days in
December 1995.286 It is reported that Mohammed’s host was Sunni cleric Khaled
Rezk El Sayed Take El Din, considered the mentor of Holy Land Foundation, the
charity of the pro-Palestinian group Hamas in the TBA.287
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed’s trip may well have primed the arrival of Marwan
Al Safadi, an explosives expert and co-conspirator with Mohammed’s nephew,
Ramzi Ahmed Yousef, in the 1993 attack on New York's World Trade Center.288 Al
Safadi is suspected of hatching a joint Hezbollah–al Qaeda plot to bomb the
U.S. embassy in Asunción in 1996.289 The attack was foiled, and he was
extradited to the United States.290 In subsequent years, Argentinean
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intelligence agencies surveilled numerous meetings that suggest continued
cooperation and no “operational differences” between Hezbollah and al Qaeda in
the TBA.291 They also claim to have uncovered weekend training camps on farms
located just outside the TBA that are used to train and indoctrinate young
recruits.292 Since the initial 1996 plot, terrorist targets have allegedly
expanded to include the U.S. and Israeli embassies in Asunción and the U.S.
embassies in Montevideo and Quito.293 According to information in the public
domain, the most recent meeting, in 2002, was billed as a high-level summit
between the two organizations to discuss plans for terrorist strikes in the
event of a U.S. attack against Iraq.294
The veracity of the intelligence from Argentina’s Secretaria de
Inteligencia del Estado (Secretariat for State Intelligence (SIDE)) is,
however, open to question. Senior Paraguayan and Brazilian politicians have
accused Argentina of dramatizing the situation in order to curry favor and
obtain economic aid from the United States.295 The same critics have also
scoffed at additional al Qaeda links to the TBA that were reported by NATO
forces in Afghanistan. Physical evidence includes a map of the region found in
an al Qaeda safe house in Kabul, Afghanistan, and the name of Ciudad del Este
shopkeeper Ali Nizar Darhoug found in the address book belonging to high-
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ranking al Qaeda chief Abu Zubaydah.296 In July 2002, following a tip from U.S.
officials, Paraguayan police arrested Darhoug and held him for tax evasion.
He is suspected of wiring as much as $80,000 each month to banks in the United
States, the Middle East, and Europe, ostensibly funneling money to al Qaeda.297
Initially, the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) disbelieved
Argentina’s conclusions about an al Qaeda presence in the region.298 Even
Israeli intelligence, which had had kept close tabs on the region since the
bombings in the early 1990s, had difficulty accepting the possibility of an
operational link between al Qaeda and Hezbollah in Ciudad del Este. The FBI,
meanwhile, posted its first full-time agent at the U.S. embassy in Asunción to
monitor the area.299 In subsequent years, the FBI became the lead U.S. agency
in the region as CIA cooperation with Argentina worsened and was finally
suspended altogether in January 2001, when the CIA station chief was outed by
a local Argentine newspaper.300 In hindsight, analysts say the rift squandered
valuable intelligence and potential early warning signals obtained when a SIDE
agent reported arresting a suspected terrorist in July 2001 who had discussed
upcoming attacks in the United States.301
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Cooperation between al Qaeda and Hezbollah is, to be sure, implausible
on its face.

Although the al Qaeda training sessions Mugniyah brokered in

Africa were held in 1994, two former U.S. counterterrorism officials have
written, “There is little evidence that a long-term bond between the Sunni and
Shiite groups was ever formed.”302 Al Qaeda, therefore, would have had to
overcome some suspicions in the largely Shi’ite community of the TBA in order
to take root there. Furthermore, following the 9/11 attacks, locals would have
had to weigh the serious risk of being associated with a high-profile
terrorist group such as al Qaeda.
To date, no active terrorist training camps or military bases have been
found in the region.303 Yet, to be precise, Argentina’s concern, which U.S.
officials appear to support, is that operatives may have established “sleeper
cells” that could be activated.304 The most widely cited public evidence for
this claim is photographic evidence from a ranch near the TBA, presented in
the case studies below, that shows a Lebanese businessman in Barakat’s network
alongside senior Hezbollah clerics next to a flag of al-Muqawamah, a militant
pro-Iran division of Hezbollah.305
There is, however, broad support among regional and international
intelligence agencies for the claim that the TBA is a significant locus of
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fundraising for Hezbollah.306 Over the years, the U.S. Southern Command (US
SOUTHCOM) has taken the lead to warn of this activity and has reached out to
work with regional governments to respond. As US SOUTHCOM General James Hill
testified before the U.S. Congress in 2004, “Islamic radical group supporters
[in Latin America] generate illicit funds through money laundering, drug
trafficking, arms deals, human smuggling, piracy, and document forgery.

They

funnel tens of millions of dollars every year back to their parent
organizations in the Middle East, thus extending the global support structure
of international terrorism to this hemisphere.”307
Barakat first came to the attention of authorities in 1999 in a SIDE
report on Islamic terrorist activity in South America.308 The report came on
the heels of a coordinated police operation, launched on December 22, 1999,
that reportedly foiled a joint Hezbollah and al Qaeda plot to wage
simultaneous attacks on Jewish targets in Ciudad del Este, Buenos Aires, and
Ottawa, Canada, in order to undermine the ongoing Middle East peace
negotiations.309 Barakat, the alleged leader of the Hezbollah contingent, was
arrested but was later released. The orders for the attack, according to SIDE,
were issued by Mugniyah and Osama bin Laden. It is also plausible, and perhaps
more likely, that Barakat’s brother, Akraam Ahmad Barakat, a Hezbollah cleric
in Beirut, played a larger role in leading the plot. Akraam Ahmad had visited
the TBA frequently in that time period to establish a new Islamic Education
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Center to push the Lebanese community to support the more militant pro-Iranian
Hezbollah faction Al-Moqawamah (The Resistance).310
In May 2003, prosecutors also issued a warrant for the arrest of
Barakat, alleging that he had worked with Mugniyah to arrange for the trucks
and explosives used in the AMIA bombing to get through the TBA into
Argentina.311

As the trial went on, prosecutors expanded their investigation

to various individuals in the Barakat network to determine their roles in the
attack. A primary document generated by the prosecution, dated October 11,
2005, names Ali Khalil Mehri and Sobhi Mahmoud Fayad as persons of interest in
the AMIA investigation and requests Paraguayan authorities to submit any
criminal intelligence on the targets and their commercial dealings with
Barakat.312
OFAC’s actions against the Barakat network in 2004 and 2006 quelled the
complaints of many critics by providing evidence to support long-standing
allegations of Hezbollah activity in the region. Treasury officials also made
a strong case that Barakat’s activity transcended mere terrorist sympathies.
“As of late 2001,” they said, “Barakat reportedly was traveling to Lebanon and
Iran annually, meeting with both [Hezbollah Secretary-General Sheikh Hassan]
Nasrallah and Hizbullah's Spiritual Leader Hussein Fadlallah.”313 Finally,
OFAC’s actions ratified the organized-crime and terrorism nexus by proving
that the profits of Barakat’s criminal activity, as enabled by the pervasive
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lawlessness in the TBA, flowed to become a “major financial artery to fund
Hizbullah terrorism.”314

Assad Ahmad Barakat
Barakat’s network, known locally as the Barakat clan, is headquartered in
Galeria Page, a five-story commercial building in downtown Ciudad del Este.
Most of Galeria Page’s 165 shops belong to wholesalers that supply goods to
thousands of merchants. The mall is also a microcosm of the different forms of
crime that flow through the TBA: Stores vend counterfeit electronics, pirated
goods, and illegally cloned cell phones and serve as unlicensed money
exchanges and fronts for suspected drug-running and drug-trafficking
operations. Thus the impact of Galeria Page is felt throughout Ciudad del
Este, and the Galeria continues to be a hub for both licit and illicit
activity.315
Lebanese by birth, Barakat immigrated to Paraguay in his late teens with
his father. After spending years as a trader, he opened his own import/export
company in Galeria Page.316 The business, eventually named Barakat
Import/Export, dealt primarily with counterfeit electronics. As the business
grew, Barakat expanded his offerings to counterfeit goods of all kinds,
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including software and CDs.317

During this expansion, Barakat recruited

members of his family to establish subsidiary businesses in Galeria Page.
Raids conducted shortly after the 9/11 terrorist attacks revealed that Barakat
controlled four businesses in the Galeria through nominees or direct
registration. Analysis of Galeria Page registration documents dated November
2005 indicates that more than 25 businesses were registered to known members
of the Barakat network.318
Barakat is also said to have businesses in Miami and New York, and in
free-trade zones in Chile and Panama.319 These operations were established
primarily to receive international shipments and forward them to the TBA. They
allegedly served as part of a complex supply chain for pirate goods sourced
from Hong Kong businessman Rajkumar Naraindas Sabnani. Media reports claim
Sabnani was receiving $200,000 daily in profits stemming from deals with
Barakat involving pirated products shipped from Hong Kong.320
In later years, the Barakat network is said to have expanded into drug
running. OFAC listed Barakat’s brother, Hamzi Ahmad Barakat, as a suspected
narcotics trafficker, as well as a purveyor of counterfeit U.S. dollars, arms,
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and explosives.321 More-concrete evidence surfaced in 2003, when various
members of the network working as mules to transport cocaine were arrested.
And in 2005, the presumptive leader of the network, Muhammad Fayez Barakat,
was implicated in an international drug ring.322
The final component of Barakat’s revenue stream was a pervasive racket
that he used to dominate the marketplace and extort money from Lebanese
merchants in the TBA. The methods he and his lieutenants used, described at
length later in this appendix, varied in form and allegedly included blackmail
and death threats.323 Given the extent of commerce in Ciudad del Este, these
rackets were highly lucrative and provided a critical funding source for
Barakat.
Estimates of the total turnover of Barakat’s enterprise vary. According
to the Property and Money Laundering Prevention Secretariat in Paraguay, Assad
Ahmad Barakat raised approximately $14 million for Hezbollah between 1995 and
2001.324

Lead investigator Carlos Calcena of the Paraguayan National Police

believes the amount was closer to $50 million.325 When OFAC took action to
freeze the assets of the Barakat network in 2006, officials did not specify
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the amount of money raised by the group. Nonetheless, they went so far as to
designate the entire Galeria Page complex as a “source of fundraising for
Hizballah” and named it “the central headquarters for Hizballah members in the
TBA.”326
After 9/11, the urgency to take down terrorist operations in the TBA
forced action against the Barakat network. On October 3, 2001, Paraguayan
police entered the Galeria Page and searched one of Barakat’s business, Casa
Apollo. Evidence recovered included 60 hours of videotapes of Hezbollah
propaganda and CD-ROMs that included instructions for training materials for
suicide bombers.327 A file recovered on Barakat’s computer included Hezbollah
military orders for each town and village in southern Lebanon.328
A paper trail connected Assad Ahmad Barakat to Sheik Hassan Nasrallah,
the Sh’ia cleric then at the helm of the militant Al Moqawamah branch of
Hezbollah.329

Police found receipts for money transfers to banks in Lebanon

and a letter from Nasrallah to Barakat thanking him for his contributions.

By

the end of October 2001, U.S. Deputy Secretary of State for Latin American
Affairs Lino Gutierrez acknowledged that there were "credible indications" of
the transfer of funds to terrorist organizations in the Middle East and of the
presence of terrorism supporters in the TBA.330
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Throughout the investigations, Barakat did not shy away from the
controversy and spoke frequently to the press.331 He voiced his support for
Hezbollah charities but rejected the characterization of Hezbollah as a
terrorist organization. In an interview with a local newspaper, he reiterated
that he was merely a “sympathizer” of Hezbollah. When confronted with the
evidence found at Casa Apollo that implicated him in terrorist operations, he
readily admitted to receiving the letter from Nasrallah and downplayed its
significance as a “form letter” thanking him for his annual contribution to
“child care centers that look after orphans from the south Lebanon liberation
war."332 The Lebanese ambassador to Paraguay and Argentina, Hicham Salim
Hamdam, confirmed Barakat’s remittances and echoed his sentiments about
Hezbollah.333

Similarly, Barakat told the Associated Press in December 2001

that the propaganda videos authorities found had been sent by his relatives
years before and were no different from any other footage seen on Hezbollah’s
satellite channel Al-Manar.334
Despite three Interpol warrants for his arrest, Barakat remained free
until Brazilian police apprehended him in Foz do Iguaçu in June 2002. The
government, however, did not immediately comply with Paraguay’s extradition
request.335 While Barakat was in limbo, his fate became a heated political
matter. During a visit to Brazil, Lebanese Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri
reportedly asked President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva about the status of
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Barakat’s fate and in pleading for his release took pains to emphasize that
Hezbollah was not a terrorist organization, but a political party—a view
toward which Brazil was sympathetic.336
U.S. State Department officials, meanwhile, lobbied to get Barakat back
to Paraguay.337 While Paraguay did not have any counterterrorist-financing
legislation to prosecute Barakat for Hezbollah financing,338 the officials
reasoned that there was sufficient evidence to convict him of other criminal
charges that could put him out of action. Additional pressure was exerted by
Argentine prosecutors in May 2003, when they resumed the investigation of the
1992 and 1994 Buenos Aires bombings and issued a warrant for Barakat’s arrest,
alleging that he had imported the explosives used in the AMIA attack.339
Investigators determined that Assad Ahmad Barakat had made several “suspicious
trips” to the Middle East between 1990 and 1991, reportedly meeting with highranking government officials in Teheran, Iran, and Hezbollah leaders in
Beirut, Lebanon.340 According to OFAC, as late as 2001, Barakat reportedly was
traveling to Lebanon and Iran annually, meeting with both Nasrallah and
Hezbollah's Spiritual Leader Hussein Fadlallah.
Reports also surfaced of Barakat’s involvement in terrorist activities
beyond Hezbollah. His extradition to Paraguay is said to have been resisted by
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the mayor of Chui, Brazil, Mohamad Kassem Jomaa.341

Paraguayan intelligence

officials believe both men were working on behalf of Osama bin Laden to build
a mosque in Chui for use as an al Qaeda refuge.342

Documents pertaining to the

Chui mosque were found in Barkat’s Casa Apollo store.343 Barakat also
reportedly owned a Beirut company called Mondial Engineering and Construction,
which was suspected of funneling money to al Qaeda through apartment sales.344
In November 2003, Barakat was finally delivered to Paraguayan authorities
to face charges of tax evasion, unlawful association for criminal purposes,
and advocating the commission of a crime.345

He was eventually convicted of

tax evasion and is currently serving a six-year sentence.346
During his incarceration, Barakat’s network changed hands among his
various family members but continued to function as an effective conduit for
funds to Hezbollah. This prompted the additional steps taken by OFAC in 2006
to add the remaining members of the network to the terrorist watch list and
freeze their accounts in the United States.347
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Ali Khalil Mehri
On February 25, 2000, Ali Khalil Mehri was taken into custody after
Paraguayan anti-terrorist forces used explosive charges to break down the
front door of his Ciudad del Este apartment.348

The ensuing search of his

offices in the Galeria Page and Primavera shopping malls yielded an abundance
of counterfeit CDs, video games, and related materials.

Specifically,

prosecutors found pirated CDs, PlayStation games, CD covers, pirated Motorolabrand logotypes, pirated Nintendo CD stickers, chips and software from
PlayStation games whose circuits had been either changed or reconfigured, and
Nintendo cassette software chips that were reconfigured.349

Also found were

games without serial numbers or control codes, as well as pirated joystick
controls.350

Prosecutors charged Mehri with intellectual-property violations,

and judge Ruben Dario Riquelme later reasserted the police’s suspicion that
Mehri was an alleged CD pirate.351

At the time of his arrest, anti-piracy

investigators from the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry
(IFPI) maintained that Mehri was the largest optical-disc pirate in the TBA.352
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The raid also exposed Mehri’s links to Hezbollah’s hard-line faction, AlMoqawamah.353 Evidence recovered from his apartment included propaganda CD-ROMs
allegedly featuring exhortations of violence against Israel and the United
States and the testaments of apparent suicide bombers. Investigators found on
his computer access codes to restricted terrorist web sites and software
detailing the number of a bank account in Cheiah, Lebanon, where money could
be sent to support Al-Moqawamah.354 In addition, fund-raising forms were found
for Hezbollah’s fund-raising arm, Al-Shahid, which is dedicated to the
protection of families of martyrs and prisoners. Police also found
documentation of money transfers to Canada, Chile, Lebanon, and the United
States totaling more than $700,000.355
On the basis of this evidence, intelligence officials in Paraguay and the
United States suspected Mehri of funneling the proceeds from his CD and
software piracy to Al-Moqawamah.356 British intelligence later identified Mehri
as a financer for al Qaeda, although no other agency, including those in the
United States, has corroborated this claim.357 Mehri’s apparent Hezbollah
affiliation prompted Argentine federal judge Juan Jose Galeano to request that
prosecutors from Buenos Aires be permitted to interview Mehri about his
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connections to the 1992 and 1994 Buenos Aires bombings.358 In a primary
document dated October 2005, Argentine prosecutors appeared to have continued
interest in Mehri, requesting information from Paraguayan authorities
concerning his property holdings over the years in question.359

However, after

Mehri was detained in 2000, he was released on bail the following year,
perhaps under pressure from Angel Ramon Barchini, a local politician with whom
Mehri allegedly had contacts prior to his arrest.360 Once freed, Mehri
apparently fled across the border into Brazil and from there made his way back
to Lebanon.361
Armando Villamayor, Mehri’s Paraguayan business associate, was convicted
on September 6, 2001, of intellectual-property-rights violations and
conspiracy relating to the seizure of a container of counterfeit CDs at the
Silvio Pettirossi Airport on January 20, 1999.362 Villamayor was sentenced to
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three years in prison363—a decision that was later upheld by an appellate
court.364
Intelligence sources and primary evidence of registration documents
indicate that Mehri has resumed his piracy operations in Lebanon through a
satellite pirate facility he had opened several years earlier. Investigators
in Lebanon tracked the piracy operation, Skyline Software Systems, to a plant
based safely inside the Ghobeiri neighborhood,365 a Hezbollah stronghold, in
Beirut. 366

The facility is believed to produce millions of discs annually—

effectively continuing the scale of Mehri’s operations in Paraguay.367
The ongoing investigation of Mehri in Lebanon has yielded important
evidence that helps explain how Mehri became such a prominent trader in the
TBA. Lebanese customs authorities recorded shipments from Skyline of more than
157,000 CDs between November 1999 and January 2000.368 Mehri was able to foil
customs authorities and the censorship board by submitting in the export
paperwork a Paraguayan certificate for the PlayStation trademark to convince
them that the pirate video-game discs bearing the logo were not counterfeit.
The certificate (see reproduction below) is clearly fraudulent, as the Sony
Corporation is the rightful owner of the trademark for PlayStation worldwide.
Unfortunately, documents of this kind are not uncommon in Paraguay, and in
Mehri’s case they provide clues to his modus operandi as a pirate.
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Pirates and counterfeiters effectively turned Paraguay’s intellectualproperty system into a mechanism of extortion. The notorious leader of the Fu
Chin Mafia, Wu Wen Huan, began the racket in 1997 by registering the patent
for the umbrella and using it to extort dozens of ethnic Chinese merchants in
Ciudad del Este who sold umbrellas.369 Prosecutor Manuel Rojas Rodriguez, who
led the case against Huan, explained that at its height, the Fu Chin Mafia had
registered more than 100 trademarks and patents to extort the Chinese
merchants.370 Victims had little choice but to comply, given that Wu Wen Huan’s
“legitimate” intellectual-property rights made the police the ultimate
enforcers of his racket.
Mehri is believed to have established a similar racket in the Lebanese
community.371 The proceeds of the extortion and his own piracy activities
constituted the funds he is alleged to have remitted to Hezbollah. Following
his escape from Paraguay, other members of the Barakat network continued the
practice of using trademarks and comparable mechanisms to raise money for the
terrorist organization. Interestingly, a key player in ensuring this legacy
was the lawyer who defended Mehri and posted his bail, Pedro Wilson Marononi.
In years to come, Marononi would work with other members of the Barakat
network, profiled below, to register fraudulent patents for “inventing” the
calculator and portable electronic games.372
Thus, one of the dominant modes of terrorist financing in the TBA was
enabled by violating international intellectual-property rights and at the
same time enforcing a corrupt intellectual-property regime in Paraguay. The
irony is that pirates in Ciudad del Este understood the economic value of
intellectual-property protection as well as the legitimate owners did. Even in
the illicit economy, copyrights, trademarks, and patents had a place.
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Figure B.1

Ali Kalil Mehri’s Fradulent Trademark for PlayStation

Sobhi Mahmoud Fayad
Sobhi Mahmoud Fayad was Barakat’s most trusted lieutenant and enforcer.
Together they partnered in several businesses, and it is believed that Fayad
served as deputy to Barakat’s Hezbollah command in the TBA. When OFAC
designated Barakat as a terrorist in 2004, it singled out Fayad as a key
member of the organization and named him a high-ranking Hezbollah official in
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the 1980s and a weapons expert.373 This operational expertise might have led
prosecutors in Argentina to name Fayad as a subject of interest when they
reopened their investigation in 2005 to look into Barakat’s role in supplying
explosives for the AMIA attacks.374 Nonetheless, Fayad’s dominant influence in
the TBA is explained in commercial terms as his being the head of Barakat’s
extortion network. Many of the methods of extortion had their origins in the
enterprises of Ali Kalil Mehri. In short, they demonstrate that racketeering
was and remains a central feature in the TBA economy and is a powerful
organizing force beneath the chaos of the Ciudad del Este’s black market.
Although Fayad was never formally charged with extortion, an article in
The New Yorker described how he allegedly demanded sums of money from other
merchants in the Galeria Page shopping center under the pretense of collecting
for zakat, the obligatory Islamic charitable donation.375

According to one

victim, shopkeepers were presented each month with a certificate of thanks for
contributing a specified quantity of money equal to the amount Fayad expected
them to pay. The rates ran as high as 20 percent of a merchant’s income.376 As
leading Hezbollah researcher Matthew Levitt has explained, the cover of
charitable giving is a common tactic of Hezbollah fund-raising. And while some
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donors are “defrauded unwittingly into funding terrorism,” many others, he
explains, are “willing participants in Hizbullah's financing schemes.”377
There is reason to believe that the cover of charitable giving only
thinly veiled Fayad’s criminal and terrorist objectives. For instance, even
though Fayad and Barakat promoted a Sh’ia cause for Hezbollah, all Lebanese
merchants, including Sunni Muslims and Christians, were forced to make their
“donation.”378 Furthermore, Fayad went to extraordinary lengths to raise money
for a “charitable cause,” including blackmail and even death threats.379
According to OFAC, Barakat and Fayad reportedly threatened that family members
of resisting merchants in Lebanon would be placed on a “Hezbollah blacklist”
if the merchants didn’t comply.380
Beyond the credible threats of violence, Fayad was able to enforce the
racket precisely because so many of the merchants he targeted worked in Ciudad
del Este’s illicit economy and thus were unable to seek recourse from law
enforcement. In notifying the authorities, they would have exposed their own
criminal activities and invited scrutiny from the tax ministry, whose
underpaid officials in turn would have been likely to demand bribes to back
away. Other ethnic groups, such as Chinese merchants, were reportedly
subjected to similar rackets from Taiwanese and Hong Kong triads.381 Media
reports date Hezbollah racketeering back to 1997.382
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The stores operated by Fayad and Barakat reportedly generated revenue
through the sale of pirated video games, directing most of the shipments to
Casa Apollo. In May 2002, authorities intercepted a shipment containing
$160,000 worth of counterfeit Nintendo CDs sent from Hong Kong via Iquique,
Chile, destined for Casa Apollo.383
Neither Fayad nor Barakat was present when anti-terrorism forces raided
their Casa Apollo store in October 2001, but Mazen Ali Saleh and Sobhi Fayad’s
brother Saleh Mahmoud Fayad were found on the site and placed under arrest.
Along with the evidence implicating Barakat in terrorist activity, evidence
against Fayad surfaced as well. In combing through financial records,
investigators observed a steady stream of remittances (more than $170,000 in
1998–1999) from Fayad to banks in Lebanon and Canada.

The transactions

included (1) $85,000 in September 1998 to Baddar Holding Corporation in
Montreal, Canada; (2) transfers made in May and June 1999 to the Byblos Bank
in Ghobeiri, Lebanon, through the Integration Bank; (3) $25,000 to Saleh
Khalil on May 27 (no year specified); and (5) $15,000 to Khalil Saleh on
October 19, 1999, through the ABN Amro Bank and the Byblos Bank in Ghobeiri,
Lebanon.384 Khalil Saleh is Barakat’s partner in a pair of import/export
businesses in Iquique, Chile, which authorities believe were used for money
laundering.385
By themselves, the wire receipts were incriminating, because Fayad had
evidently not paid taxes since 1992.386 More incriminating, however, was a
letter from Sheik Nasrallah to Fayad, thanking him for $3.5 million in aid for
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the orphaned children of “martyrs,” a presumed reference to suicide bombers.387
When police descended on Casa Apollo again the following month, Fayad was
apprehended trying to flee.388
Fayad’s first contact with law enforcement in Paraguay came in 1998, when
he was arrested outside the U.S. embassy in Asunción after trying
unsuccessfully to obtain a visa.389 U.S. State Department officials accused him
of belonging to Hezbollah.390
391

evidence,

The charges were ultimately dropped for lack of

though curiously, Fayad had provided authorities with information

about Hezbollah leadership and asked for police protection in return.392
Given the evidence found against Fayad and suspicion of his prior
involvement in terrorism, he was kept under strict surveillance when released
on bail in 2002. In January 2002, photographs from a police informant placed
Fayad in the company of Iman Tareb Khasraji at an alleged Al Moqawamah
gathering in Tres Lagoas, Brazil.393

A few months later, police observed him

writing down the license-plate numbers of cars parked outside a hotel where a
U.S.-sponsored conference on terrorism was taking place, and he was promptly
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placed under house arrest.394 Nonetheless, terrorism charges against him were
ultimately dropped.395 Fayad was eventually convicted of tax evasion and
sentenced to a six-year prison term.396 Shortly after his incarceration,
Hezbollah deputy Abdallah Kassir (Fayad’s brother-in-law) visited the TBA,
primarily to pressure the Lebanese there to support Fayad.397

Barakat Clan
As Barakat and Fayad both began serving their prison sentences in 2004,
the Barakat network reorganized under the leadership of Assad Ahmad’s brother,
Hattem Ali Barakat. Efforts were made to diversify the network’s commercial
activity by expanding into the businesses of smuggling blank CDs and DVDs,
piracy, and drug trafficking.398 OFAC alleged that Hattem also assumed
operational control of Hezbollah’s TBA cell and was responsible for
communicating with its senior leadership in Lebanon.399
Hattem had a wide role in the Barakat network’s commercial dealings,
including part ownership of the infamous Casa Apollo, which was raided in
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October 2001. He is believed to be a significant shareholder in at least two
of the network’s international businesses in Iquique, Chile, Barakat
Import/Export and Saleh Ltd Import y Export, run by Khalil Saleh, who, as
noted above, is alleged to have worked with Fayad to transfer funds back to
Lebanon.400 Galeria Page registration documents dated November 2005 list Hattem
as the owner of nine units in the complex.401
Hattem is believed to have instructed his cousin Hassan Barakat to launch
one of the many import/export businesses that emerged to smuggle blank CD and
DVDs into Brazil as part of the network’s reorganization. The proliferation of
these companies was sparked by a resolution issued by Paraguay’s Revenue
Undersecretariat in 2004 that raised duties on blank DVDs more than 300
percent.402 Most of the discs ultimately end up in Brazil, where they fuel the
country’s massive piracy market. To this day, the blank-media problem remains
one of the biggest challenges in fighting piracy in the TBA. Hassan’s
business, along with several Chinese-national companies, such as Neptune
Technologies, Santana, and Nave Informatica, stood accused of funneling
millions of blank discs into Brazil.403
To evade tax and customs authorities, Hassan created a ghost
import/export company, Hassan International, using a false address in Ciudad
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del Este.404

Hassan International was one of 14 CD and DVD piracy operations

identified by treasury agents attempting to verify the companies’ locations.405
Authorities eventually traced many of these counterfeiting enterprises to a
single storage building downtown. In spite of protests from corrupt
politicians,406 Prosecutor Raul Insuarralde led police on a raid of 36 of the
warehouses in the building, including one used by Hassan International.407
Counterfeit Nike and Nintendo merchandise was seized, and two Hassan
International employees were taken into custody, one of whom was in possession
of forged Paraguayan identification papers.408 Hassan Ali Barakat was charged
with tax evasion, money laundering, violation of intellectual-property rights,
and criminal association, but he fled the country before his trial.409
The Barakat network is also suspected of moving into narcotics
trafficking during this time. In 2003, two of Hattem’s cousins-in-law, Hassan
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Abdallah Dayoub and Bassam Naboulsi, were arrested for possession of
commercial quantities of cocaine. Dayoud was nabbed by Asunción Airport
security with 2.3 kg of cocaine secreted in a keyboard.410 Naboulsi, who
maintained shops in Galeria Page,411 was arrested at Beirut International
Airport with 20 kg of cocaine in his possession.412
In 2004, Hattem was removed from day-to-day operations after prosecutors
implicated him in a fraud scheme for filing false documents and false
complaints using signatures of unwitting Lebanese businessmen to protest Assad
Ahmad Barakat’s imprisonment.413

In the days leading up to Hattem’s trial,

more than a dozen prosecution witnesses from the Lebanese community in Ciudad
del Este reported being threatened by Hattem’s brother Shiek Akram Ahmad
Barakat.414 Akram, who, as mentioned above, had been a presence in the TBA
since the late 1990s, allegedly warned the witnesses that their relatives in
Beirut would be harmed if they testified.415 Despite the threats, Hattem Ali
Barakat was found guilty in 2006 of producing forged documents and aggravated
use of forged documents and was sentenced to six years in prison.
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Muhammad Fayez Barakat and Ali Zaioun
Members of the Barakat network did not take Hattem Ali’s impending
conviction lightly, and they waged a battle to pressure the courts to scuttle
the case. Leading the charge was Hattem’s cousin, Muhammad Fayez Barakat—
virtually the last man standing in the network.416 Interviews with presiding
judge Carmen Teresa Barrios confirm news reports that she was offered hundreds
of thousands of dollars to release Hattem Ali.417 When she refused and
proceeded to convict Hattem, Muhammad Fayez pressed his case further with
local politicians to overturn the verdict. The effort proved somewhat
successful in that Hattem’s sentence was subsequently reduced to three years,
and because of health issues, he was placed under house arrest.418
Muhammad Fayez’s leadership ultimately proved to be a turning point for
the network. There is little doubt that he was dedicated to its mission. OFAC
added his name to the terror watch list for leading the network’s finances
and, as recently as July 2006, for “hosting fund-raisers” for Hezbollah in the
TBA.419 Furthermore, Fayez appears to have continued to operate the network’s
interest in piracy and drug running, as profiled below. Nonetheless, he formed
an alliance with rival Lebanese merchant Ali Zaioun, ceding a great deal of
the Barakat network’s dominance in Ciudad del Este. The move marked the end of
a commercial war with Zaioun, which in retrospect had been quite costly to the
network.
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Muhammad Fayez was the proprietor of Zena International, an
import/export company also located in the Galeria Page.420 The firm dealt in
counterfeit merchandise of all kinds, much of it sourced from Iquique,
Chile.421 According to press archives, the company’s headquarters were raided
as far back as 1999, when police were searching for Barakat in their first
coordinated counterterrorism action against his network. Police identified it
then as the “Hezbollah general headquarters” in Ciudad del Este and reportedly
found thousands of pirated electronics there.422
Zena International was also the target of a large drug sting named
Operation Tamara that was executed on June 21, 2005. Brazilian police joined
German and U.S. drug enforcement agencies to dismantle a ring they claimed
dispatched an average of 60 kilograms of Paraguayan and Bolivian cocaine every
two weeks to European and Middle East countries from Brazil. Police were
investigating how Fayez collaborated with Hassan Diab Chams, arrested in the
sting, to use Zena International as a front for the drug ring.423 The two are
also suspected of running a gang that forged documents and cloned credit
cards. Fayez has yet to be charged for his involvement but remains a subject
of the investigation.424
Perhaps most significantly, reports surfaced in June 2005 of a thawing
in relations between Barakat and the Barakat network’s arch rival, Ali Zaioun.
Over the years, Zaioun had competed with Barakat to dominate various parts of
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the pirate market in Ciudad del Este. Borrowing a tactic from Mehri, Zaioun
filed for various trademarks and patents and set out in 2000 to break
Barakat’s rackets by enforcing his various royalties. The campaign was aided
by Mehri’s defense lawyer, Pedro Wilson Marononi, who helped Zaioun register
fraudulent patents for “inventing” the calculator and portable electronic
games.425

The fiercest battle between Barakat and Zaioun was waged over the

control of the trademark of Brick Game—a popular handheld electronic gaming
device—in Ciudad del Este.426 Zaioun had registered the trademark, but Barkat
would neither stop selling the device at Casa Apollo nor pay Zaioun a royalty.
Just as the commercial war began to get heated, Zaioun was recruited to
become a special informant for Paraguay’s anti-terrorism police. In the weeks
following the 9/11 attacks, the position was vested with incredible influence,
and Zaioun did not hesitate to use it to his commercial advantage by tipping
authorities off to terrorist fund-raising activity by his rivals at Casa
Apollo.427 A few months later, when a young Brazilian woman came forward
claiming that Barakat had offered her $50,000 to kill Zaioun, true to form,
Zaioun used his law enforcement contacts to file a petition as a “victim” of
attempted murder. 428
Although some of the targets he named proved to have credible terrorist
connections, many more were less definitive and seemed to serve his agenda far
better than his patrons at the intelligence agency did. For instance, in 2002,
three Indian citizens were reportedly placed under house arrest after Zaioun
accused them of smuggling weapons and engaging in fund-raising for
terrorists.429 The three suspects were associates of Hong Kong businessman
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Rajkumar Sabnani, an ally of Assad Ahmad Barakat and a rival of Zaioun.430
Later, when Zaioun was threatened with a lawsuit from City Council members for
besmirching the city’s reputation, he countered by labeling City Council
president Alisio Peralta Martinez a terrorist accountant for having had
business consultations with Assad Ahmad Barakat.431 Zaioun was even a plaintiff
against Hattem Ali Barakat in the document forgery case.432 Thus, Zaioun
eliminated his major commercial rivals in Ciudad del Este one by one, by
either naming them as terrorists or filing spurious lawsuits against them.
Driven by Zaioun’s apparent success and the real advantages of an
alliance, Fayez set aside years of competition and began to work with Zaioun.
He joined up with the so-called “Trademark Mafia” to pressure businessmen to
buy Poly Station games and other products at inflated prices only from the
Zaioun group.433 Raids in July 2005 on a warehouse in the Don Bosco
neighborhood of Ciudad del Este resulted in the seizure of 200 boxes of Poly
Station games products supposedly belonging to Fayez that were intended for
resale to local merchants.434 Zaioun and Fayez also began coordinating weekly
meetings between Senator Solalinde and Lebanese businessmen in Ciudad del
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Este, fueling speculation that Solalinde was beholden to their interests.435
Those rumors intensified when the prosecutions of several Arab businessmen
accused of piracy and other illegal activities were reportedly suspended in
January 2006.436
Over time, the partnership with Zaioun’s operations continued to grow,
and it is worth noting that Special Technical Unit (UTE) agents made a
significant seizure of pirated CDs and DVDs from businesses reportedly owned
by Zaioun in April 2006.437

In the same month, New York District Attorney

Robert Morgenthau announced allegations that Muhammad Fayez was laundering
piracy proceeds through accounts in casinos in Puerto Iguazu, Argentina, and
Punta del Este, Uruguay, before sending them on to Lebanon via banks in New
York and Miami.438

Authorities believe that up to $200,000 per week was

funneled to Hezbollah in this manner.439 Morgenthau’s revelation allegedly fell
on deaf ears because of the protection afforded Fayez through his association
with Zaioun.440 When municipal inspectors closed his shop in Galleria Page and
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his warehouses for failure to pay taxes, Muhammad Barakat reportedly reopened
them by force with the aid of armed guards and a locksmith.441

Kassem Hijazi
In summer 2005, a Brazilian police investigation reportedly linked
Muhammad Barakat and Ali Zaioun to a cellular-telephone cloning business
called Mini Carlos, operated by a man named Hussein Hijazi, and by extension
to Hussein’s brother, Kassem Hijazi, said to be the biggest money launderer in
the TBA.442

It is therefore suspected that much the proceeds from organized

crime in Ciudad del Este, including the Trademark Mafia’s terrorist funds,
were laundered by Kassem Hijazi. His electronics store in the Brazil Galleria,
Telefax Prestamos Prendarios, Inc., was allegedly a front for shuttling
enormous sums of money to Chile, Lebanon, Taiwan, Panama, China, and other
Middle East and Far East countries.443

According to Carlos Maza of U.S.

Department of Homeland Security, the 320 documented remittances amounted to
hundreds of millions of dollars.444

Prosecutors in Paraguay estimate that the

store handled up to $5 million a day or $3 billion a year.445 Paraguyan
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intelligence documents reveal that Hijazi remits some $32 million a month to
Iquique, Chile, representing some four-fifths of the money transfers going
from the TBA to the Chilean free-trade zone. His clients’ funds are said to be
from the proceeds of an array of illegal activities, including smuggling, drug
trafficking, and arms dealing, among other crimes such as counterfeiting and
piracy446.
Hijazi has allegedly laundered money through an impressive variety of
schemes. He was arrested after one of his employees, Nelson Farina Fleitas,
was captured with 160,000 reais (about $60,000 in 2004) strapped to his
person. Fleitas was one of Hijazi’s many “mules” who crossed Friendship Bridge
into Brazil on foot and deposited the money in non-resident “CC-5” accounts in
banks such as ABN Amro and Sudameris.447 In 2005, Brazilian police apprehended
another ten couriers, believed to be Hijazi’s hirelings, in the process of
depositing 500,000 reais (about $175,000) into an ATM.448

Authorities in

Brazil also discovered that money was being laundered through large,
suspiciously regular gambling wins.449
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the same time, was underinvoicing merchandise imported from Iquique, Chile.450
The importer involved, Latina Import S.R.L., reportedly had ties to the ruling
Colorado Party.451 "In addition to pedestrian couriers, money has been sent
abroad in armored trucks, and through wire transfers, from another Hijaziowned business called ‘Dolar Cabo.’ Motorcycles were reported to be a common
mode of transport as well, delivering money to an apartment in Foz do Iguaçu
where it was apportioned into $9,000 increments for deposit in a host of
different accounts.”452 In August 2005, another ruse was reported whereby
Muhammad Barakat and Ismael Mounir Mouzanar were allegedly forcing Arab
businessmen to exchange dollars for dinars at a highly unfavorable rate, then
laundering the tainted lucre by changing the dollars back into dinars.453
Hijazi was accused of laundering money for Brazil’s “Piracy King,” Law
Kim Chong.454

Even as he was being prosecuted, Hijazi reportedly met with Law,

who was under investigation by the Brazilian authorities at the time, at his
ranch in Tres Lagoas, Foz do Iguaçu.455

Police believe the two agreed to

funnel money through Casa Fortaleza, formerly Real Cambios, with the aid of a
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woman named Yun Zan Liu Wei.456 Yun was to distribute Law’s pirated goods to
Chinese and Lebanese businessmen and bring the proceeds to Casa Fortaleza.457
The scheme was exposed when clients accused Yun of defrauding them of pirated
materials they had purchased from her company.458
Hijazi’s international money-remittance facilities essentially closed a
fiscal loop between Law’s piracy empire in Brazil and his native China. For
more than a decade, Law had sourced counterfeit products from China and routed
them in a complex smuggling route via Ciudad del Este to São Paulo.459 The
goods were distributed from ten warehouses to shops across the city, including
a hub of pirate retail businesses operating in Law’s March 25 Shopping Center,
one of the largest shopping centers in São Paulo.460 Brazil’s Federal Police
estimate that Law’s network spanned 17 companies set up to bring in and
distribute some $30 million in counterfeit goods per year.461
Law’s network became the focus of a special Brazilian congressional
investigation of piracy in 2003. While dozens of raids had found counterfeit
merchandise on Law’s properties, authorities were able to link him
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conclusively to illicit activity only when he was caught on hidden camera in
June 2004 attempting to bribe the investigation’s president, Congressman Luiz
Antonio Medeiros.462 Yet even from prison, Law was able to conduct his
business, with the assistance of his family. A raid in December 2004 yielded
some 10 metric tons of blank CDs (typically used for pirated music CDs and
film VCDs) en route to one of Law’s warehouses.463

For the next two years,

authorities worked to dismantle Law’s empire, arresting his wife Miriam and
son Thomas in 2005 and his brother Julio in 2006 on counterfeiting and
smuggling charges.464 Law was eventually released on parole in 2007, and that
year, he opened a new shopping mall in São Paolo.465
There may also be an element of narcotics trafficking in Hijazi’s
operation, as his aide, Hissan Ali Hijazi, was arrested in Lebanon in December
2005 in possession of 8 kg of cocaine.466

According to an unnamed Brazilian

Federal Police source, Hijazi’s “gang” was routing drugs from Bolivia and
Colombia through Ciudad del Este and on to Europe and the Middle East.467
Following raids on the store by Paraguayan authorities in early March
2004, Hijazi was arrested and charged with money laundering and tax evasion.
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A week after Hijazi’s arrest, Paraguayan authorities coordinating with the
Brazilian attorney general moved on Justo Cambios and La Vaquita, a pair of
money exchanges in the Cristal shopping center, seizing large amounts of
foreign currency and documentation of remittances.468 By September 2004,
another 36 Lebanese and ten Paraguayans had been swept up in the Hijazi
indictment.469 The Paraguayans were allegedly used as “mules,” literally
carrying the money from Ciudad del Este across the nearby Friendship Bridge to
Foz do Iguaçu. Hijazi reportedly hired Maria Dionisia Martinez de Sheidom, a
friend of the deputy prosecutor, as counsel and agreed to finance the legal
defense for all 36 Lebanese co-defendants.470
TBA news reports emphasize that Hijazi’s operation benefited from a
corrupt and ineffectual justice system. Among the items prosecutors recovered
from Telefax was a letter from Police Chief Jose Sanchez to Hijazi expressing
gratitude for a donation to the national police.471 In exchange for his
patronage, Sanchez’s guards on Friendship Bridge reportedly allowed Hijazi’s
cash couriers to cross into Brazil unmolested.472 The original prosecutor, Juan
Carlos Duarte, rejected Hijazi’s petition for early release,473 but the
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following day, judge Raul Virgilio Martinez allowed the defendants to make
bail.474 Once freed, Hijazi was evidently able to resume his operations
immediately, albeit from a new location in the Zuny Gallery.475
Prosecutors Duarte and Carlos Jimenez Vallejos were skewered by the press
for repeatedly suspending the investigation.476

At one point, Duarte said that

nothing illegal was being done in Paraguay and that any prosecutions stemming
from Hijazi’s activities were for the Brazilian authorities to sort out.477
According to Vanguardia, prosecutors were studiously ignoring the involvement
of Chadi Hijazi, Kassem’s brother, who was now running the business; Kim Law
Chong; and alleged mastermind Abed El Hadi Hijazi, who oversaw the entire
operation from Miami.478
It was also reported at various times that prosecutors were discounting
valuable evidence, most notably a report filed by bank superintendents Cayo
Bustos and Pablo Sacco documenting suspicious transactions,479 and that they
had intentionally violated procedural law during the raid so as to invalidate
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the charge of money laundering.480 The corruption accusations culminated with
sensational reports that Hijazi and his associates were bribing the district
attorney, Oscar LaTorre, and prosecutors Hugo Velasquez, Juan Carlos Duarte,
and Adolfo Marin, who were in turn paying off journalists to keep quiet about
it.481 Three days later, Duarte announced that Hijazi had evaded $21 million in
taxes and would also be charged with forging documents.482
The pretrial hearing began in January 2005, but Hijazi ignored multiple
subpoenas, ostensibly in an effort to stall the proceedings past the February
8, 2005, deadline for filing formal charges.483 When Hijazi finally made an
appearance, he initially refused to testify. In his defense, Hijazi maintained
that the money sent from Telefax was not sent by him, citing the fact that the
prosecution’s expert document examiners had found that many of the transfer
receipts did not bear his name and on others his signature was forged.484 The
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judge was not persuaded, and he indicted all 47 defendants for $21 million in
tax evasion over a three-year period.485
Hijazi was ultimately charged with tax evasion, criminal association, and
violating accounting regulations.486 Documents seized by prosecutors implicated
113 Ciudad del Este Stores.487

In October 2005, he replaced his defense

attorney with Noemi Arguello, a close friend of Manuel Trinidad Coleman, the
judge trying the case.488

The new prosecutor, Karina Paola Almeida, supposedly

was seeking a light sentence.489

She was replaced in September 2006 because

her father was representing Hijazi’s father, who was also on trial for tax
evasion.
Hijazi’s money-laundering operation came to the attention of U.S.
authorities in 2006, when New York District Attorney Robert Morgenthau noticed
that significant sums of money were originating from the TBA bound for
Ramallah.

The money wound up in Arab Bank—a favored bank of terrorist

organizations, according to Morgenthau—after being routed through the Bank of
America in New York City and therefore within Morgenthau’s jurisdiction.490 The
identities of the senders and recipients were frustratingly elusive, but in
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the space of three days, authorities detected remittances of $100,000,
$70,000, and $42,200 to phantom companies in Beirut.491
As of December 2007, Hijazi’s case was still stalled in the Paraguayan
legal system, and over the years, the charges have been reduced to tax
evasion—amid allegations of corruption among prosecutors and judges.492
Moreover, Hijazi has been able to keep his business intact throughout the
trial.493 Documents point to more than $2.6 million of transfers that Hijazi
facilitated on behalf of a prominent counterfeiter in the TBA to accounts in
Florida and California. The evidence leaves concern that the full scope of
Hijazi’s international operations has yet to be identified—let alone that the
operations have been taken down.494

NORTHERN IRELAND
Historically, the best-documented cases showing the most direct
connection between terrorism and product piracy involve the paramilitary
groups of Northern Ireland. The production and sale of counterfeit products
was a source of revenue for both republican and loyalist factions during
Northern Ireland’s “Troubles” and continued to provide a means of financing
for splinter groups that persisted for years after the ceasefire. Over time,
enforcement has driven sales underground, yet a thriving illicit trade in
counterfeit products continues.
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The issue came to the forefront in a 2002 report on the financing of
terrorism issued by the British House of Commons Northern Ireland Affairs
Select Committee. Members sounded the alarm that the nature of terrorist fundraising activity in Northern Ireland was increasingly turning “to more complex
and sophisticated forms of organized criminal activity such as fuel smuggling
and counterfeiting.”495 When the Independent Monitoring Committee was
established in 2004 to oversee the implementation of the Belfast Accords, it
drew similar conclusions. In its view, the seriousness of the threat posed by
paramilitary groups engaging in robbery, extortion, smuggling, and
counterfeiting was “the biggest long-term threat to the rule of law in
Northern Ireland.”496 The trend continued in the ensuing years and reached a
high-water mark in late 2004, when the Organized Crime Task Force (OCTF) of
the Police Service of Northern Ireland estimated that paramilitary groups were
involved in “80 percent of all counterfeiting and piracy” in the country.497
The cases detailed below demonstrate how the remaining dissident members,
stripped of their ideological rationales, have had their long-standing
criminal underpinnings exposed. In sum, they show what many analysts of the
Northern Ireland conflict have known for some time, that for some leaders of
both republican and loyalist groups, material gain was as important as their
political cause—if not more important.
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This conclusion should hardly be surprising, given that crime and
smuggling arise out of necessity amid civil war and prolonged conflict when
basic infrastructure deteriorates and the state loses a monopoly of force.498
When the supply of even common household items is short, profits from illegal
activity are immense. Paramilitary organizations exploit this opportunity to
establish parallel economies that finance logistics, provide basic services to
win the hearts and minds of civilian sympathizers, and enrich their leaders.
“Under these conditions” as one scholar writes, “war is a continuation of
business by other means: Military success often hinges on entrepreneurial
success in the murky underworld of smuggling.”499
Since the 1970s, the porous borderbetween the Republic and Northern
Ireland provided dozens of routes for smugglers to move goods to arm and
finance both sides of the terrorist campaigns. Winding roads and rugged
terrain along the 320-mile land border allowed most smuggling operations to go
undetected. And despite good working relationships between police agencies on
both sides of the border, there was no formal cooperation agreement in place,
giving paramilitaries easy escape routes. If ever pursued by authorities, they
could easily cross the border to evade capture. Smuggling essentially became
“a way of life” in border counties, such as South Armagh.500
In addition to a steady flow of arms and munitions, paramilitaries
trafficked livestock grain, cattle and pigs, stolen cars, petroleum,
cigarettes, and lighters.501 Without paying proper value-added tax (VAT) or
customs duties, smugglers sold contraband items, especially cigarettes and
fuel, at steep discounts. As late as 2005, authorities estimated that one-
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third of all the cigarettes in Northern Ireland were smuggled, and half of the
territory’s filling stations sold smuggled fuel, costing the government more
than $400 million in revenue each year.502
Counterfeiting, with its high profit margins, arose as a lucrative
business opportunity that fit seamlessly into these illicit enterprises. In
the early days of the “Troubles,” both republican and loyalist groups started
selling fake-brand disposable razors, toothpaste, and other toiletries. They
then extended the enterprise to include premium items such fake designer
clothes and accessories and power tools. The quality of the first generation
of these goods was barely passable. In one notorious case, authorities found a
counterfeit perfume that contained urine as a stabilizer.503 Sophistication,
however, grew rapidly, and counterfeiting soon operated on an industrial
scale. This was particularly evident in the case of counterfeit alcohol, where
it is believed that republican operators took the matter so seriously that
they established quality-control units to perfect the recipes for several
high-quality spirit labels, including Smirnoff Vodka. Raids on illegal
distilleries found sophisticated bottling, capping, and label-printing
machinery. In one raid, police seized a seven-stage filtration system for
deionizing water, a technology that had been developed through industrial
espionage, only months after it had been released to market.504
The paramilitary industry of piracy appears to have been around since the
home-video and personal-computer markets took off in the late 1980s. Members
were primarily interested in the manufacture and wholesaling of such goods,
which is “where the profitability lies.”505 The sale of pirated films, music,
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and computer games continued to grow over the decade, and the sourcing of
master copies might well have been enhanced by strong republican ties to the
United States.506 The trade proliferated on both sides of the conflict when
easy digital duplication arrived and Internet piracy made masters of films and
software readily available. Seizures of pirated products soared at the turn of
the century, totaling an estimated street value of £3.5 million for goods
seized from all groups.507
Although the estimates are slippery, the Provisional Irish Republican
Army’s (PIRA’s) lucrative take from piracy was described earlier.508

A

breakdown of other groups’ operating costs and fund-raising capacities (listed
below) demonstrates that most paramilitary groups in Northern Ireland were
well equipped to raise funds to meet their budget needs. While it is difficult
to determine the actual profits earned by paramilitary groups from piracy
relative to operating costs, the best estimates indicate that the lucrative
trade contributed heavily to the bottom line. In 2002, police estimated that
the PIRA made $1.54 million a year on piracy alone, with the “taxing” on local
pirate groups increasing profits even further. This would account for roughly
66 percent of the PIRA’s estimated $2.31 million annual running costs and 15
percent of its $7.7 million to $12.3 million fund-raising ability.509
Furthermore, while the operating costs of the groups were relatively low,
the costs to governments to counter them were exponentially higher. Experts
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have calculated that for every £1 raised by paramilitaries and spent in the
terrorist campaign, the governments of Britain and the Republic of Ireland
spent £130 to counter and repair terrorist damage.510
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Figure B.2

Running Costs vs. Fund-Raising Capacity of Northern Ireland Paramilitary
Groups in 2003 (Police Service of Northern Ireland Estimates)

Organization*

Estimated running costs

Estimated fundraising capacity

(per year)

(per year)

Provisional IRA(PIRA)

£1.5 million

£5 million–£8 million

Real IRA(RIRA)

£500,00

£5 million

Continuity IRA(CIRA)

£25,000–£30,000

INLA

£25,000–£30,000

£500,000

UDA

£500,000

£500,000–£1 million

UFF

£250,000

UVF

£1 million–£2 million

£1.5 million

LVF

£50,000

£2 million

NOTE: Each of the organizations tended to use a mixture of methods of
financing, including some or all of the following: fuel, tobacco, and alcohol
smuggling; drugs; counterfeit goods; armed robberies; extortion; and
membership subscription. In some cases, the brigades themselves were expected
to be self-financing.511

Moreover, once the digital revolution arrived, both republican and
loyalist groups leveraged the same infrastructure they used to burn movies to
duplicate propaganda videos that would further their ideological cause and
recruit new members. The contents of these videos ranged from demonstrations
of force to rallying cries from leaders. The libraries were extensive and
known to be an active part of cultivating the fear these groups engendered and
the respect they commanded. In a raid in Jonesborough, described below,
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authorities found a six-volume propaganda collection nestled alongside pirated
Hollywood films and pornography.
Contraband and counterfeit goods found ready consumers in the tightly
controlled neighborhoods and housing projects. In these communities,
republican and loyalist groups had powerful rackets that typically fell under
the cover of “voluntary donations by businesses to prisoners aid societies,”
and in many cases, they continue to do so.512 Counterfeit items were yet
another way to help the cause, and customers were pressured to buy them, a
request that became less onerous once the quality of the goods improved.
Pirated goods were sold in variety of venues, including pubs and clubs, openair markets, and roving vans that “travel[ed] throughout housing estates in
Belfast and the North’s other towns.”513
Indirectly, paramilitaries also profited by licensing, franchising, or
taxing operations of other criminals within their territories for a percentage
of the profits of their crimes. In the past, this worked particularly well for
“antisocial activity” that allowed groups to profit from operations such as
drug dealing but remain at arms length to avoid public criticism.514 Therefore,
paramilitary groups increasingly moved to “impose ‘taxes’ on some of the
criminals involved [in piracy], adding to their overall take.”515
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Furthermore, piracy had distinct advantages over other crimes. As one
commentator put it, piracy among Northern Ireland paramilitary groups was an
“extremely attractive option as it does not involve or provoke the wider
condemnation and revulsion.”516 In addition to having a lower risk profile for
the criminal who committed the offense, piracy was often considered by the
public as a “victimless crime”—as compared with robbery, which can impact
bystanders, or kidnapping, which demonstrates brazen cruelty.517 During the
1990s, the market for pirated goods was so great that, as one source described
the situation, “[the public demand] is putting huge pressure on paramilitaries
to produce a greater volume of counterfeit goods.”518
Yet police stress the fact that the public’s perceptions of the benign
nature of piracy were misguided. As Assistant Chief Constable Raymond White
noted in his testimony before Parliament, the sale of counterfeit goods was
part of power brokerage within communities, giving paramilitaries “insidious
control over those areas in which they live and operate.”519 The sales were, as
he put it, an assault on the conventional economy, “condemning” the society to
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a black market. In the long term, this made paramilitary activity more rooted
in the community and therefore more “difficult to tackle.”520
As the peace agreements began to solidify in 1998, experts warned that
the end of political violence could lead to a rise in organized crime as
former terrorists became engaged in enterprise crime full-time rather than
part-time.521 The predictions proved true and were realized far sooner than
most expected. Upon reflection, police came to understand that one of the main
drivers turned out to be a “double dividend” that paramilitary groups attained
through the early release of prisoners.522 With fewer members in prison,
paramilitaries were less encumbered by welfare payments to families and at the
same time got new personnel to expand fund-raising. The organizations,
therefore, had both “a less urgent need for money and a greater ability to
raise it.”523 Another factor was cooperation between paramilitary groups.
During the conflict, there was ample evidence that opposing groups worked
together, especially on smuggling and extortion, to support their respective
campaigns.524 After the conflict ended, the explicit pursuit of personal
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enrichment no longer needed to be hidden or put second to political ideology.
Dissident groups could use their expertise in crime and collaborate more
readily to fund their “retirement” from the armed struggle.
Despite significant progress in decommissioning terrorist groups and
successful policing of organized-crime groups, paramilitary involvement in
piracy continues. In its 2007 Annual Report and Threat Assessment, the OCTF
and the Independent Monitoring Commission confirmed that major paramilitary
organizations on both sides were still linked to organized-crime activity. The
Ulster Defence Association (UDA), the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF), and the
PIRA were singled out as being active in counterfeiting, along with varying
involvement in extortion, drug dealing, and other financial crimes.
It should be noted, though, that in all cases, the leaders of these
organizations had attempted to move their members away from crime. In the case
of the PIRA, members were specifically instructed in 2005 not to engage in
criminal activity.525 Thus, while crime is no longer sanctioned by the
paramilitary organizations, the low-risk/high-profit model of counterfeiting
remains appealing and evidently ingrained into the shadow economies of
Northern Ireland. According to the 2007 annual seizure statistics, the OCTF
seized over £3 million in counterfeit goods. Film piracy accounted for the
largest proportion of this amount, with seizures having an estimated total
street value of £997,095.526
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Carrickaneena
On December 13, 2000, Irish Customs and Excises (C&E) officers searched a
suspected fuel-laundering plant in the townland of Carrickaneena, just feet
from the border between the Republic and Northern Ireland.527

A significant

difference in diesel taxation between the two countries created a potentially
lucrative black market, and authorities maintain that the PIRA has taken full
advantage.528 Red diesel, a rebated fuel designated for limited-use vehicles,
is sometimes “laundered” by chemically removing the dye so the fuel can be
sold at a higher price.529

During the search, the C&E officers discovered a

van full of what appeared to be counterfeit DVDs, CDs, and video games.

They

summoned the Gardai (the police force of the Republic of Ireland), who have
jurisdiction in cases of alleged counterfeiting.530
It was noon by the time Gardai officers secured a warrant and arrived at
the scene.531

The Gardai found that the van contained £100,000 worth of

pirated films, CDs, and video games,532 as well as DVD burners.533

Moreover, a

mobile stall attached to the van had been seen selling product in the
Jonesborough Market.534

After finishing the seizure at 1:45 p.m., the Gardai

were preparing to head back to their station when two rockets were fired
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skyward from an area reportedly on the Northern Ireland side of the border.535
Seconds later, vehicles pulled up and seven men emerged wearing camouflage
clothing and ski masks, wielding firearms and iron bars.536

The gang of seven

men held the three unarmed officers at gunpoint and demanded that the Gardai
return the stall, the van, and its contents.537

The officers did not put up

any resistance, and the men escaped with the goods.

The men then proceeded to

drive the van from the location north toward Jonesborough.538

Unarmed and

locked in a shed by the marauders, the officers did not give chase.539
The Gardai later told the media that they were “convinced” that the
perpetrators were members of the Real Irish Republican Army (RIRA), a radical
offshoot of the PIRA.540

Incidentally, the ambush coincided with the run-up to

Christmas to, as Gardai sources told the press, “raise funds for the RIRA.”541
The ambush had also been executed less than 24 hours after U.S. President Bill
Clinton visited neighboring Dundalk to make an appeal for a permanent peace in
Northern Ireland.542
In retaliation, the Gardai launched a second anti-piracy operation, which
they believed targeted the group connected to the terrorist cell in
Carrickaneena. On December 18, 2000, the Gardai raided a piracy lab in the
city of Dundalk.

A man in his forties was arrested on the premises.

An

additional three suspects were captured in follow-up raids in the area.
543

four were detained under anti-terrorist legislation.

All

“Tens of thousands of

bogus video tapes, CDs and video games with an estimated sale value of
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IR100,000 (Irish pounds)” were seized.
544

three CD burners were in operation.

In fact, when the Gardai arrived,
The operation came at the end of an

all-out cross-border hunt for the gang that had held up the Gardai on December
13.

One officer asserted, “We believe we have struck a serious blow against

the gang which held up our men.”545
From debriefings conducted after the December 13 ambush, credible sources
believed that members of the seven-man group included Leonard “Bap” Hardy,
PIRA Brigade Commander (County Down and Louth (N/S)).546 Because the men were
masked, no positive identification was made, and without sustainable proof,
none faced charges. Nonetheless, Carrickaneena was a well-known PIRA
stronghold. And because PIRA Active Service Units (ASU) operated under a very
strict quasi-military discipline, it is unlikely they would have sought the
confrontation with the Gardai without approval. Hardy, as Brigade Commander
for Down and Louth, would therefore have been responsible for, and accountable
to, the Army Council of the PIRA for any actions in those areas. Whether it
can be proven that he was present or not, Hardy had a de facto link to the
operation by way of his rank.
Hardy’s credentials with the republican movement date back to the early
Continental Campaign.

He is linked to terrorist attacks in “bomb alley”—a

three-mile stretch of the A1 freeway between Cloghogue and Killeen—which
claimed the lives of 24 people between 1971 and 1992.547

Police also suspect

Hardy of involvement in a 1982 car bombing in Banbridge, County Down, which
injured 34 people and killed one.548

Hardy and his Newry Unit worked together

with an IRA leader code-named “The Surgeon,” who carried out major attacks in
bomb alley.
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estimated that The Surgeon had been at least partly responsible for the deaths
of up to 70 people.549
The Surgeon, the South Armagh Brigade, and Hardy’s Newry Unit were
allegedly behind a prolonged mortar shelling of the RUC’s Corry Road station
on February 28, 1985.550

One bomb struck the housing unit with deadly

precision, claiming the lives of nine officers.

In June 1989, an incendiary

device detonated, without casualties, at the British barracks in Osnabrück,
Germany. Circumstances surrounding the attack, one of several targeting
British soldiers stationed in Germany, pointed to IRA involvement. A month
later, Hardy was arrested in County Wexford for possession of explosives and
was sentenced to five years in prison.551 He was again taken into custody in
Spain in 2005 and extradited to Germany to stand trial for the Osnabrück
bombing.552

According to press reports, Hardy was convicted for his role in

the 1989 attack and was sentenced to six years in jail, yet witnesses say that
after being sentenced, Hardy left the court with his wife by his side as a
free man.

Spokespersons for the Irish Republic, Germany, and Northern Ireland

confirmed that Hardy was not taken into detention, fueling speculation that he
was released under an amnesty agreement.553

Jonesborough Market
Authorities believe the counterfeit goods reclaimed by the armed bandits
at Carrickaneena were destined for nearby Jonesborough Market,554 regarded as a
hub for republican dissident smuggling, counterfeiting activity, and fund-
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raising because of its proximity to the border.555

The IRA is known to garner

profits each week by taxing Jonesborough Market traders who sell smuggled and
counterfeit goods (including alcohol, cigarettes, clothes, and perfume).556
For many years, Jonesborough Market, owned by the local municipality and
run through a group called Jonesborough and Dromintee Enterprises,557 has been
difficult for law enforcement authorities to monitor.

Even basic policing

operations in the area require massive police and military presence.
Extensive surveillance by Police Service Northern Ireland (PSNI) has long
revealed large-scale counterfeiting and piracy sales inside the market.558
Operationally, counterfeit and smuggled goods are brought on Friday and
Saturday nights from storage facilities in the north. In the event of a raid
on the market or a warehouse, republican elements use extensive monitoring
posted to trigger alert.

Targets can then pack up their operations, escape

across the border to the Republic of Ireland, and evade arrest.559
From September to December 2005, the PSNI conducted four raids on
Jonesborough Market and its environs in an ambitious attempt to rid
Jonesborough of counterfeiting activity. Raids were conducted with
overwhelming police and military reinforcements, including two Chinook
helicopters, six Puma helicopters, 600 police, 600 soldiers, and 100 heavilyarmed Land Rovers.560
In the raids, police seized millions of dollars worth of counterfeit
cigarettes, perfumes, alcohol, and DVDs.561 While on the ground, police were
able to confirm evidence of paramilitary activity in the market. A collections
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box was placed at the entrance to the market, with a sign asking shoppers to
help support political prisoners. Several vendors were also caught hawking
six-volume sets of IRA propaganda DVDs, nestled alongside pirated Hollywood
films and pornography.562
Figure B.3

Police sources say paramilitary control of Jonesborough Market is
peaceably shared by the otherwise rivalrous PIRA and RIRA factions, with local
leadership, namely the PIRA’s Thomas “Slab” Murphy and the RIRA’s Michael
McKevitt, overseeing the market’s day-to-day operations.563 As the PSNI were
closing in on their raids in September, Murphy was witnessed leading a meeting
of the major vendors and giving them specific tactical instructions to avoid
detection. Days later, when police arrived, most of the vendors had followed
orders and rendered the seizures impressive but a fraction of the total piracy
activity that surveillance had demonstrated. Predictably, neither Murphy nor
his chief surrogate was in the area at the time of the raid.564
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Murphy has a long history of paramilitary involvement, having risen
through the ranks to become part of the IRA leadership. As early as 1968, he
was already listed by police as an “IRA man” and was designated a member of
the guerrilla fighters called the South Armagh Brigade of the PIRA.565 Under
oath, a witness placed Murphy at an IRA Revolutionary Council in 1983, which
was also attended by “Sinn Fein president Gerry Adams, vice-president Pat
Doherty and chief negotiator Martin McGuinness.”566 From 1992 to 1994, Murphy
served on the IRA Army Council and was reportedly appointed Chief of Staff of
the PIRA in 1996, having been among leaders that took the decision to end the
first ceasefire in February 1996.
At a minimum, he controlled the organization’s most lucrative financial
dealings by monopolizing smuggling on behalf of the South Armagh Brigade.
Murphy and his cohorts not only moved goods across the border, they also
controlled stretches of roads along the border and imposed a ‘tax’ on
criminals who used the roads for their own illicit enterprises.567
It is alleged that efforts to put Murphy out of business led to the
assassination of two senior RUC officers who were shot by the South Armagh IRA
in Jonesborough in March 1989.568 While Murphy vehemently denied involvement in
any paramilitary activity, his IRA affiliation was settled as a legal matter
in 1998 when he lost a libel suit he had filed against The Sunday Times.569
The jury had no qualms about concluding that Murphy “was a prominent member of
the IRA, an unlawful organization associated in the public mind with violence,
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bombings, and murder,” and that “he planned bombings and murder.”570 Later, he
was named, under parliamentary privilege in the Dail (Irish parliament), as
having been the PIRA's chief of staff.571
Over the years, Murphy gained a reputation as a clever outlaw, eluding
formal charges for years despite heavy scrutiny.

Until recently, he lived on

a 100-acre pig farm straddling the north-south border between County Lough in
the south and County Armagh in the north.572 The Murphy farm had been described
as the “epicenter” of IRA activity in South Armagh ever since authorities
first raided it 1977 and arrested three employees.573 A watch tower was
apparently erected near his land for the sole purpose of surveilling him.574
The agricultural setting was a veneer for a large-scale fuel-laundering
operation like that uncovered at Carrickaneena.575

A tunnel beneath the

property allowed Murphy to escape, leaving a half-eaten breakfast behind, when
the Gardai searched the premises in 2006.576

Murphy allegedly funneled

proceeds from smuggling and counterfeiting into stocks and properties, always
paying cash to hide the assets.577
Through dogged investigation, the Criminal Assets Bureau eventually
traced Murphy’s ill-gotten gains to a property-management firm in Manchester,
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England.578

Seventy-seven of the properties, valued at £11.8 million, were

seized in January 2007.579

In November, Murphy was arrested and charged with

nine counts of tax evasion for the years 1997–2006; the unpaid taxes totaled
an estimated $3.7 million.580

It was subsequently announced that Murphy’s case

would be tried in the Special Criminal Court, a venue typically reserved for
terrorism trials.581
Michael McKevitt’s role in the market was focused on a smaller venue just
south of the stalls controlled by Murphy.582 McKevitt’s IRA involvement dated
back to the 1970s.583
584

for Murphy.

Early on, he worked as a truck driver smuggling petrol

He married Bernadette Sands, the sister of legendary IRA

hunger-striker Bobby Sands, and was eventually promoted to the rank of
quartermaster general.585

During his tenure, McKevitt plotted the 1979

Warrenpoint bombing, in which 19 British soldiers were killed, and arranged
for the smuggling of a massive weapons cache, donated by Colonel Gaddafi in
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retaliation for Margaret Thatcher’s support of U.S. attacks on Libya.586
Disgruntled by Sinn Fein’s moderating influence, he and his wife left the PIRA
in 1997 and founded the more radical RIRA.

Six years later, McKevitt was

tried for directing terrorism.
The key witness for the prosecution was David Rupert, an undercover FBI
agent who infiltrated the RIRA.

Rupert testified that McKevitt bragged to him

about Warrenpoint but also spoke ruefully of the Omagh bombing of 1998, the
single most lethal act of IRA terrorism, in which 29 people were killed.587
According to Rupert’s testimony, McKevitt said the Omagh bombing was a
collaboration between RIRA and a second splinter group, the Continuity IRA
(CIRA).588

McKevitt told Rupert the CIRA decided to move the bomb, over his

objections, away from the location where the warning had been issued,
resulting in much higher casualties.589

In August 2003, McKevitt was found

guilty of RIRA membership and directing terrorism; he was sentenced to 20
years in prison.590

Nutt’s Corner Market/Orange Fields
On the loyalist side of the Northern Ireland conflict, Nutt’s Corner
Market, located in a staunchly loyalist enclave of Belfast, proved to be the
epicenter of the loyalists’ counterfeiting activity. Over time, loyalist
groups increasingly turned to counterfeiting as a financing strategy “in the
wake of tighter controls over the extortion rackets and drinking clubs.”591
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Police sources stated that after intensive monitoring, they found “a
chain of people, each taking a cut of the profits, right back to figures
linked to various loyalist factions with the clout and the muscle to organise
the operation.”592 The most powerful leader to emerge at the market was the
infamous Ulster Defense Association (UDA) brigadier named John “Mad Dog”
Adair.593

Adair has been in and out of prison for “directing terrorism,” a

charge encompassing threats, multiple counts of extortion and assault, drug
dealing, and orchestrating assassinations, including that of fellow UDA member
John Gregg.594

Adair was also reportedly able to manage a DVD counterfeiting

operation in Dublin from behind bars, since he was equipped with a telephone
and computer.595 Official estimates have pegged the total benefit of piracy to
the loyalist paramilitaries at around $617,000 per year, although the real
total could be far higher.596
Ten years earlier, a hue and cry was raised over Nutt’s Corner Market’s
alleged sale of items glorifying the Ulster Freedom Fighters and the Ulster
Defense Force.597

Among the alleged offerings were compilations of sectarian

tunes and T-shirts depicting armed loyalist terrorists.598

Around this time,

the RUC reportedly began making sizable seizures of counterfeit CDs, DVDs, and
video games at Nutt’s Corner on a near-weekly basis.599

An unnamed source

claimed that the RUC had traced the counterfeiting to loyalist
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paramilitaries.600

During one raid, police came under attack, and intelligence

reports suggest that gangs were planning to mount a counteroffensive against
authorities.601

Moreover, in 2003, an investigative journalist revealed that

illegally modified Brocock ME38 Magnum guns had been offered for sale at
markets across Northern Ireland, with “known loyalists operating at Nutt’s
Corner market offering to sell the convertible weapons for GBP 200.”602
In July 2004, Stephen McCully, who is considered a loyalist “heavy” in
Belfast and is also said to have operated a stall at Nutt’s Corner Market for
more than a decade, was arrested pursuant to a series of raids on the Belvoir
and Rathcoole housing complexes in Belfast. These estates are dominated by
racketeering and are regarded by police as a loyalist stronghold. They are
also purported safe havens for illegal activity. More than a million dollars’
worth of counterfeit goods were seized, including thousands of DVDs, CDs, and
cigarettes, along with DVD burners and duplication equipment. As in the
Jonesborough raid, copies of loyalist propaganda were recovered among the
cache of goods readied to be sold (see Figure B.4).

Figure B.4
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A PSNI source speculates that McCully was planning to hawk his wares at the
Twelfth Demonstrations, an annual flashpoint that typically breaks out in
riots and requires heavy police presence to keep law and order as loyalist
demonstrators parade through nationalist neighborhoods.603 Piracy charges
brought against McCully were concluded two years later, when he was convicted
on September 10, 2006.604

McCully had been arrested two years earlier for

threatening police and declaring that the UDA were taking up arms again.605

SOUTH ASIA
The case of Dawood Ibrahim, India's godfather of criminal gangs from
Bangkok to Dubai, illustrates the blurring line between crime and terror
around the globe. In his early years, Ibrahim operated his gang, D-Company, by
standard crime-syndicate practices—extortion, smuggling, and contract
killings.606 During the 1980s, Ibrahim and his cohorts were able to vertically
integrate D-company throughout the Indian film and pirate industry, forging a
clear pirate monopoly over competitors and launching a racket that controlled
the master copies of pirated Bollywood and Hollywood films.
However, in 1993, D-Company transformed itself into a terrorist
organization by orchestrating the “Black Friday” Mumbai bombings, which killed
more than 257 people and injured an estimated 713.607 Later, D-Company
developed ties to al Qaeda and the Kashmiri terrorist group Lakshar-e-Taiyiba
(LeT), while its leaders were exiled in Pakistan.608 For all these reasons, the
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U.S. Treasury Department Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) added Ibrahim
to its terrorist watch list in 2003 and froze his assets.609 Shortly
thereafter, the UN Security Council’s Al Qaeda and Taliban Sanctions Committee
issued a similar order.610
Criminal Profile: Smuggling, Vice, Extortion
The rags-to-riches story of Dawood Ibrahim’s rise to power in the Indian
underworld holds within it the precursors for the elements of D- Company’s
international criminal network. Born the son of a police constable, Ibrahim
began his career as a petty criminal on the streets of Mumbai, enjoying an
unusual level of protection from his father’s connections in law
enforcement.611 Dossiers on Ibrahim from India’s Criminal Intelligence Bureau
indicate that he and his brother Shabbir Ibrahim gradually started stealing
and extorting money from local traders, hotel owners, and shopkeepers around
Temkar Street in the Nagpada neighborhood of Central Mumbai.612 They soon
progressed to selling smuggled goods in the Mohatta Manish markets.613 The
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Dawood brothers’ many run-ins with the law finally landed them in jail during
the emergency of 1975–1977, when they, among many others with criminal
records, were detained under the Maintenance of Internal Security Act. While
in prison, Dawood Ibrahim had the good fortune to come into contact with Haji
Mastan and Yusuf Patel, two senior members in the Mumbai underworld, who
readily recruited him and his brother as landing agents for a gold- and
silver-smuggling business.614
Ibrahim‘s power and expertise in the smuggling business increased
steadily, and eventually he was in a position to influence Mumbai’s entire
black market. He met with resistance, however, especially from the Pathan
brothers of the Karim Lala gang, who launched a series of attacks against
Ibrahim’s gang in the early 1980s. The violent street wars were costly for
both sides and culminated in the assassination of Shabbir Ibrahim. In
reprisal, Dawood Ibrahim swiftly executed Amirzada Pathan.615 This brazen act
cemented Ibraham’s reputation as a formidable mobster. Yet with this
heightened profile, he had become a marked man in Mumbai and was subject to
indiscriminate arrests by the police.
Dawood took refuge in Dubai, U.A.E., which had no extradition treaty with
India at the time. There, he had freedom to operate and could control his
empire from a safe distance. Systematically, he recruited gangsters, including
heavyweights Chota Rajan and Chota Shakeel, from all the neighborhoods of
Mumbai and built them into the city’s dominant criminal syndicate. D-Company,
as they were called, focused on three activities: smuggling goods (gold,
silver, electronic goods, and textiles), extorting protection money from local
business industries (hotels, construction, iron, steel, grain, textiles, and
diamond merchants), and vice (gambling and prostitution).616 In their efforts,
the gang benefited significantly from a liberal bail policy enacted by the
Supreme Court in the mid-1980s. With less risk of imprisonment, the gang was
emboldened to eliminate hundreds of rival gang members. By the end of the
decade, Ibrahim was the undisputed underworld “kingpin” of Mumbai. It was
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estimated that he had more than 5,000 men under his control operating in
Mumbai and in the neighboring state of Uttar Pradesh.617 By the early 1990s, DCompany’s monthly income from its rackets across all sectors topped $5
million.618
In 1992, the trade liberalization policies of the government of India
changed the economics of the gold and silver market and made smuggling less
lucrative. To make up for the losses, Ibrahim sought to diversify his
earnings. First, D-Company repurposed its smuggling infrastructure to take on
narcotics and arms trafficking. Second, Ibrahim became increasingly reliant on
his rackets in Mumbai and moved into the entertainment business. As discussed
at length in the case below, this unregulated sector was a prime area of
business, providing Ibrahim with the double benefit of raising his social
status and extorting money from dozens of producers who desperately needed his
funds. Furthermore, D-Company’s power increased exponentially as it began to
control more aspects of the film production process, culminating in the
pirating of films.
Ibrahim also directed his brothers to diversify the business by launching
several legitimate enterprises in Dubai and India. These included significant
investment stakes in real-estate development ventures, shopping centers, and
hotels. Authorities estimate that at its peak, Ibrahim’s annual revenue from
his licit businesses exceeded $500 million.619

Terrorism Profile: Domestic Terrorism, Al Qaeda, LeT
From its inception, D-Company drew its strength from a broad federation
of criminal groups. Its structure, therefore, necessitated a secular design to
include recruits from both Hindu and Muslim communities.620 But in the early
1990s, the gang’s Muslim leaders underwent a process of radicalization that
turned D-Company into the terrorist organization it is known as today.
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The seeds of this transformation were sown in the schism that developed
throughout Indian society after the destruction of the Babri Masjid Mosque by
a mob of Hindu fundamentalists on December 6, 1992. Outraged Muslims took to
the streets in protest. Weeks of riots spread across the country, killing
thousands. Mumbai was hit with two waves of violence, one in December 1992 and
another in January 1993. The official government report of the incident states
that an estimated 900 people died. The Muslim quarter, where D-Company had
begun and from which it drew its strength, was one of the hardest hit areas.
Many members of the community were outraged that Ibrahim appeared indifferent
to the violence and failed to act to protect them. This disappointment
fomented anger, as many of Ibrahim’s closest allies began to question his
leadership.621
By the time of the second riots, Ibrahim was galvanized into action and
worked with his chief lieutenants to arrange for relief supplies and arms for
his constituents. But many D-Company members believed he had not gone far
enough in retaliation for the government’s strong-arm tactics against Mumbai’s
Muslims. Extensive media accounts also point to the role of Pakistan's InterServices Intelligence (ISI) organization, which was eager to exploit the
opportunity to cause unrest in India.622 Indian authorities allege that the
ISI, having had a tacit alliance with D-Company on smuggling, demanded that
Ibrahim help organize a plot for a series of retaliatory terrorist attacks in
Mumbai.623
The confession of Mohammed Phanse, an associate of Tiger Memom, provides
a window into D-Company’s private deliberations during this time.624 While
initially resistant to the plan, Ibrahim was not left with many options. There
was widespread support for the ISI proposal among D-Company’s leaders,
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including Dawood Ibrahim’s brother Anees Ibrahim and his chief lieutenant,
Abdul Razzar “Tiger” Memon. Most important, it wss was essential to preserve
D-Company’s privileged status in Pakistan given that the ISI, among other
military and government agencies, provided D-Company’s smugglers critical
access to Pakistani waters.625 With little choice, Dawood Ibrahim heeded the
call to action, and within two weeks his operatives had smuggled explosives
and weapons into Mumbai ready for use.626 He is also believed to have financed
most of the plot’s $500,000 cost.627
The attack was launched on March 12, 1993. For two hours, Mumbai was
rocked with 13 bombing and grenade attacks throughout the city. It was the
worst act of terrorism in the country’s recent history. Investigations
implicated many of D-Company’s members and Ibrahim’s personal associates in
Mumbai. The most famous of these was Bollywood star Sanjay Dutt, who confessed
to having stored weapons in his car at Ibrahim’s behest but insisted that he
did not know they would be used for the carnage that followed. Dutt was
convicted of illegal possession of firearms in 2006 but was released on bail
pending his appeal of a six-year jail term.628 A review of a primary document
of Dutt’s confessional statement confirms his association with Ibrahim during
the early 1990s.629
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Overnight, Ibrahim became India’s most wanted criminal, and for
protection he relocated to Karachi, Pakistan—with a backdated passport and a
well-guarded residence in the posh Clifton enclave.630 Indian intelligence
agencies insist that Pakistan’s ISI played an instrumental role in securing a
sanctuary for Ibrahim in Karachi,631 and U.S. Treasury officials have gone on
record to support this account.632 Although the Pakistani government continues
to deny that Ibrahim resides in the country, an Interpol notice on his arrest
lists his last known address in Clifton, and his most recent passport was
issued by Pakistan.633 Furthermore, articles published in the Pakistani press
in 2001 and 2003 profile his lavish lifestyle in Karachi.634
Despite restrictions on his freedom of movement, Ibrahim was able to
easily resume business activities in Pakistan, and he began a successful
campaign to dominate Karachi’s real-estate market. His brother Anees continued
to operate with impunity and maintained D-Company’s investments in Dubai,
which included the formation of Al-Mansur and Kings Video, two home-video
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distribution companies that would help exploit D-Company’s film investments
and ultimately serve as a platform for controlling piracy in the region.635
At the middle level of D-Company, the Mumbai bombings were far more
destabilizing. Ibrahim’s new terror agenda divided the gang along ethnic lines
and unraveled the unity that had forged its hegemony. Under the leadership of
Chota Rajan, most of the Hindu members defected and joined him to form an 800member competing gang.636 In the ensuing years, Rajan conducted his own summary
vengeance by targeting the 90 D-Company members who were out on bail facing
charges for their involvement in the attacks.637 It is an open secret that
India’s foreign intelligence agency, the Research and Analysis Wing (RAW),
cultivated a relationship with Rajan precisely to create a counterbalancing
force against Ibrahim and to provoke the internecine conflict that erupted in
the mid-1990s between the gangs.638 In 1996 alone, the gang warfare claimed 52
lives.639
The Mumbai bombings also created a heated rivalry inside D-Company
between lieutenants Chota Shakeel and Abu Salem. This period was marked by
increased levels of intimidation and violence within D-Company’s rackets as
each division sought to gain control. As the cases below describe, this was
particularly evident in Bollywood, where Abu Salem’s enforcement measures
often resulted in death. By the end of the 1990s, however, the Mumbai police
stepped up counter-organized-crime efforts and were able to drive out Chota
Shakeel, who fled to Karachi, where he and Ibrahim started to take control of
Karachi gangs, much as they had done in Mumbai. In 2000, they gave their
patronage to two rival gangs (led by Shoaib Khan and Ibrahim Bholoo) in a
divide-and-conquer strategy that sparked a gang war on the streets of Karachi.
In the first eight months of 2001, the battle claimed more than 80 lives and
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prompted the ISI’s involvement to resolve it.640 As the Pakistani government
reminded its “guests,” there were limits to what it would tolerate.641
Ibrahim’s ambitions in Pakistan, however, extended beyond the streets of
Karachi. With the support of the ISI, D-Company built considerable interests
in the narcotics business by sidelining the ethnic Pushtun groups that had
traditionally controlled the flow of drugs from Afghanistan.642 It has been
reported that Ibrahim even traveled to Afghanistan under the protection of the
Taliban in the late 1990s.643 Once he gained access to the Afghan-Pakistan
route, his smuggling network carried heroin and other narcotics to regional
markets and international destinations in the United Kingdom and Western
Europe.644
According to OFAC, Ibrahim’s connections into and out of Afghanistan
paved the way for an agreement with al Qaeda to provide Osama bin Laden access
to D-Company’s pervasive smuggling routes in South Asia, the Middle East, and
Africa.645 The U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency has pursued this lead aggressively,
but neither they nor any open sources have confirmed or qualified this
intelligence since designating Ibrahim a “foreign narcotics kingpin” in June
2006.646 An alternative explanation has been proposed, i.e., that Ibrahim is
not intricately involved in narcotics, but rather “sublets” his name to
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existing narcotics groups across the region. In turn, these franchises might
have offered the short-term relationships with al Qaeda.647
Ibrahim’s other interface with al Qaeda comes through their shared
support for the ISI-backed terrorist group Laskar-e-Taiba (LeT), the militant
wing of the Markaz-ad-Da’awa Wal-Irshad (MDI) madrassa. Osama bin Laden helped
pay for the construction of MDI’s expansive Lahore campus, including a small
guest house which served as a hideout for Ramzi Yousef, the mastermind of the
1993 World Trade Center bombing.648 Bin Laden also addressed several annual
conventions of the MDI via teleconference in the late 1990s.649
LeT’s objectives are to institute a “theocratic order in Pakistan” and
to continue to agitate struggles in the Kashmir that will trigger a “religious
revolution across the Indian state.”650 The ISI actively promoted LeT’s
Kashmiri campaign as part of an overall strategy of offsetting Pakistan’s
power asymmetries with India through a prolonged “war of a thousand cuts.”651
However, in its founder’s own words, “Kashmir is only our base camp. The real
war will be inside India as we consider Himachal Pradesh (India) as the door
to Jihad in India. Very soon we will enter India via Doda and unfurl the
Islamic flag on Red Fort (New Delhi)”.652 To this end, LeT is believed to be
responsible for a series of terrorist attacks within India. Major actions from
the last three years include the October 29, 2005, serial bombings in Delhi
(in which 62 civilians were killed), the Varanasi attack on March 7, 2006 (in
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which 21 civilians were killed), and the 7/11 Mumbai bombings on July 11, 2006
(in which 200 civilians were killed).653
While there is no evidence of any “concerted” ties between al Qaeda and
LeT in the Kashmiri campaign, it is evident that the groups have established a
tactical relationship in the activities of training and recruitment.654 Indian
intelligence reports suggest that LeT has three terrorist training courses
that range from 21 days to 60 days. Although 80 percent of LeT’s members are
Pakistanis, its training enrollment has been open to different terrorist
organizations, including al Qaeda.655 British intelligence officials have found
evidence that several of the suspects in the July 2005 bombings sought
training at LeT camps. And more recently, LeT has been implicated in
recruiting and training jihadists to fight coalition forces in Iraq.656 In
naming Ibrahim to its watch list, OFAC stated that D-Company’s relationship
with LeT is fiscal.657 But it appears that the relationship is also
operational, with D-Company exploiting LeT’s training opportunities. For
instance, in March 1999, Chota Shakeel used an aide to a top LeT lieutenant to
carry out an attack on the former mayor of Mumbai.658 An Interpol report cites
the Anees Trading Company, a D-Company shell operation, as a front for luring
unemployed young recruits to LeT’s terrorist training camps.659
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As pressure began to mount against Ibrahim and his empire, his
connections with LeT became essential for convincing his protectors at the ISI
to keep him safe in Karachi. Indeed, after 2003, his future became far more
uncertain. That year, 26 members of his gang, including his brothers Noora and
Mustaquim, were taken into custody in Dubai, and a top lieutenant was killed
by rival Chota Rajan.660 The following year, Abu Salem was extradited back to
India to face charges for his role in the 1993 Mumbai bombings. His
confessions implicated D-Company in the attack in far greater detail, and
conveniently, Salem pegged most of the blame on his archrival Chota Shakeel.661
Finally, in the fluid political environment in Pakistan, the ISI informed
Ibrahim that it were less certain of maintaining the power to keep him safe.662
Although Pakistani Premier Pervez Musharraf consistently denied that Ibrahim
was even in the country, the ISI warned Ibrahim that if relations between
India and Pakistan improved, it would have trouble refusing his extradition.
The ISI officials advised him to simply “lay low.”663
Press accounts at the time of this writing indicate that D-Company has
withstood the pressure by undergoing a critical restructuring. In 2007, Dawood
Ibrahim downgraded both Anees Imbrahim and Chota Shakeel in order to repossess
day-to-day management of the syndicate.664 And at the end of March 2008, Indian
intelligence analysts made the groundbreaking announcement that D-Company and
LeT had “merged.” While details are sparse, the move was apparently taken to
placate the ISI, whose leadership increasingly saw patronage to D-Company as a
liability.665 Evidence of the merger has been demonstrated in the growing
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acceptance of the teachings of the radical Ahle Hadees sect among D-Company’s
lower ranks. According to credible Indian intelligence sources, these
religious tenets have supplanted the profit motives of many D-Company members:
“They are no more fighting for money, but for a larger cause which guarantees
them a place in heaven.”666
While it is too early to tell if the merger will hold, if it does,
Ibrahim will have completed the final step in a 15-year transformation of his
organized-crime gang into a terrorist organization. As analysts note, gang
members will increasingly be indoctrinated with religion and will have the
opportunity to attend LeT camps to morph themselves into terrorists. Past
scholarly analysis has noted that despite the evident strategic opportunity in
a merger, Ibrahim is not the ideal leader for a group adhering to the
conservative ideology of Ahle Hadees. Marika Vicziany has argued that
Ibrahim’s personal Sufi leanings are incompatible with Salafist terrorist
groups such as LeT and al Qaeda and would place a limit on the authenticity of
his leadership.667
There is, nonetheless, sufficient evidence to suggest that at least for
now, LeT has looked past these issues to gain access to Ibrahim’s robust
network. In a merger, LeT would be able to directly leverage D-Company’s core
strength in smuggling, its commercial empire, its unique ability to attract
recruits, and, most important, its vast network in the Indian mainland.668
Hence the final contours of Ibrahim’s hybrid terrorism-crime organization will
be complex. One thing, however, is for sure: Ibrahim’s criminal enterprises
have a strong foundation, and they cover the entire South Asia region.
The following case presents a picture of D-Company’s vertical
integration into every part of the Indian film-making industry. D-Company
began with extortion in film production and then progressed into film
distribution, home-video manufacturing, and, as a natural culmination of their
rackets, film piracy. Amid the challenges that D-Company endured in this
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critical 17-year period (1990–2007), its film enterprises withstood the test
of time as a reliable illicit revenue stream.

Production-Level Extortion
D-Company moved into the entertainment industry in the late 1980s to
cultivate a more acceptable social image, to expand its rackets, and to find
new vehicles for laundering money. Grainy videos have surfaced of major Indian
film actors and playback artists fraternizing with Ibrahim at lavish parties
he hosted at his mansion in Dubai.669 A primary document of Bollywood star
Sanjay Dutt’s confession reveals that both Ibrahim and his brother Anees had
extensive relationships in the film community at every level of the
business.670 They began at the production level, focusing their control on the
financing and production of new films.
Although India’s prolific film industry had been a profit center and
cultural icon for decades, it was, surprisingly, not recognized by the
government as a legitimate industry until 2001.671 This status barred
legitimate financial institutions and private investors from financing films.
Ibrahim tasked his brother Noora to step into this vacuum and provide debt
financing to major Indian filmmakers.672 The terms they assigned to these loans
were clearly exploitative. Producers were expected to pay interest rates as
high as 50 percent, and as the syndicate’s profile in the industry grew,
leading actors, directors, and producers were expected to conform to D-
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Company’s ideas about content, casting, and scheduling.673 To ensure that all
the individuals in the racket remained faithful, D-Company made sure that the
production crew on each film hired multiple reliable informants who would
report back to D-Company superiors on the progress of the film.674
After the Mumbai bombings, it took several years for D-Company to regain
control of its territory and to reinstate its rackets in the entertainment
business.675 During that time, government trade liberalization programs had
stimulated the economy and by the mid-1990s had created an urgent need for
Bollywood’s old enforcers to step in to mediate disputes and to ensure that
directors and talent held to their shooting schedules. Two of D-Company’s
trusted lieutenants, Chota Shakeel and Abu Salem, both fugitives because of
their role in the Mumbai bombings, used their networks in Mumbai to render the
industry efficient again and at the same time to return as “overlords of a
brutal system of extortion and enforcement.”676
From the start, Chota Shakeel and Abu Salem were fierce, and ultimately
deadly, internal rivals. Shakeel worked from Dubai at the behest of Anees
Ibrahim and was able to leverage D-Company’s full spectrum of resources with
ease. Meanwhile, Abu Salem and his men were more independent and received only
tacit patronage from Dawood Ibrahim. Salem and Shakeel’s competitive stance
precipitated a more systematic and powerful presence of D-Company in Bollywood
throughout the 1990s.

Their violent competitiveness led not only to them

fighting each other to control rival Bollywood stars, but also to ultimately
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tearing apart the unity of D-Company’s ranks.677 The timing could not have been
worse, with Chota Rajan already driving Hindu-member defections from D-Company
to his competing gang after the Mumbai bombings.
Salem moved fast and formed a new gang, with the assistance of his
manager, Salim Mulla (killed in 2003), and dynamic “youngsters” Mohd Akmal
(alias Guddu), Abdul Rahim Sheikh, Avesh Siddique (alias Papu), Rajesh Arjun
Hatalkar, and Arif Ansari (alias Papa).678 Beginning in 1994, they waged an
aggressive attack on various film personalities to get them to heed the gang’s
control. According to the anti-extortion cell of the Mumbai police, the apex
of D-company’s extortion racket was reached in 1998, when the gang was linked
to some 121 extortion cases.679 A “hit list” of their most prominent attempted
and successful assassinations is reproduced in Figure B.5.
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Figure B.5
Abu Salem Bollywood “Hit List”
Attempted and Successful Assinations 1994–2002
June 8, 1994 – Javed Riyaz Siddique (producer) shot dead
July 1, 1994 – Firoze Khan (director) survived
March 7, 1998 – Mukesh Duggal (producer and director) shot dead
July 31, 1998 – Rajiv Rai (director) survived
August 12, 1998 – Gulshan Kumar (music baron, T-series) shot dead
August 15, 1999 – Munnalal Kesharwani (associate G. Kumar) shot dead
December 15, 1999 – Anil Thandani (film distributor) survived
December 21, 1999 – Manmohan Shetty (lab owner and producer) survived
January 21, 2000 – Rakesh Roshan (director and producer) survived
February 14, 2001 – Dinesh Anand (actor and producer) shot dead
June 30, 2001 – Ajit Dewani (secretary and producer) shot dead
July 4, 2002 – Lawrence D’Souza (producer and director) survived
SOURCE: Nishant Bhuse, "Crime Dispatch," Mid Day, November 24, 2005.

Distribution-Level Extortion
When major Bollywood films completed production, the rights for their
distribution overseas were put up for auction by territory. As the Indian
diaspora grew, these rights became increasingly valuable, with ready audiences
in the United States, the United Kingdom, and the Gulf states. D-company’s
seat of power in Dubai allowed it to aggressively seek and control
distribution rights for the Gulf countries and Pakistan.680 The most prominent
of the distribution companies, Al Mansoor, was based in Dubai. According to
confessions of D-Company leader Salim Kurla, the company was created by Anees
Ibrahim in the early 1990s to control theatrical and home-video distribution
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of Indian films in Pakistan.681 Customs data reveal that the company had a
booming export business in Karachi, Pakistan,682 for good reason: All Indian
films distributed in Pakistan were pirated—and necessarily more profitable—
because the countries had no formal treaty.683
The narrative of Al-Mansoor’s growth is well known to credible police
officers who have studied D-Company. The first managers of Al-Mansoor were
close associates of Chota Shakeel. Most notable was M. Khatri, who moved from
Chota Shakeel’s video library in central Mumbai to open the home-video
operations of Al-Mansoor in Dubai. The theatrical operations were started by
Ahmad Golchin and two other partners.

Together, this cadre moved to dominate

not only Pakistan, but the entire region. As the Gulf territories became
increasingly profitable, Al-Mansoor’s first-mover advantage in Dubai enabled
it to accomplish this.

Through intimidation and by asserting the plain fact

of its monopoly, Al-Mansoor became an essential part of any film’s
distribution abroad, and it moved forcefully to ensure that few Indian
distribution companies ever gained a significant presence beyond their
borders.684
In later years, D-Company rival/enemy Chota Rajan used his growing
influence in Bollywood, along with direct threats, to pressure Al-Mansoor’s
owners to split the company.

Rajan’s lieutenant, Vicky Malhotra (arrested on

July 11, 2005), was the key interlocutor for Rajan in Bollywood.685 Through
Rajan’s and Malhotra’s influence, Golchin and his partners formed the Gulf
Films Company, which quickly legitimized its business practices and moved away
from organized crime.
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back further to remove the company from Pakistan and focus on the Gulf
region.686 In the vacuum, Chota Shakeel used his new-found patronage with Anees
to establish Kings Video, a company that dominated Indian home video in the
Gulf region until it was shut down in 2005.687
Beyond industry and police accounts, what is known about D-Company’s
control of the foreign distribution rights for films comes from an
investigation into diamond merchant and film financer Bharat Shah. Police
began investigating Shah in December 2000, primarily for his role in financing
a major Bollywood film on behalf of Chota Shakeel. Shah, a well-connected
businessman, was undeterred by the investigations until police confronted him
with taped conversations they had recorded of his discussions with Ibrahim and
Shakeel.688 In one conversation with Shakeel, he discussed how he would exploit
the rights to a film through D-Company’s expansive investments in film
distribution.689 Although Shah maintained his innocence and challenged the
constitutionality of the wiretaps, made under the Maharashtra Control of
Organised Crime Act (MCOCA), on September 1, 2008, the Supreme Court of India
upheld the act and cleared the way for Shah’s trial to proceed.690

Manufacturing/Piracy Extortion
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After D-Company’s theatrical and home-video operations became
established, Anees Ibrahim and Chota Shakeel gained a controlling interest in
the Sadaf Trading Company, based in Karachi. The operation allowed them to
better organize distribution in Pakistan and, most important, to acquire the
infrastructure to manufacture pirate VHS tapes and VCDs for sale in Pakistan
and all over the world.691
Exports of Sadaf product skyrocketed throughout the 1990s. Investigators
revealed that in 2003 and 2004, Pakistani pirate products (largely produced by
Sadaf) were being shipped to more than 46 countries.692 Large concentrations of
these shipments headed to an American, a Mr. Faruk, who was raided by a joint
task force of agents from the FBI and U.S. Customs working out of Virginia.
The case proved to be the tipping point for better cooperation between the
Pakistani and U.S. governments on anti-piracy issues in the Middle East.693
Still, Sadaf’s largest exports were to India, which, due to lax antipiracy enforcement by Indian authorities, remained an open channel.

Bollywood

and Hollywood products made at Sadaf’s plant were readily smuggled into the
country via Nepal.694

At the height of the company’s success, disc replication

and burning machines were too expensive for the average pirate.

Thus, the

name brand of the pirated Sadaf product grew to have strong recognition among
pirate consumers.

Therefore, even when some Sadaf importers shifted away from

Pakistan to create independent burning labs in India, they still used the
Sadaf logo and affixed it to their product to attract consumers loyal to the
brand.

The most famous among these breakaway pirates is Vikram Jain, who

still uses the Sadaf logo despite having no formal connection to D-Company.695
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In a series of raids conducted in May 2005, Pakistani authorities
discovered three known Sadaf factories in Karachi.

The first two are headed

by active partners Khalid Jan Mohammad and Mohammad Ghulam. The third is AMIN
Private Ltd (a subcontractor for Sadaf), with active partners Mohammad Amin
Motiwala, Zubair Amin Motiwala, and Abdul Jabbar Motiwala.696 These factories
have come under suspicion by the FBI for possible terrorism financing and
material support for terrorism. This includes allegations that they are
manufacturing jihadi propaganda and are possibly serving as money-laundering
facilities for LeT and the Markza-ud-dawa Foundation.697

The Masters Racket
Once the three elements of D-Company’s operations (control of
production, distribution, and manufacturing/piracy) were in place, the gang
was able to launch a racket to control the masters for most Bollywood and
dubbed Hollywood films distributed in India.

This powerful vertical

integration provided D-Company a clear monopoly over other competitors. And
with various methods of control, D-Company had the wherewithal to demand that
pirates obey its terms and timelines of release or else face retaliation.698
From start to finish, D-Company dominated every step of the film-making
process. Hence it was able to control most of the region’s film piracy.
Several examples from around South Asia illustrate D-Company’s control of
the masters racket as the technology for creating high-quality pirate masters
evolved.

Dubai/Pakistan
D-Company exploited Al-Mansoor’s and King Video’s position as overseas
distributors in Dubai to receive prints on the Monday or Tuesday before a
film’s official theatrical release.

The prints were then converted into high-

quality digital masters and sent to India and all over the world.
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well, pirate VCDs were released on the streets in India by the film’s opening
day.699

New Delhi/Calcutta
When advances in personal camcording technology made expensive film
transfer processes no longer necessary, D-Company provided protection to two
large syndicates of pirate camcorders based in New Delhi.

These syndicates

then distributed the pirate master copies to a group of wholesalers in
Calcutta.700

Bangladesh
After the May 2005 raids in Karachi, several of the major piracy
factories in Karachi moved their operations to Bangladesh.

This gave

controllers in Northern India a first-mover advantage, and they began to cash
in on a significant piracy demand in the Seven Sisters area of East India.701
The power and ruthlessness of D-Company’s integrated piracy network
manifested itself in several high-profile incidents. One incident was the
murder of Ketan Shah.

Shah had been operating in Lamington Road, an infamous

piracy haven, and had refused to obey a timeline Chota Shakeel had set for the
release of the pirated version of a new movie D-Company had financed.

Shah

was assassinated in broad daylight to send a clear message to other pirates
that would scare them into compliance.702

D-Company further flexed its muscle

with two films released in October 2006, Don and Jaan-E-Mann. Chota Shakeel
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issued a “diktat” to overseas and Indian piracy distributors to not release
pirated copies of either film until one week after their official theatrical
release.703

Similar calls were made by Chota Shakeel upon the release of the

blockbuster film Krish earlier in 2006.704
At the time of this writing, the most recent case was the takedown of
Jatender Kumar, otherwise known as Rinku. Operating out of a small town just
outside of Delhi, Rinku created a pan-Indian masters syndicate on behalf of DCompany. Using a small movie theater in Ghaziabad, India, Rinku created highquality masters and then sent them across the country. His affiliation with DCompany was confirmed when one of his couriers was arrested in Mumbai bringing
Sadaf masters to and from Lahore, Pakistan, on Rinku’s behalf.705 When prompted
by Mumbai authorities and local industry to act, the Delhi police did not
respond. Sensing a good story, the local Star Television News Network designed
a hidden-camera sting operation to get Rinku to talk about his connections and
nefarious business activities.

He took the bait and on national television

exposed his links to Sadaf in Pakistan and Bangladesh. He also confessed to
being an expert at illegally camcording newly released movies in theaters.
Presented with the evidence and the public pressure to respond, the police
tracked Rinku down in Rajastan, India, and brought him back to face charges in
Delhi.706
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APPENDIX C: CASES OF “PROTECTED SPACES” FOR CRIME

RUSSIA
Vsevolod Sokolov argues that Russian organized crime has “adapted” to the
changes that have occurred in Russia since the fall of the Soviet Union by
developing “a complex relationship with the private market.”707 In so doing,
criminal groups have tried to become more businesslike by funneling their
illegal profits into legitimate businesses.708 For Russian organized crime, it
is more about business than about violence; as Alexander Gorshkov observed,
“Today’s criminal wears an Armani suit instead of a leather jacket, and his
best friend is his accountant, not his bodyguard.”709 “To put it crudely, once
the bank-robber owns the bank, he tends to discourage bank-robbery as a
profession.”710
While it is certainly true that the widespread chaos of the 1990s, in
which violent turf wars occurred between criminal groups in Moscow, St.
Petersburg, Yekaterinburg, and Vladivostok711 and bankers were regularly
targeted for kidnapping or assault,712 is a thing of the past, it is equally
true that the use of force and corruption has hardly diminished. Instead,
Russian organized crime has settled into a pattern closer to that of the 1970s
and 1980s in which corruption of politicians and police is used to eliminate
outside interference. As Stephen Handelman notes, “The black marketers of the
1960s and 1970s crossed the line dividing the underworld and the state. They
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operated in easy and mutually profitable cooperation with Soviet
bureaucrats.”713 During this period, bribing high-level officials ensured that
black marketers could operate free of official interference, while criminal
groups kept out competitors in exchange for money or a part of the business.714
When Russia began privatizing state assets in 1992, organized crime was
able to immerse itself further into the market by buying up firms with its
profits from the Soviet period.715 By one estimate, at the end of the decade,
organized-crime groups had gained control of two-fifths of Russia’s gross
domestic product (GDP).716 Sokolov believes that such involvement in private
business has gradually pacified organized crime and that criminals are putting
their violent pasts behind them, working with government officials,717 and
trying to nurture their businesses.718 Yet, as will be shown below, this is far
from the reality. Organized crime is involved in a wide variety of illegal
activities other than providing protection.
In the case of film piracy, criminal groups have indeed bought into
legitimate businesses; however, they have done so to further their criminal
activities by creating access to markets in which to sell pirated goods as
well as facilities to manufacture them.

Criminal groups have continued to use

violence to keep control of their businesses and to eliminate outsiders who
may threaten them. In the early 1990s, this form of protection was overt.
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Traditional organized groups used their rackets, known locally as “roofs” or
“kryshas,” to protect their interests and also extort fees from piracy vendors
operating at every level of the supply chain, from the street corner to the
factory. The most visble example of this protection was found in Moscow’s
largest piracy hub, the Gorbuska market. With more than 300,000 visitors each
month and more than 500 shops, Gorbushka was and remains the largest market
for electronics goods in western Moscow.719 In 1996, police reported that
Gorbushka was run by the Solntsevo and Izmaylovo families, Moscow’s largest
and most feared Russian Mafiya organizations. Legimitate and pirate vendors at
the market were extorted $300 a month or more, netting the criminal
organizations more than $100,000 a month.720
With the election of Vladamir Putin in 2000, criminal organizations were
forced to work behind a veil of protection from government officials in order
to sustain the pretense of the new president’s edict on the “Dictatorship of
the Law.”721 Initially, the underworld feared a major crackdown, but as one
Russian organized crime expert noted, “It became clear that that while Putin
would not countenance open challenges to state authority—including overt gang
violence—he did not at the time plan any direct campaign against organized
crime.” In fact, the first years of Putin’s presidency saw police budgets
fall, in turn increasing corruption even further.722
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Thus, organized-crime groups’ pervasive rackets, including those
operating in Gorbuska, did not dissovlve. In most cases, they were left intact
and simply shifted from control by organized crime to control by ministry and
police officials, who excelled at running them. Indeed, the more stringent and
modernized anti-piracy laws have become, the higher the rates (and profits)
police can command from vendors for protection.
Piracy-Related Corruption
In the current hierarchy, street-level piracy is relegated to the
protection of local and rural police officers, most of whom are chronically
underresourced and ill-paid, making them prime candidates for bribes.723 One of
the most entrenched units protecting piracy is Moscow’s Metro Police, which
extorts legitimate businesses that operate in subway stations and charges far
higher rates for illegal vendors, such as pirates, who pay upwards of $300–
$500 a month to operate. Pirate factories are protected by federal-level
authorities at the Ministry of Internal Affairs (Ministerstvo vnutrennykh del
(MVD)). The ministry’s officers raided 14 piracy plants in 2005, yet despite
the fact that all were found with pirate goods, only four had their licenses
revoked. The going rate is believed to be about $30,000 to receive advance
warning of an upcoming raid of a pirate plant, more for a large plant.724
The situation has escalated to the point where Russian leaders have
acknowledged that the greatest “clear and present danger” to the security of
Russian society and the state itself is internal corruption and crime.725
Stastics make the case plain: Transparency International’s 2007 Corruption and
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Preceptions Index ranked Russia 143rd out of 179 countries.726 Widespread
bribery and collusion with police and lawmakers have enable piracy activities
to continue largely uninterrupted over the past 15 years, as the following
cases show.
This widespread corruption, particularly within law enforcement
organizations, provides numerous opportunities for pirates to create protected
spaces.

For instance, the officers from the economic-crimes squad are known

to shut a business down without cause, only to require payment in order to
restart it.727 In 2005 alone, 4,269 Russian police officers were charged with
corruption-related crimes.728 At one point, Moscow’s GUVD (main Internal
Affairs Directorate) was considered “gangs of werewolves in police
uniforms.”729 Police corruption has become so serious that Russia’s prosecutor
general, Alexander Ustinov, declared, “Crime is getting bolder and bolder, and
is increasingly penetrating into state law enforcement bodies . . .. Recent
events testify to the fact that organized crime has gained a strong foothold
in customs checkpoints, feeling quite comfortable there.”730 He also indicated
that corruption in the courts was allowing criminals to avoid jail.731 Even
President Putin acknowledged in 2004 that “the state as a whole and the law
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enforcement bodies, unfortunately, are still afflicted with corruption and
inefficiency.”732
Raiding Victoria, Gamma, and Russobit-Soft
Owners of pirate DVD factories have been especially eager to take
advantage of law enforcement corruption.

On March 10 and 11, 2007, police

raided the Victoria optical-disc plant in St. Petersburg. Among the items
seized were eight DVD lines, each capable of pressing 800,000 DVDs per month,
five molds, and 258 DVD stampers containing a variety of Hollywood titles.733
Despite their efforts, police knew the time of the raid had been leaked,
because the factory was not running when they arrived and they found seven
sacks, each holding a ton of shredded DVDs.734 Although the plant was sealed
and put under surveillance,735 police learned that it was making DVDs again,
because its license had yet to be revoked.736 A second raid was launched in
August 2007, in which 55,000 DVDs and illegal molds were seized.737
The Gamma plant, which shares a warehouse with the Victoria plant and is
controlled by the same people, was first raided at the end of February 2007.738
The raid yielded 150 DVD stampers, 60,000 pirated DVDs, and nine DVD lines
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worth €30 million.

The factory had the capacity to press 100 million DVDs a

year, making it the largest unlicensed pirate factory ever found in Russia.739
The plant was raided again on September 24, 2007, after Moscow-based police
discovered it had begun making pirate DVDs again under the protection of local
police. However, security at the plant gave the operators a chance to destroy
some of the evidence, which included molds, stampers, and DVDs, as well as
five DVD lines.

The other four DVD lines disappeared.740 Police raided the

plant for a third time on November 6, 2007, when they learned that it was once
again making pirate DVDs. This time, only two DVD lines were found, one of
which was ready to be moved, along with 60,000 DVDs. As in the previous raid,
the disappearance of seven of the nine DVD lines indicates police bribery or
collusion, as the police were supposed to have kept the plant sealed.741
The Russobit-Soft factory also used corrupt authorities to further its
pirate activity.

Founded by Oleg Gordiyko742 in 1998, the company is Russia’s

largest manufacturer of optical discs,743 producing more than 2 million discs a
month.744 It has long been linked with piracy, having been included on the list
of pirate facilities given to Russian Press Minister Mikhail Lesin by U.S.
Ambassador Alexander Vershbow in 2002,745 and it was sued for $1.4 million in
damages by representatives from the music industry in December 2003 for its
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piracy activities.746 Additionally, in February 2004, a line of DVD
manufacturing equipment originally bought by a Russobit-Soft subsidiary was
discovered in a pirate facility responsible for manufacturing as many as half
of Moscow’s pirate DVDs.747 When the factory was raided by police, who then
confiscated the counterfeit discs, the officers involved were transferred or
fired, and the case was dropped for unknown reasons.748
In a November 2002 article, Dmitry Korovin, a journalist, claimed that
Russobit-Soft’s managers used their positions on the intellectual-property
committee of the Russian Chamber of Commerce, a committee Gordiyko heads, to
force out other pirates so that Russobit-Soft could control the market.749
Gordiyko and the company sued Korovin for libel, but he was found not liable,
and the decision indirectly confirmed his story.750
In another incident, Dmitriy Kobylkin, the leader of the Anti-Pirate
Society of Maritime Kray, was beaten by four unknown men on May 31, 2005.
Kobylkin claimed the assault was connected with his sharing of information
with police in Vladivostok about an underground pirate DVD factory, which the
police then raided. The facility remained unknown because, according to
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information that Kobylkin also shared with police, it was protected by state
officials. The pirate organization’s protection was so great that although its
leader was regularly arrested, the charges were always dropped.751
However, deeper investigation revealed that the society was, in fact, a
rogue organization with no official mandate to protect piracy. Thus, in what
appears to be a more evolved and brazen model than Gordiyko’s corruption of
the Russian Chamber of Commerce, Kobylkin is believed to have used his society
to attempt to extort protection fees from local pirates. As a result, the
injuries he sustained were probably a measure of retribution from local pirate
organizations that refused to pay into his racket.752 This case, like others in
this section, suggests just how difficult it is to find legitimate anti-piracy
authorities and organizations in Russia.
Pirate syndicates have also penetrated areas that are immune to police
raids. A group of 35 convicts in Novosibirsk made and sold pirate CDs out of
their prison, with the aid of the facility’s leaders.753

Further, many of the

factories on the list of pirate plants that Vershbow presented to Press
Minister Lesin were located on Russian government property, including secret
defense facilities, and were thus shielded from police raids.754 Most ingenious
was the effort of Sergei Kaluzhenka, who had pirated Xbox games and CDs
confiscated from his warehouse during a Russian police raid in October 2005.
In order to prevent a repeat raid, Kaluzhenka convinced Liberal Democratic
Party of Russia deputy Vladimir Ovsyannikov to use the warehouse as a public
reception area. When police returned in December, they encountered a sign on
the door announcing the building’s new status. Later, Ovsyannikov sent letters
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protesting the raid and asking that the police involved be investigated,
thereby crippling the case.755
Alexander Tarantsev
Russian national Alexander Tarantsev, who is linked to organized crime
and who controls pirate markets throughout Moscow, including Mitinsky,
Danilovsky, Dorgomilovsky, Pokrovsky, and Tuszynsky,756 has also used bribery
to influence government authorities.
In November 1997, Tarantsev was arrested in Miami for falsifying his
visa application by failing to acknowledge two previous convictions.757 While
the $2 million worth of jewelry he was wearing when he was arrested758 was
unusual enough, even more astounding was the fact that the Regional
Directorate for Combating Organized Crime (RUOP) began publicly declaring him
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in league with organized crime.759 They even provided Russian media with
confiscated videos showing Tarantsev’s lavish lifestyle and shared evidence
they had collected with U.S. law enforcement,760 which eventually also accused
him of being involved with Russian organized crime.761 However, the judge
hearing the case refused to consider the Russian evidence, and Tarantsev was
eventually acquitted.762
Russian journalist Vitaly Romanov expressed bewilderment that Russian
police waited until Tarantsev was arrested outside of Russia before revealing
the evidence they possessed against him.763 However, this case highlights
Tarantsev’s political influence. He has given equipment to various police
units in the Moscow area, including the traffic police, municipal police, and
police special units,764 and he donated almost $2 million to a fund he created
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to help veteran and wounded employees in the Ministry of the Interior.765 He
even had his picture taken with then Minister of the Interior Anatoly
Kulikov.766
Tarantsev has further shielded himself by building good relations with
various national political figures. After his acquittal on the visa fraud
charges in 1998, he gave a celebration that was attended by Liberal Democratic
Party of Russia representative Alexi Mitrofanov, as well as former Soviet
Deputy Defense Minister General Vladimir Arkhpov.767 The guests at the birthday
party he held later that year included a variety of Duma deputies, ministers,
and other high-level Russian political figures.768 He was also friendly with
Oleg Akayomov, who worked in the Department for State Management and Real
Estate in the State Property Ministry.769 Russian military intelligence (GRU)
even issued him a passport, which was later revoked.770
These links were not restricted to national-level policymakers. The
company that Tarantsev controls, Russian Gold, financed Moscow Mayor Yuri
Luzkhov’s efforts to form a political organization that would enable him to
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run for president of Russia.771 This relationship was reinforced when the
company provided the money to renovate the Mayakovskaya Metro Station in
Moscow.772
Not satisfied with only political influence, Tarantsev attempted to
improve his stature by reaching out to the Russian Orthodox Church. When the
Cathedral of Christ the Savior was being rebuilt in Moscow, he donated
hundreds of thousands of dollars, a painting that had been preserved from the
original church, and a reproduction of the patriarch’s wooden throne.773 He
also provided $600,000 for 15 programs produced by the Orthodox Television
Agency.774
The added security that such financial contributions provided helped
shield Tarantsev from prosecution.

His relationships with high-level

officials in Russian law enforcement may have forced lower-level officers to
wait until a foreign jurisdiction captured him in order to have a realistic
chance of prosecuting him. Moreover, Federico Varese, trying to understand why
Russian organized-crime figures gave money to the church, observed that
“criminals pursue an association with the church as a form of self-protection—
the church is a respectable institution and, by association, criminals gain
public recognition.”775 Tarantsev’s contributions to the very public effort to
fund the rebuilding of the Cathedral of Christ the Savior may have helped to
publicly identify him as a friend of the Russian Orthodox Church.
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Russian Gold
The pirate markets that Tarantsev controls through his company, Russian
Gold, as well as the company itself are closely connected to organized crime.
The company was established in the early 1990s.776 It is made up of more than
40 firms777 and also controls large pirate markets throughout Moscow, including
Mitinsky, Danilovsky, Dorgomilovsky, Pokrovsky, and Tuszynsky, as well as
slots for vendors at the All Russia Exhibition Center.778 However, Tarantsev
did not create the firm on his own. Oleg Pylev, co-leader of the OrehovskoMedvedkovskoy organized-crime group, testified in Moscow on January 17, 2008,
that Russian Gold was “our company” and that Tarantsev was made the company’s
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leader in order to let him handle financial matters.779 The Capital-Express
Bank, a part of Russian Gold, was also controlled by Pylev’s organization,780
and Sergei “Pelmen” Simonov, another member of Pylev’s group, was made the
company’s general director in order to represent Orehovsko-Medvedkovskoy’s
interests in the business.781 According to Pylev, a deal was made in which
Tarantsev would give half of the company’s profits to Andrei Pylev (Oleg’s
brother and co-leader of the organization782) and others. Oleg would get
between $10,000 and $30,000, which was to be used to pay other members of the
group.783
Pylev stated that the Orehovsko-Medvedkovskoy organization had been
working with Tarantsev since 1993, because both wanted to have a presence in
the lucrative Mitinsky, Tuskinsky, and Pokrovsky markets.784 As far back as
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1998, the three markets were handling 3,000 traders and 20,000 customers.785
During that year, the tax police raided Mitinsky and discovered documents
showing that it was paying taxes on only 80 million rubles in daily profits,
instead of on the 400 million rubles a day it had actually made.786 Reports in
1998 and 2001 noted not only the availability of pirated DVD and CD products,
but also the necessity of paying protection to the organization in order to
sell goods and receive advance warning of police raids.787 On November 21,
2005, a series of police raids (called Operation Counterfeit) were carried out
against warehouses and markets, including Mitinsky, that resulted in the
seizure of “hundreds of thousands of pirate discs” - according to a report
that could not, however, be independently corroborated.
Special survallience surveys undertaken for this project in March 2008
showed that pirate audio-video goods continued to be sold at Mitinsky (36
kiosks stocked pirated products) and, to a lesser extent, at the Tuskinsky,
and Dorogomilovsky markets, the All Russian Exhibition Center, and the Fair on
the Prague, in which Tarantsev also has a financial interest.788 Of additional
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concern is the availability of databases from Russia’s Federal Tax Service at
Mitino and other markets. On November 17, 2005, police raided the markets and
found thousands of CD compilations entitled “What a Hacker Needs to Know,”
including sensitive data on traffic and criminal police, foreigners, and the
pension fund.789 Not only did Russian Gold make money from the businesses
themselves, it also provided protection services through the creation of
private firms such as Great Power, Russian Guard, Moscow Panel, and Bourke-S,
which as an added bonus justified their presence at the markets by selling
weapons.790
The criminal control that was established over the markets and the
efforts to maintain that control led to a spiral of violence that consumed
almost everyone involved. As Pylev testified, “Tarantsev has become a major
customer of crimes. All the crimes that were committed by members of the
organization have been associated with business.”791 He ordered several murders
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for business or personal reasons.792 Criminal leader Alexander “Tsygan”
Makushenko was killed because he failed to repay an $800,000 loan to
Tarantsev.793 Yuri Glotser testified at the trial of the man who allegedly
killed Glotser’s brother in 1997 that he believed Tarantsev ordered the
killing.794 Pylev even tried unsuccessfully to convince Tarantsev not to have
Sergei “Pelmen” Simonov, a member of Pylev’s group, killed after it was
discovered that Simonov used drugs.795
The Orehovsko-Medvedkovskoy organization was also no stranger to
violence, being “responsible for at least 55 murders and 12 attempted
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murders.”796 When it believed its control over the markets was threatened, it
struck back with attacks on Nodari Gelashvili and Tarantsev himself.797
Gelashvili, a former deputy chief of the Moscow Main Administration for
Organized Crime,798 was hired by Tarantsev to be Russian Gold’s chief of
security,799 in order to minimize the company’s conflicts with Russian law
enforcement.800 Gelashvili eventually became a vice president of the company,
but on December 15, 1998, he was gunned down for confronting organized
crime.801

In an effort to make a rival group appear responsible, the

Orehovsko-Medvedkovskoy organization also killed Alexander Tokarev, a
bodyguard for Vladimir “Zayets” Zaychikov, the leader of the Izmaylovo
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organized-crime group.802 Pylev ordered Tarantsev killed too,803 but Tarantsev
survived the June 22, 1999, attempt when the automated gun set up by Aleksey
Sherstobitov (aka Lesha Soldat, or “Soldier”) began firing after Tarantsev had
passed by.804 Sherstobitov candidly admitted his role in the attempted murder
during his trial in January 2008.805
Piracy-Related Violence
The fight to establish and maintain control over the lucrative pirate
markets in Moscow was noteworthy, but the actual producers of the pirate
material also encountered the same types of violence. Ayrat Sharipov, the head
of the Mystery of Sound, was gunned down on September 28, 2005.806 The company,
through its subsidiary Mystery Distributsiya, is one of the largest
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wholesalers of DVDs and CDs in Russia.807 Although it is speculated that
Sharipov’s death was due to his political activities or a business dispute,808
Igor Pozhitkov, head of the International Federation of the Phonographic
Industry (IFPI) in Russia, argues that the contract murder was linked to
piracy activities.809
Yevgeny Ladik, considered one of Russia’s most important pirates,810 was
murdered on October 5, 2006.811 The murder was suspected of being carried out
by professionals812 and connected to an internal company dispute over one of
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Ladik’s business activities,813 which, according to various public declarations
and law enforcement investigations, included piracy.814 In 2002 (the latest
year for which figures are available), his RONEe’s Group of companies
controlled 60 percent of Russia’s audiocassette market and 10 percent of its
CD market.815
Yevgeny Valovik, Chief Detective-Search for the Directorate for the
Struggle Against Economic Crime (UBEP) of the GUVD in Rostov said in July 2006
that it was no secret that legal businesses also made pirate goods. “As of
January this year, in the Rostov region were two such enterprises, Politek
Ltd. LLC and Echo.”816 In fact, repeated inspections of the Echo factory in
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March 2006 resulted in its ceasing production, while Politek, which is
connected to the RONEe’S Group, was investigated in March 2006 for using
pirated software. It was also the target of another investigation by a
separate Rostov prosecutor at the request of the Russian General Prosecutor’s
Office in an effort to target Russia’s largest pirate organization, which also
has a close link to the Ministry of the Interior.817
The violence is not limited to the pirates themselves, but also involves
activists and investigators. Konstantin V. Zemchenkov, who heads the Russian
Anti-Piracy Organization (RAPO), was attacked by an unknown gunman on November
24, 2002, as he was driving to his home. He believes the assault was related
to a raid RAPO carried out on a warehouse storing pirate DVDs on November 14.
A subsequent raid on November 25 on the manufacturer supplying pirated discs
to that warehouse netted 118,000 pirated DVDs.818
Zemchenkov survived, but another activist was not as fortunate. On
January 15, 2008, Vadim Botnaryuk, leader of the Russian Phonographic
Association (RPA), was severely beaten by two unknown individuals. He died of
his injuries four days later, on January 19.819 The attack was similar to one
he suffered in October 2007, when he was also beset by two unidentified
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assailants, although he was able to escape on that occasion.820 Those
responsible wanted to make the January attack look like a robbery by taking
Botnaryuk’s briefcase, but colleagues and industry insiders claim the attack
was in response to his organization’s effort to collect and distribute the
millions of dollars worth of royalties from commercially broadcast music.821
The case is still under investigation, but it demonstrates how dangerous it is
to be involved in the entertainment industry in Russia.

The RPA, which is the

only organization recognized by the International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry, represents the rights of 80 percent of Western and
Russian artists in the country and holds one of six sought-after federal
statutory licenses to operate as a royalty-collecting society in Russia.822 It
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has struggled against “rogue” organizations like the Russian Organization on
Collective Management of Rights of Authors and Other Rightholders in
Multimedia, Digital Networks, and Visual Arts (ROMS) and the Russian Society
for Performers’ Rights Protection (ROUPI), which claim to do the same thing.
The International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA) says those
organizations do not represent it or its members’ interests in the country.823
Instead, ROMS represented AllofMP3.com, which for years sold copyrighted
tracks at heavily discounted prices without the artists’ or music companies’
consent. Botnaryuk testified to the Russian government that the site was
illegal and that ROMS did not have the authority to collect and distribute
payments to artists. AllofMP3.com was shut down temporarily in June 2007;
however, in August 2007, the head of the company that owns the site, Denis
Kvasov, was acquitted of charges of copyright infringement, the verdict was
affirmed in October 2007, and the site has reopened.824 ROUPI, meanwhile, has
been sued by several musicians for failing to pay them.825
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Los Ambulantes
An informal economy of itinerant vendors, called ambulantes or vagoneros,
has been a part of Mexico City’s cultural fabric for generations.826
Historically, the ruling party has profited from this economy through an
equally informal system of taxation, which might be more accurately described
as a system of bribery or extortion.827

Until recently, regulatory reforms

seem to have been enacted with a wink and a nod, largely to appease licensed
business owners, with only sporadic enforcement.

To strengthen their

bargaining power, vendors in Mexico City have coalesced into unions, which
have been accused of mafioso tactics.828

Union leaders negotiate the terms of

their agreements with officials, arbitrate internecine disputes, provide
social benefits, and exercise their influence, sometimes forcibly, against
other groups among the estimated 500,000 street vendors in the city.829
For more than two decades, Alejandra Barrios has been the leader of
Mexico City’s largest street-vendor organization, the Legitimate Civic and
Commercial Association (ALCC).830

Contrary the group’s name, street vending as

practiced by the ALCC is not sanctioned by law.

Many of the ALCC’s 5,000

members sell counterfeit goods, including pirated DVDs, from unlicensed stalls
along major pedestrian thoroughfares downtown in the historic core, causing
severe congestion and negatively impacting the legitimate businesses around
them.831

But in the early 1980s, Barrios forged an alliance with the
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Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI), which had by then ruled Mexico for
more than half a century.832

Thereafter, according to Alfonso Hernandez,

director of the Center for Tepito Studies and an expert on the capital's
itinerant vendors, the PRI protected the ALCC in exchange for bribes and votes
from the membership.833

ALCC members allegedly even attended political rallies

in choreographed shows of support for campaigning officials.834
Barrios endured through periods of adversity and occasional skullduggery.
When Michoacán Governor Cuauhtemoc Cardenas split from the PRI in 1987, he
convinced Barrios to run for congress on the ticket.835

According to Barrios,

the PRI immediately dispatched inspectors and police to harass and evict ALCC
street vendors from their posts.

The raids continued until Barrios

reluctantly ended her candidacy and resumed her outward support of the PRI.
Cardenas was defeated in the election, but ten years later, his left-of-center
Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD) ousted the PRI in the capital city.
The changing of the guard affected Barrios’ fortunes as well.

Alfonso

Hernandez claims the PRD quickly assumed control of most of the vendor
networks and allowed them to roust vendor organizations still loyal to the
PRI, of which the ALCC was one.836

During a particularly violent territorial

clash in 2003, the husband of rival street-vendor leader Maria Rosette was
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killed.837

Rosette accused Barrios of plotting the murder, and Barrios was

arrested a short time later.838

An ALCC spokesman told the press that Rosette

had framed Barrios so she could annex her territory.839

Despite reports of

videotape evidence proving her involvement, Barrios was freed for lack of
evidence after spending two years in jail.840
While Barrios was incarcerated, the Law of Civic Culture was enacted.

As

the name implies, the law contains ordinances to improve sanitation, working
conditions, and civility in the Federal District. It also prohibits
obstruction of pedestrian access, effectively outlawing unlicensed street
vending in the city.841

However, neither the PRD’s ascendancy nor the Law of

Civic Culture diminished the corruption in the system.

Maria Rosette leads a

coalition of street-vendor groups roughly 5,000 members strong, called the
Metropolitan Front of Public Vendors’ Popular Organizations (MFPVPO).

Like

Barrios, Rosette had been aligned with the PRI, but unlike her rival, she
quickly formed ties with the PRD when it came to power.842

Indicative of her

clout, Rosette has reportedly had a protection detail of elite, Israelitrained agents called the Special Reaction and Intervention Group (GERI) since
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her husband’s assassination.843

Rosette apparently runs the MFPVPO just as her

counterpart Alejandra Barrios runs the ALCC.

As of 2006, the PRD was

reportedly demanding contributions of 30 pesos a week from each of her vendors
and 100 pesos a day during campaign season.844

It has also been reported that

members of organizations affiliated with the PRD are temporarily barred from
their vending niches if they fail to show up at political events sporting proPRD T-shirts “sold” to them in advance.845
Rosette hails from Tepito, a slum near the Zócalo, once renowned for
producing world-class boxing talent, now notorious for its black market and
general lawlessness.846 It is reportedly because of Tepito that Mexico has the
dubious distinction of being the third largest producer of pirated
recordings.847
difficult.

Imposing order on the neighborhood has proven remarkably

Before dawn on November 16, 2000, an entire police battalion

descended on Tepito with the intent of dismantling some of the numerous
outlets selling stolen goods.848
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of Tepiteños hurled rocks, bottles, and Molotov cocktails at police and
dragged officers from their vehicles to reclaim seized merchandise.849
Ultimately, only 20 arrests were made.

Nine were of local and federal

officers accused of having protected the stash of stolen goods.850

Three years

later, the neighborhood repelled 1,200 elite police backed by helicopters and
armored vehicles.851
Tepito’s resistance to law enforcement is a double-edged sword, making it
safe for fencing and piracy but also providing a haven for the more dangerous
criminal enterprises of narcotics and arms trafficking.
852

have become commonplace.

Drive-by shootings

The Tijuana drug cartel is said to be ensconced in

the neighborhood, using local youths to distribute cocaine throughout the
city.853 South Korean merchants have become an important commercial force in
the neighborhood, owning some 300 of the 700 warehouses in Tepito and
commanding perhaps one-third of the market’s sales. South Korean organizedcrime groups have established a racket to control Asian vendors in the area
and have spurred the growth of a thriving gun-running business in the market,
as well as trade in counterfeit apparel and accessories from China.854 Industry
officers report, however, that the South Koreans promise not to sell pirated
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films and music as the price for coexisting with the local Tepiteños — a sign
of just how lucrative these goods are to the Tepito economy.855
All along, corruption appears to have kept Tepito a protected space.
Alfonso Hernandez maintains that corruption actually worsened in the early
years of PRD rule under Mayor Andrés Manuel López Obrador, who allowed
criminality to fester as long as the tributes continued.856 Mexico City’s
newest mayor, Marcelo Ebrard, appears to have had enough of the status quo.
Since taking office, Ebrard has overseen several significant raids in Tepito,
most of them targeting narcotics trafficking but seizing tons of pirated DVDs
as well.857

He has also participated in efforts to restore the neighborhood’s

pride in athletics, inaugurating a Tepito soccer tournament organized by Maria
Rosette.858

Most significantly, in October 2007, Ebrard negotiated with the

ALCC and other street-vendor unions to completely vacate the historic core.859
The impact of the change is exemplified in the words of a television reporter
who, upon viewing an aerial shot of Corregidora Street the morning after the
vendors vacated the area, exclaimed, “Look, sidewalks! I didn’t know they
existed.”860
The mayor’s unexpected ally is President Felipe Calderon of the rival
conservative National Action Party (PAN), who has also expressed a desire to
promote the rule of law in Mexico City, using both carrots and sticks.
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Calderon claims his administration created 500,000 new jobs in its first eight
months, and it has instituted a modest social security program to entice
people to join the formal economy.861

The Federal Investigation Agency (AFI)

led an early morning anti-piracy raid of warehouses in Tepito in October 2006,
confiscating tons of discs and 300 burners capable of producing 43,200 pirated
DVDs per day.862 In subsequent years, repeated raids in Tepito have proven just
how deeply rooted pirate groups are in the neighborhood. A raid in July 2008
demonstrated the scale of anti-piracy operations: More than 345 federal
officers seized 30 tons of pirated films and music and dismantled ten pirate
disc-burning labs.863

Subway Vendors
Strains of the drama that has played out in the streets of Mexico City
echo in its subway system, where an estimated 42,000 vendors organized into 16
groups hawk pirated discs and battle for dominance of the various train
lines.864

Although protective political alliances are not as overt as they are

aboveground, a similar pattern of inconsistent enforcement and judicial
irregularities suggests government complicity.

One of the largest and most

notorious of the subway vending groups, about 3,000 members strong, goes by
the deceptively innocuous name of Ángeles Metropolitanos (AM).

The group’s

disruptive tactics have been a continual source of aggravation for riders and
public safety officials.

Not only have AM vendors shown a brazen disregard

for the Law of Civic Culture, obstructing the corridors of the trains and
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stations with their wares, they have been involved in violent physical
altercations with rival vendors and police alike.865
The leader of AM, Alejandro Casabal Flores—alias El Tuercas (“The Nuts”)—
has had multiple run-ins with the law.
866

assaulting his wife.

He was arrested in September 2005 for

In October 2005, he was arrested on suspicion of

extortion, aggravated robbery with a gang, organized crime, and malicious
wounding.867

Two months later, he was arrested for suspected involvement in a

melee with rival street vendors in Plaza Garibaldi that terrified commuters.868
The extortion charges arose from allegations that Flores runs AM’s routes like
a closed shop, enforcing quotas and demanding a cut of every vendor’s sales.
This fee is allegedly extracted by force from uncooperative vendors, who may
also be forcibly ousted from the Metro for failure to comply.

Prosecutors

allege Flores makes between 300,000 and 450,000 pesos a day from these “dues
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payments.”869

Flores has also been charged with obstruction of Metro

communications because of AM’s aggressive sales tactic of blaring music and
movies on portable devices, drowning out the Metro’s public-address-system
announcements.870
Enforcement of the law against DVD piracy and unauthorized Metro vending
in general has been erratic.

On the one hand, a staggering number of Metro

vendors have been fined since the Law of Civic Culture was enacted: 10,674
street vendors were sent before civic judges in 2004, and the number grew to
24,194 in 2005, with another 42,797 evicted from the Metro without being
cited.871

Secretary of Public Security Ortega Cuevas Flores has implored Metro

riders not to buy pirated DVDs and has pledged repeatedly to use a mano duro
(hard hand) to deter AM.872 Yet the day after one such proclamation, an
investigative reporter wrote that Metro vendors were selling with impunity in
plain view of authorities.873
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were fired for allegedly looking the other way as AM worked.874

In response to

criticism of the officers’ actions, Metro legal director Jose Alfonso Suarez
del Real cited limited resources: There are only 350 officers available to
police the 175 stations and 230 trains of the system.875

But El Tuercas and at

least one other source have accused transit officials of accepting, if not
demanding, payment to permit Metro vending.876
Although Flores has denied that his organization enjoys any political
support,877 he has been freed three times within days of his arrest for reasons
that invite skepticism.878
879

abuse charge.

He was pardoned by prosecutors for the domestic-

One judge dismissed charges because they were based entirely

on victim testimony, even though one of those victims was a police
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auxiliary.880

And a civil disturbance following his third arrest may have been

a factor in his early release in that case.

AM members reportedly formed a

human chain across Ignacio Zaragoza, a major thoroughfare, during rush hour;
the demonstrators were eventually dispersed by police, with numerous arrests
and several injuries reportedly incurred in the process. 881

Although it sounds

far-fetched, Flores is said to have given different surnames at each arrest,
which supposedly prevented authorities from realizing that he was a repeat
offender and imposing a stricter sentence.882
Ortega Cuevas expressed bewilderment after Flores’ December 2005 release,
stating that he could not understand the justification, especially considering
the many open investigations into Flores’ activities.883

The mayor of the

Federal District, Alejandro Encinas Rodriguez, lamented that while law
enforcement has taken action against Metro vendor leadership, “the judges
don’t help much.”884
Since El Tuercas’ release, other prominent AM members have been taken into
custody.

In January 2006, a group of Metro vendors led by Armando Galicia

Patino (alias El Pastas) cut power to the San Lazaro station during a clash
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with police agents there.885

El Pastas, according to street sellers, is one of

Alejandro Casabal Flores’ principal strongmen.886

Other AM lieutenants,

including Rafael Darío Cruz López (alias El Copetes), José Luis López Linares
(alias El Archi), and Augustín Maciel Cortés (alias El Rey León), have
likewise been arrested for alleged extortionary activities but only lightly
penalized.887
JAPAN
Yakuza: Yamaguchi-gumi
On September 22, 2006, more than 150 police officers moved in on the
Nihonbashi area of Osaka to shut down a network of more than 21 pirate-DVD
street vendors. Police analysis revealed that both the territory and the
piracy activity were controlled by four affiliates of the Yamaguchi-gumi,
Japan’s largest organized-crime syndicate. While these street-level gangs
operated their illicit activities underground, their leaders led (and continue
to lead) very visible lives, with clearly marked offices and biographies
published in yakuza-themed magazines sold in newsstands across Japan.
That an organized-crime group could lead such a public existence in Japan
is a paradox explained only by the years of tolerance the yakuza enjoyed from
Japan’s politicians, police, and the public. The paradox is all the more
surprising given that Japan, unlike Russia, is a thriving democracy and,
unlike Mexico, prides itself on its orderly civil and political institutions.
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Transparency International ranks Japan among the top 20 countries in the world
for eliminating corruption, ahead of the United States and France.888 Moreover,
compared with most countries in Asia, Japan enjoys a low piracy rate (around
15 percent of industry market and revenues) and takes piracy enforcement
seriously. In January 2007, the country used its strictest Organized Crime
Punishment Law to prosecute three “ordinary” pirates who had no yakuza
connections.889
Yet, as one commentator put it, “Japan shares important parallels with
transition economies: it has an institutional environment rife with incentives
for the creation of alternative (illicit) enforcement mechanisms and a very
active network of organized criminal groups.”890 Therefore, despite serious
gains made by the government to contain the yakuza, the gangs’ persistence
attests to the difficulties posed by the effects of decades of corruption.
Protected space has persisted in this afterglow of corruption and has enabled
a variety of yakuza crimes, including, more recently, piracy and
counterfeiting.

Corruption
The yakuza, descended from medieval gamblers and outlaws, grew into a
cohesive force in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In Japan's
modernization, the yakuza (known more broadly as the boryokudan) came to be
regarded as contemporary samurai, a masterless criminal class bound by
traditions of honor and duty. Their alliances with right-wing ultranationalist
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groups afforded them protection and acceptance among Japan's broadly
conservative population.891 As the country rebuilt its infrastructure after
World War II, the yakuza formed a working alliance with the Liberal Democratic
Party and were tacitly given a legitimate role in ensuring order on the
streets and enabling a flourishing black market.892 This relationship endured
for the next 50 years, planting deep roots of corruption across Japanese
political, law enforcement, and civil institutions.

Political Corruption
In its heyday, the yakuza had an influence on almost every level of
government. In the 1950s, it was effectively employed by the national
government as a stabilizing force to counter growing radicalism. With growing
unrest caused by left-wing labor unions and student groups, elites looked to
the yakuza to reclaim order.893 The arrangement was perhaps best symbolized
when Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi recruited a 28,000-man yakuza force to
protect U.S. President Eisenhower and stamp out potential rioting during his
state visit to Japan to conclude the Japan-America Security Treaty.894
The yakuza's corruption was most potent at the regional and local levels.
Politicians turned to the yakuza for assistance with a host of activities,
including "fundraising, organizing voters, and discrediting opponents."

These

links were hardly hidden from view. Important politicians were often "guests
of honor" at yakuza initiation and succession ceremonies, as well as at
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weddings and funerals of prominent yakuza members.895 Likewise, many
politicians publicly came to the aid of their patrons when they fell afoul of
the law. In 1971, former Prime Minister Kishi and former Education Minister
Majuamra guaranteed the bail for a senior member of the largest yakuza gang,
the Yamaguchi-gumi, when he was arrested on a charge of murder. Even as late
as 1985, a petition calling for the release of yakuza members was signed by
the presiding "prefectural governor, the mayor, the head of the prefectural
assembly, as well as several Diet [national parliament] members."896

Police Corruption
The yakuza's symbiotic relationship with the police ensured its members’
survival as a protected species of criminal in Japan. During Japan's postWorld War II reconstruction, the yakuza held the balance of power on the
street. It helped the nation's struggling police force gain territorial
intelligence and also filled in the gaps of their command. Even after a police
force had gained control of a territory, the yakuza were often summoned to
help keep the area orderly.897 There was ultimately little doubt who yakuza
members were in a given community; for decades, gangs would submit membership
lists to the National Police Agency (NPA).898 From 1957 to 1999, the historical
average was one yakuza member for every 1,000 members of the population.899 At
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the precinct level, local police officers knew the yakuza members on a firstname basis.900 And when police were periodically forced by the public to take
action against the yakuza, the arrests were typically made with a "ritualistic
air," with most members fully cooperating, knowing they would be held for only
a few days.901
It was on the basis of these "amiable relationships" that the yakuza were
able to corrupt policing institutions into turning a blind eye to yakuza
activities.902 This protection was often cemented by the presentation of gifts
to local authorities. Other factors also continued to draw the police and the
yakuza together. Many Japanese police officers, who hailed from the same
working-class neighborhoods as the yakuza, were sympathetic with the yakuza's
conservative views and the mores the group aimed to uphold in society. They
also admired the discipline and code honor upheld by the yakuza members. A
genre of songs full of yakuza allusions and popular among police members
illustrated the broad acceptance yakuza had in society. As one officer put it,
"To understand the heart of Japanese people, you must understand the yakuza
and ninkyo."903
Above all, police officers had unspoken assurances from the yakuza that
they would respect the police forces' duty to enforce serious law-and-order
concerns. For instance, after a turf-battle murder, the guilty member often
was disavowed from the gang and forced to come to the local police station to
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make a full confession.904 In sum, the police sought to contain the yakuza, not
eradicate them; the goal was reining in their actions and pushing them to
pursue lawful activity.905 The undoing of this tradition, amid a rising tide of
gun-related violence in the late 1980s, was one of several factors that led to
a substantive police clampdown on the yakuza activity.

Public Corruption
The role the yakuza played in keeping street crime down and helping to
cultivate Japan's law-abiding image was useful to business owners. The public
preferred the yakuza's seeming obedience and predictability to the actions of
more "disorganized" criminals.906 During the 1980s, the yakuza took an even
more public advocacy role through a practice called minbo—translated literally
as "violent intervention into civil affairs."907 In this service, injured
parties turned to yakuza members to expedite the settlement of a legal dispute
out of court—a practice made all the more attractive by Japan's notoriously
slow and expensive legal system and the general public’s reluctance to
litigate.

"Lawyers number about 1 per 8,500 people in Japan, compared to

about 1 per 900 in Britain and 1 per 400 in America."908 The cases the yakuza
took on for clients included debt-collection, financial and corporate
racketeering, crisis management, tenant-landlord disputes, and, most commonly,
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traffic-accident disputes.909 The yakuza openly displayed the markers of their
gang membership (tattoos, lapel pins, and even gang business cards).910 They
also took on more-complicated civil cases: In 1995, the Japanese Bar
Association estimated that nearly one-quarter of all bankruptcies in Japan
were handled by yakuza gangs.911

Consequences: Economic Instability
Yet despite the benefits politicians, police, and some members of the
public obtained by abetting yakuza activity, the gang's corrosive effect had
far-reaching consequences. An example is the commercial crime known as
sokaiya, a form of corporate blackmail, in which predatory agitators disrupt
annual company shareholder meetings. Yakuza members, who were thought to have
controlled one-third of such known agitators, controlled both ends of the
practice: They engaged in the blackmail and provided protection from it.912
Corporate reforms in 1982 helped slow the practice, but even as late as 2003,
a national survey of 3,000 companies found that 30 percent had been approached
by yakuza groups or affiliates for money or other demands.913
The yakuza's most notorious practice of white-collar crime was jiage, a
form of land-sharking in which yakuza members pressured tenants and landowners
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to relinquish control of their properties to large developers.914 For their
efforts, gang members could earn a 3 percent commission or, in many cases,
retain equity in the property to add to their portfolio. These investments
served to generate revenue and also acted as a money-laundering vehicle.
Throughout the 1980s, gang bosses earned a fortune as Japan's inflated realestate sector boomed.915 When the market crashed, many banks had a great deal
of difficulty collecting on their debts from yakuza members and often found
themselves victims of attacks.916 Some 10 percent or more of Japan's bad debt,
which ranged up to several trillion dollars, was attributable to the yakuza.
Furthermore, loopholes in regulation permitted lending to speculators to
continue even after the real-estate bubble burst. Ministry of Finance
officials believe that some $50 billion in such loans landed in the hands of
the yakuza.917
CRACKDOWNS AND THE PERSISTENCE OF PROTECTED SPACES
By the early 1990s, the public mood had turned sharply against the
yakuza.

Although the origins of Japan's economic downturn lay squarely in the

failure of the white market, the yakuza's role in the economic crisis was
unmistakable. Decades of corruption had eroded the nation's civil institutions
and given rise to drug trafficking and gun violence that eventually caught the
police, the yakuza's tacit allies, in the crossfire.918 As the economy
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deteriorated, public tolerance of the gangs decreased. Many dubbed the
troubles "a yakuza recession," laying blame on the havoc the gangs wrought on
financial institutions and national corporations.919
In response, the Japanese Diet unanimously passed the boryokudan
countermeasures, which came into effect in 1992.920 The legislation included
anti-racketeering statutes that lowered the definition of intimidation,
effectively criminalizing the yakuza's use of their "reputation for violence"
as the instrument for achieving their demands. On the whole, Japan’s measures
were mild compared to Hong Kong's anti-triad laws or the U.S. RICO statute,
but they did give police the right to close yakuza offices in times of
emergency, and they prohibited the display of the gangs' insignias.
The yakuza's response to the laws was fairly mild. Wives and daughters of
gang members marched through the yakuza-dominated Ginza district in Tokyo in
protest.921 Authorities reported that membership levels fell by nearly a third
in the early 1990s. Unlike the Italian mafiosi, who lashed out violently
against police, prosecutors, and priests who dared to get in their way, the
yakuza did not blatantly "counterattack."922
Instead, yakuza criminal activity went underground, while their
institutions remained intact, and the group tried to gain a more respectable
public image through goodwill gestures. The Yamaguchi-gumi were publicly
thanked by the government when they helped provide immediate emergency
assistance (some 8,000 meals a day) to survivors of the Kobe earthquake in
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1995.923 A decade later, a former public security intelligence official told
foreign journalists that the newly opened Chubu International Airport in
central Japan could "never have been realized without local yakuza approval
and cooperation."924 After the initial downturn, yakuza membership grew
steadily, reaching 86,300 by the end of 2006, according to National Police
Agency estimates.925
The persistence of gangs points to the protected spaces that remain
because the yakuza is so firmly entrenched in Japanese society.

Indeed,

police pressure in the 1990s, like that in the 1960s, might actually have
pushed the gangs to consolidate.926927 Today, the three major yakuza syndicates,
Yamaguchi-gumi, Sumiyoshi-kai, and Inagawa-kai, account for 73 percent of the
total yakuza membership and work almost as an oligopoly in the underworld of
crime.928
The yakuza has also become more international, establishing working
arrangements with regional triad groups in China, Hong Kong, and Macao for
supply of narcotics and money-laundering facilities. Yakuza members have also
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set up regional outposts as bases for illegal businesses. In 2004, police
arrested the Yamaguchi-gumi's lead Taiwan representative for running a pirate
satellite business that beamed illegal pornographic videos to subscribers in
Taiwan, Japan, Korea, Guam, and several Southeast Asian countries. In less
than two years, the business had garnered over $10 million in revenue and had
demonstrated the technological skills of the yakuza gangs.929
In Russia's underpoliced Far East, yakuza members have worked with local
criminal groups on Sakhalin Island and around the Kamchatka Peninsula to
control smuggling conduits into and out of Japan. In 1997, the National Police
dismantled a $25 million car-theft ring that was run by the Yamaguchi-gumi and
Vladivostok organized criminal gangs.930 Other services provided by Russian
organized crime include money laundering, methamphetamines, firearms, and
prostitution.931 Russian supply channels have been a source of counterfeit
goods for the yakuza, from textiles to movies and printer cartridges. It has
been noted that one of the yakuza’s "favored” money-laundering techniques has
been to exchange dirty cash for counterfeit goods and forged documents of
authenticity, which can then be sold through legal outlets in Japan.932
Increased police scrutiny has made the higher ranks of these
organizations work to keep up a façade of respectability for their semilegitimate business and charitable activities. As a result, the gangs continue
to enjoy a public face. For instance, when the chairman of the Yamaguchi-gumi
retired in 2005, his replacement's succession ceremony was covered live on
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national TV news.933 Yakuza black-market business earnings are estimated to be
more than $10 billion per year, and forays into legitimate markets raise the
number still higher.934
In the middle level of the yakuza organizations, many members evolved
from being full-time criminals to being businessmen with illegal sidelines. As
part-time yakuza members, they are discrete in displaying signs of their
membership, and they rely on less-violent methods of resolving disputes.935 In
2006, the National Police reported that for the first time since 1958, when
records on the yakuza began being kept, part-time yakuza members outnumbered
their full-time counterparts.936
Many members in the lowest ranks have not been able to make the
transition to legitimate operations. Smaller gangs have either gone out of
business or have been subsumed into the larger gangs. At the street level, the
yakuza have essentially "franchised" to these smaller groups traditional
mainstay criminal activities, such as racketeering, gambling, loan-sharing,
narcotics trafficking, and newer crimes such as piracy and counterfeiting.
This has allowed higher-level yakuza members to disassociate themselves from
vice but still have a profit stake in illicit activities such as the
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methamphetamine market, which, at 600,000 addicts and 2.18 million casual
users, is one of the largest in Asia.937
Smaller yakuza gangs appear to have benefited significantly from this
arrangement. Under the tutelage of larger yakuza organizations, they have
gained the strength to better control their territory, to finance transitions
into new businesses, and to obtain the resources to deal with the competition
(or even enlist allegiances) from new foreign organizations, such as Chinese
and North Korean gangs.938 The underground Japanese economy is expected to
expand between 2 and 3 percent by 2010—almost twice the rate of the legal
economy.939 Therefore, while law-abiding businesses can seek injunctions under
anti-yakuza laws, those operating at the margins of or outside the law, such
as illegal immigrants, prostitutes, and companies cutting legal corners,
continue to fall prey to street-level yakuza rackets.940
In these circumstances, piracy has become a natural part of yakuza
criminal portfolios.

Illicit street vending was always a core activity for

the gangs. One survey found that the most common businesses of yakuza members
were street stalls (5,552 surveyed members), followed by lending agencies
(3,239), bars (3,129), strip clubs and spas (2,692), restaurants (2,596), and
construction firms (2,171).941 Moreover, international connections, the growing
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sophistication of the gangs, and the low barrier to entry into piracy have
driven some gangs directly into manufacturing. Police reports reflect a
growing awareness of yakuza connections to piracy and counterfeiting.
According to a 2004 National Police report on yakuza economic crimes, police
concluded 19 investigations of intellectual-property theft involving yakuza
gangs and detained some 32 suspects. Overall, intellectual-property theft
ranked among the top five economic crimes committed by the yakuza, behind
loan-sharking and illegal waste disposal. A 2006 National Police report on
intellectual-property crimes cited 43 cases linked to yakuza members, almost 9
percent of all the intellectual-property crimes committed that year.942

And

[olice sources caution that these national statistics greatly understate
yakuza involvement in piracy.943
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Figure C.1
Economic Crime Committed by Yakuza Crime Syndicate Members (2004)

Offense

No. suspects arrested
Arrests with police No. of organizations
convicted
detention

No. of cases
cleared

Financial Offenses

126 184

180

3

125 183

179

3

70 188

102

1

66 181

97

1

Others

52 76

52

1

IPRInfringement Offenses

19 32

32

0

Real Estate Offenses

13 27

21

6

Commercial Transaction Offenses

2 15

15

0

Sanitation Offenses

3

4

2

0

285 526

404

11

Illegal money lending
Environmental Offenses
Illegal wastedisposal

Total

SOURCE: National Police Agency of Japan, “Report on Organized Crime
2006 (January–June),” August 2006.
Case Study: Yamaguchi-gumi Involvement in Piracy
Interviews with police agencies in Japan indicate that the yakuza's overt
entry into DVD film piracy has been a recent phenomenon. A decade ago, the
gangs were involved in VHS piracy, but for some time they turned to other
forms of counterfeiting, moving to fake watches, clothing, and purses; they
returned to DVD piracy in late 2003 as a response to the dwindling fortunes of
the illicit pornography businesses. Throughout this time period, yakuza
members were involved in piracy businesses that needed protection or help in
mediating disputes.
Many piracy enterprises were offshoots of illegal pornography operations
that had been a long-time source of revenue for yakuza gangs.944 A predominant
yakuza group in this field was the Rakudaime Yamaguchi-gumi affiliate, Oharagumi. For years, the gang operated a thriving enterprise of prostitution in
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the Ikuno-ku neighborhood of Osaka. Operations included all aspects of local
and foreign prostitution in gang-run brothels and escort services. The gang
also had a pervasive protection racket that covered many of the adult
entertainment businesses throughout Osaka.945 For the Ohara-gumi, underground
pornography operations were an important source of revenue that complemented
their other activities. The price of an illegal pornographic DVD was often
three times that of a pirated mainstream film.

But as internet pornography

became increasingly profitable in Japan, profits from pornographic hard-goods
ventures decreased. Piracy of mainstream films was thus a natural progression
for gangs such as the Ohara-gumi to build new revenue streams.946
The mercantile and illicit activities of Osaka converge at Nihonbashi.
The northern end of the area is a thriving hub for electronic retailers. Many
of these shops discreetly sell illegal pornographic DVDs out of back rooms for
yakuza gangs. The southern area, full of bars and hotels, is a hub for
prostitution, narcotics, and more-overt pornography vending. Overlaid on this
illicit activity is an extensive yakuza racket that has been in place since
World War II. Today, the area is presided over by several Yamaguchi-gumi
affiliates.
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While the gangs compete internally as members of the Yamaguchi-gumi, they
are compelled to create working agreements to keep the peace. In particular,
this has been facilitated by the Ohara-gumi and the Hayano-Kai, which were
integrated into the same wing of the Yamaguchi-gumi by family head Tadashi
Irie of the Takumi-gumi. Yakuza syndicates are organized under a rigid pyramid
structure; thus alliances at the top trickle down to third- and fourth-level
affiliates.947 In Nihonbashi, it is common to see territory marked by different
groups by flyers or logos placed on telephone poles, yet evidence of alliances
is reflected in the office space the gangs share.948
In 2005, police noticed a spike of pirated DVDs sold on the streets of
Nihonbashi. Initial raids uncovered medium-sized pirate retail vendors who
sold DVDs from carts that lined the streets of the neighborhood. Stepped-up
enforcement involved increasing patrols, which yielded arrests throughout the
year.949 The film and music industries followed with additional support,
posting signs and giving out leaflets exhorting customers not to patronize
pirate street vendors (see photographs below).
Given Nihonbashi's history of yakuza activity, police were certain that
street-vendor activities there were, at a minimum, sanctioned and taxed by the
presiding gangs.950 Arrests of four pirate vendors in May 2005 revealed Yumiko
Takahashi (浨㳚ዃኼ), Hideo Tanabe (䞿挙䱏⮺), Hiroki Tanigchi (廆♲ㆧ岧), and
Masanori Kobayashi (⺞㨦⺕乓) to be low-level members of the Hayano-kai yakuza
gang.951 By January 2006, police had worked up the supply chain in Osaka to
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arrest Motohiko Murata (㧠䞿⏒ㇵ), the operator of a large optical-disc-burning
factory in nearby Kitashinichi that supplied the vendors in Nihonbashi.952 The
raid netted 25 optical-disc burners, 12,640 pirated DVD-Rs, 700 blank DVD-Rs,
and 1,200 sleeves.953 Murata was linked back to the Asai-gumi, which operated
in the area. In addition to piracy and other forms of counterfeiting, the
Asai-gumi has rackets that involve local restaurants and taxi drivers. In the
black market, their racket extends to prostitutes, brothels, and drug dealers
who operate in the area.954

Figure C.2
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Review of JIMCA Arrest Log for Nihonbashi. See Complaint ID Numbers

2005064, 2006101, January 11, 2005. Yakuza affiliation confirmed by Osaka
Police Department sources.
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Motion Picture Association, “Police Seize 25 DVD-R Burners in Raid on Osaka

Supplier of Street Vendors,” press release, January 19, 2006.
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Review of JIMCA Arrest Log for Nihonbashi. See Complaint ID Numbers

2005064, 2006101, January 11, 2005. Yakuza affiliation confirmed by Osaka
Police Department sources. Asai-gumi profile confirmed by multiple police
sources from Kita-ku, Osaka City.
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Deepening evidence of yakuza activity in Nihonbashi's piracy industry
prompted further crackdowns in the area. In May 2006, Itsumi Hashimoto
(㳚㦻Ᵽ㾴初), an Ohara-gumi member, and his two associates Kouji Hanamoto
(啀㦻⏘⚇) and Tadamitsu Yashioka (⚘⼰㉯⏘), were arrested for selling pirate
DVDs on the streets of Nihonbashi.955 Throughout the summer of 2006, warnings
were issued by law enforcement to vendors and the public not to engage in
piracy. With the yakuza so firmly entrenched in the business, police took
concerted action to close down the piracy syndicates.
On September 22, 2006, 20 police stations with more than 150 officers
conducted a joint raid in Nihonbashi, where they arrested 21 vendors. Followup actions in the next six months yielded an additional 40 vendors and several
of the supply factories. During the September raid, police seized 10,000
pirate DVDs and CDs, along with 28 DVD-burners and three color printers.956

Nihonbashi Piracy Vendor Groups
Figure C.3
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Review of JIMCA Arrest Log for Nihonbashi. See Complaint ID Numbers

2006020, 2006026, May 21, 2006.

Yakuza affiliation confirmed by Osaka Police

Department sources.
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Review of JIMCA Arrest Log for Nihonbashi. See Complaint ID Number 2006036,

September 20, 2006.

Yakuza affiliation confirmed by Osaka Police Department

sources.
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A prime piracy target was Hayano-kai yakuza member Kou Seiryuu

(aka

Takayama (浧⼀ሶቋ浧㷲爜)), who was arrested along with his associates Norifumi
Ikeyama (㻯⼀巈⚁) and Seiko Ryuu (㪂 㟎Ⰼ). Takayama was believed to be the
highest-ranking street vendor in Nihonbashi. He divided up the territory among
the vendors (including Hashimoto, as above) and had links to an optical-discburning lab run by an Ohara-gumi affiliate, which was raided in two months
later.957

Figure C.4
Raid at Takayama Burning Lab

After the September 2006 raids, the leader of the Erugurando group (see
vendor list above), Tsutomu Miyasawa, was placed on the most-wanted list for
his role in piracy selling and manufacturing. Miyasawa, a member of the
Sunako-kai yakuza gang, a subsidiary of the Hayano-kai gang, was arrested on
April 18, 2007, and tried on November 12. He was found guilty and received a

957

Review of JIMCA Arrest Log for Nihonbashi. See Complaint ID Numbers

2006041, 2006042, 2006106, September 28, 2006 – October 30, 2006.

Yakuza

affiliation confirmed by Osaka Police Department sources.
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20-month prison sentence and a fine equivalent to $35,000, and he had $320,000
in assets seized through application of the boryokudan countermeasures laws.958
Following intensive analysis and interrogation of the September 22
suspects, the Osaka Prefectural Police officially concluded that the spike in
piracy activity in Nihonbashi was a direct result of yakuza involvement in the
area.959 Intelligence analysis developed a clear picture of the chain of
command between the different syndicate members (see Figure C.5). Most
fascinating was the overlap of various yakuza gang affiliations in the midst
of a street-level power hierarchy. Hashimoto (Ohara-gumi) worked for Takayama
(Hayano-Kai) but ultimately used his earnings to pay tribute to Takayam’s
rival, the Ohara-gumi. Conversely, Miyasawa (Hayano-kai/Sunako-kai) paid
tribute to Hayano-kai’s rival, the Ohara-gumi. Police analysts concluded that
the logic behind this web of tribute payments was a division of labor.

The

Hayano-Kai ran the racket and controlled vendors in Nihonbashi. This was in
line with its core criminal competencies in racketeering and banking fraud.
The Ohara-gumi had access to the disc-burning operations and thus sold and
manufactured DVDs.960
The capture of the hierarchy was completed on April 21, 2007, when police
made the last major arrest of a vendor known by his family name, Kaneda. He
was believed to be the most senior member of the Ohara-gumi, which presided
over the entire Nihonbashi area.961
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Review of JIMCA Arrest Log for Nihonbashi. Complaint ID N/A, April 18,

2006.
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Interview with Police Superintendent Hisashi Takagi, Osaka Prefecture

Police Department, November 17, 2006.
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Confirmed by Osaka Police Department sources.
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Review of JIMCA Arrest Log for Nihonbashi. Complaint ID N/A, April 21,

2006.
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Figure C.5
Nihonbashi Piracy Vendor Hierarchy
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The Afterglow of Corruption:
During the 2005 and 2006 raids against yakuza piracy syndicates in
Nihonbashi, there was no apparent evidence or any suggestion of police or
political corruption interfering with the law enforcement actions. If
anything, the police displayed an admirable professionalism in ensuring the
organized-crime element of the investigation was highlighted and dealt with
seriously. The same approach was taken when the RAND researchers performing
this study sat down for face-to-face interviews with the police on the topic
of yakuza involvement in piracy.
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Figure C.6
Yamaguchi-Gumi Yearbook

The tactical significance of the yakuza's continued public presence is
debatable. Extensive features written about the presidents of the Hayano-kai and
the Ohara-gumi can be found in yakuza-focused magazines that are distributed at
most major newsstands in Japan. Succession pacts and internal gang politics are
chronicled almost like the features in celebrity fan magazines. In the 2006
Yamaguchi-gumi yearbook, the president of the Ohara-gumi was lauded for his role
in rushing relief supplies to 1995 Kobe earthquake survivors and was described as
a "godfather type with sincere social obligations and people skills." Finally, it
is still quite easy to locate yakuza offices. They are clearly marked with the
gang's symbols, and despite ominous security measures, the gang members make no
apparent attempt to mask their presence.
There is a strong argument that yakuza membership is not just symbolic, but
that it confers real benefits in the criminal underworld. As this case study
demonstrates, affiliations between Yamaguchi-gumi gangs paved the way for
cooperation in a highly competitive piracy market. Police attest to the fact that
yakuza gangs were able to force out or tax other vendors from the area (primarily
amateur Israeli piracy and counterfeiting vendors), precisely because of the
perceived threat the yakuza pose.962
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Confirmed by Osaka Police Department sources.
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